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Dear Fellow Ohioans,
About 20 million people worldwide fall victim to human trafficking each year, according to estimates. Some
of those victims are right here in Ohio, and among them are the most innocent members of society —
children. Human trafficking is modern-day slavery and involves using force, fraud, or coercion to compel a
person to provide labor or engage in commercial sex acts.
Some victims go undetected and unassisted. A recent study of survivors of sex trafficking found that about
88 percent of them had been seen by a health care practitioner during the time they were being trafficked,
but, tragically, they were not identified as victims. To help address this issue, Michael Abrams, president of
the Ohio Hospital Association, and I sent a letter to more than 200 hospitals and health systems throughout
Ohio this year encouraging them to better train staff to identify and serve these victims and provided
resources to do so. As a result, many hospitals have contacted my office for on-site training or to discuss
training protocols.
My office continues to support access to services for victims of human trafficking by providing Victims of
Crime Act (VOCA) funding to organizations that assist survivors of human trafficking. The resources enable
such groups to improve and expand their programming and identify ways to better serve their clients.
This annual report highlights the work and research undertaken by my Human Trafficking Commission for
the education of all Ohioans on how to prevent and fight this insidious crime. As awareness of, and support
for, victims of human trafficking is increased, Ohio will continue to serve as an example for other states.
Thank you for your continued dedication and commitment to this cause and for your ongoing commitment to
protecting our most vulnerable members of society.
Very respectfully yours,

Mike DeWine
Ohio Attorney General

Human Trafficking Commission Activities
In 2018, the Ohio Attorney General’s Human Trafficking Commission hosted three meetings. Each one
focused on a different topic area and brought together professionals and advocates from across the state
and country. The commission is made up of six subcommittees that focus on individual and collaborative
efforts to end the demand for trafficking in Ohio and provide improved services to the victims. Throughout
the year, subcommittee members heard from speakers from many different professions including those in
higher education, judicial/legal, faith-based, and victim service providers.

Law Enforcement Subcommittee
The Law Enforcement Subcommittee has representation from various federal, state, and local law
enforcement agencies. The subcommittee continues to identify innovative ways to address the problem of
human trafficking in Ohio, including intelligence sharing, task force work, and trainings among law
enforcement and private businesses.
The subcommittee continues to encourage the partnership among law enforcement agencies and victim
service providers, grass-roots organizations, and businesses in order to effectively perform these types of
investigations. Numerous subcommittee members throughout Ohio continue to be actively involved in
training and outreach to their communities.

Legal and Legislative Subcommittee
The Legal and Legislative Subcommittee worked on developing new legislation to strengthen Ohio’s laws and
protections for survivors of human trafficking. The legislation discussed included:
•

House Bill 461, introduced in January 2018 by Reps. Teresa Fedor, D-Toledo, and Tavia Galonski, DAkron, to mirror the federal human trafficking law and expand Ohio’s “safe harbor” protections to all
minors — treating them more like victims rather than criminals when picked up for trafficking-related
offenses such as prostitution. Under current Ohio law, children ages 16 and 17 have to prove that
force, fraud, or coercion was used to make them a victim of human trafficking.

•

Senate Bill 4, introduced by Sens. Stephanie Kunze, R-Hilliard, and Scott Oelslager, R- North Canton,
to clarify that a person found not guilty of certain offenses, or a defendant named in a dismissed
criminal charge, may apply to expunge the record of his or her participation in any offense where the
person’s participation was a result of human trafficking. The law went into effect on Sept. 28, 2018.
It allows victims of the offense of compelling prostitution to request intervention in lieu of conviction.

The subcommittee also made plans for the 10th Annual Human Trafficking Awareness Day to take place at
the Statehouse. The event is set for Feb. 28. Preliminary plans include a youth summit and a reception for
survivors of human trafficking.
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Prevention, Education, and Awareness Subcommittee
The Prevention, Education, and Awareness Subcommittee focused on two outreach and education groups:
youths and health care professionals.

Youths
To assess the state of youth anti-human trafficking programming in Ohio, the University of Dayton Human
Rights Center conducted a series of online and telephone surveys in 2018. Data were collected on 43
human-trafficking prevention education programs for youths across the state. The study revealed that antihuman trafficking programs in Ohio cover 38 counties and have reached thousands of teachers and parents
and tens of thousands of students during the past few years. Most programs are run by nonprofit groups and
regional anti-human trafficking coalitions. The majority of programs use curricula developed in-house by the
various organizations. Furthermore, the study found that 84 percent of programs educate high school
students, 52 percent of programs focus on middle school students, and 23 percent of programs educate
elementary school students. The programs focus on both at-risk and general student populations. Finally, 39
percent of the programs specifically address the concerns of nonbinary/third-gender youths.

Health Care Professionals
A recent study indicated that nearly 88 percent of human trafficking victims are attended to in health care
settings yet are rarely identified as being victims. This is due to a variety of factors, including lack of
awareness and education on the part of health care professionals. Given the complex physical and
emotional trauma that these victims suffer, human trafficking is considered a public health issue.
To help address the issue, in cooperation with the Ohio Attorney General’s Office and the Ohio Hospital
Association, the subcommittee developed a letter, including educational resources, which encourage
hospitals to train staff to better identify and serve these individuals. The letter was sent under the signatures
of both Ohio Attorney General Mike DeWine and Ohio Hospital Association President Michael Abrams to
more than 200 hospitals and health systems throughout Ohio. As a result, several hospitals have contacted
the Human Trafficking Commission for on-site training or to discuss protocols that their institutions already
have in place. To see the letter, visit www.OhioAttorneyGeneral.gov/Files/Briefing-Room/NewsReleases/Attorney-General-OHA-Human-Trafficking-Protocol-Le.aspx.

Research and Analysis Subcommittee
The Research and Analysis Subcommittee completed a study on how social media is used to recruit and
traffic vulnerable youths. The project consisted of interviewing professionals involved in anti-trafficking
efforts, including law enforcement task forces, representatives of the Ohio Attorney General’s Bureau of
Criminal Investigation (BCI), anti-trafficking coalitions, and other professionals who have worked with victims
recruited through social media. Interviews, which lasted 25 minutes to an hour, were transcribed and the
information was analyzed to identify themes. Findings suggest that social media allows traffickers to make
many more immediate connections and accomplish faster engagement with vulnerable youths compared to
in-person connections. Social media allows traffickers to understand a youth’s vulnerabilities faster and
easier than in person. By focusing on these vulnerabilities, traffickers entice youths with attention, praise,
and gifts in order to eventually transition the relationship into one of control.
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The report, produced from this study, informs professionals, parents, and youths about the online predatory
practices of traffickers. Additionally, the report outlines the following themes: connecting to vulnerable
youths online; grooming youths online to form quicker relationships; using self-erasing technology and/or
developing a second persona to traffic youths; and moving youths from an online relationship to in-person
one.
The report also encourages parents to learn about social media, find out what sites their child is using, and
to develop a healthy, open relationship with their child. In doing so, parents can wage a worthy defense
against potential online recruitment and exploitation of their child. The report provides links to websites with
additional information.
To read a copy of the report, visit www.utoledo.edu/hhs/htsji/pdfs/smr.pdf.

Demand Reduction Subcommittee
Reducing the culture of tolerance for forced labor and compelled commercial sexual activity in Ohio is the
mission of the Demand Reduction Subcommittee. Subcommittee members dedicate their time and effort to
learn about, and teach others about, the diverse elements of demand reduction and how they can be
incorporated into local efforts. Members stay engaged by participating in monthly calls and through inperson meetings.
Members help create documents, presentations, and training resources for the broader anti-human
trafficking community. They also bring current research, news articles, and other demand-reduction efforts
to the attention of the subcommittee. Currently, the subcommittee tracks anti-trafficking and demandreduction research through a “rolling” bibliography and maintains a blog. (Visit
http://ohhtcdemand.blogspot.com.)
Demand reduction:
•

Concentrates focus and education/awareness efforts on potential offenders, consumers, and
traffickers instead of on potential victims.

•

Calls for a change in current cultural and societal norms that view individuals as commodities and
encourages the affirmation of human dignity and an end to exploitation and abuse.

•

Stresses policy actions by individuals and society to end human trafficking.

Two past subcommittee projects, “Demand Reduction White Paper” and “Demand Reduction Conversation
Piece,” provide examples of how to accomplish this. The publications can be found on the Ohio Attorney
General’s website under “Publications” and “Victim.”
To be successful, demand reduction efforts must be connected to primary prevention efforts, the practice of
stopping human trafficking before it becomes an issue. Some strategies of demand reduction focus on the
criminal justice response when there is a suspected problem (reverse stings) or after trafficking has taken
place, but there should also be an attempt to reduce harm through “John Schools,” programs for those
arrested for soliciting illegal commercial sex that focus on the risks and realities of the commercial sex
industry. For more information on the use of John Schools, visit http://humantrafficking.ohio.gov/links/JohnSchools-Report.pdf.
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The Demand Reduction Subcommittee is interested in learning and sharing information about how individual
and societal factors lead to the perpetuation and normalcy of exploiting human beings for profit through the
purchase of commercial sex and use of forced labor. In this process, the subcommittee is committed to
elevating efforts to engage men and boys in ending sexual and intimate partner violence.
Subcommittee projects in 2018 included:
•

The start of an annual strategic planning process.

•

Completion of the “Social Ecological Model (SEM) for Primary Prevention of Human Trafficking”
document.

•

The redesign of primary prevention training to provide a focus on human trafficking.

•

Training opportunities from the Ohio Alliance to End Sexual Violence and Ohio Domestic Violence
Network.

The subcommittee will continue with the development and evaluation of a presentation for men on the
primary prevention of human trafficking; plans for distribution and implementation of the “Social Ecological
Model (SEM) for Primary Prevention of Human Trafficking” document; distribution and support for the use of
the document with local human trafficking coalitions; ongoing orientation for new members interested in the
work of the committee; and survey of new resources for inclusion in the bibliography of demand-reduction
resources.

Victim Services Subcommittee
In 2018, Ohio’s capacity to identify and serve survivors of human trafficking expanded through the
combined, multidisciplinary efforts of Ohio’s anti-human trafficking advocates. A primary goal of the Victim
Services Subcommittee is to expand survivors’ access to 24-hour assistance in order to leave a trafficking
situation and get comprehensive services for their recovery. To achieve this goal, the subcommittee works
with partners and advocates to increase the number of counties with coalition coverage and the number of
response protocols established in Ohio.

Capacity Building Resources
In 2017, the Victim Services Subcommittee, in partnership with Ohio’s anti-trafficking advocates, completed
two tools to support the development of effective services for survivors. The first tool completed in
partnership with the Governor’s Ohio Human Trafficking Task Force, the Child Response Protocol Toolkit,
equips Ohio’s communities with tools to support a coordinated response to the sex and/or labor trafficking
of youths. The tool outlines preferred practices to assist communities in creating collaborative, survivorcentered interventions. The second tool, “Ohio’s Standards for Services to Trafficked Persons” was initially
developed in 2010 and updated in 2013 and 2017. The tool defines standards for trafficking-specific
services to promote continuous quality improvement and to ensure that all survivors have access to effective
services.
In 2018, these tools were disseminated throughout Ohio’s communities. The resources were shared at the
annual coalition conference and were used to provide technical assistance for emerging coalitions. The tools
were also shared with training audiences, including representatives from social services, child welfare,
corrections, law enforcement, educators, and other key audiences.
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Coalition Development
Ohio has continued to embrace the human trafficking coalition model as an effective approach to combating
human trafficking in its communities. The Victim Services Subcommittee has supported the Ohio Governor’s
Human Trafficking Task Force, the State Anti-Trafficking Coordinator’s Office, and the Ohio Network of AntiTrafficking Coalitions in efforts to expand the number of counties benefiting from human trafficking
coalitions. In the past year, three new coalitions were launched in Ohio or were in the development stages,
for a total of 23 coalitions.
While the number of coalitions has increased in Ohio during the past year, survivor access to 24-hour
response protocols and comprehensive services is uneven throughout the state. As of November 2018, 18
Ohio counties were not part of a coalition. And, some counties with coalition coverage had not yet developed
local response protocols for survivor services, although they were engaged in public awareness and
legislative advocacy.

Law Enforcement Updates
The Ohio Attorney General’s Office provides law enforcement with training through the Ohio Peace Officer
Training Academy (OPOTA), offers investigative resources through the regional human trafficking task forces,
and collects local law enforcement human trafficking data to help the public understand the scope of the
problem in Ohio. In this section, local law enforcement agencies report their identified cases of human
trafficking, the regional task forces provide updated information on cases, and OPOTA states the total
number of officers trained on human trafficking awareness in 2018.
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Local Law Enforcement Human Trafficking Statistics:
Ohio Revised Code Section 109.66 requires local law enforcement to collect data on human trafficking
investigations and forward this information to the Ohio Attorney General’s Bureau of Criminal Investigation
(BCI). According to the data collected in 2018, law enforcement reported 242 human trafficking
investigations leading to 80 arrests and 61 successful criminal convictions.
Law enforcement agencies also reported the number of potential victims, traffickers, and buyers/johns.
Female victims of trafficking were the most commonly identified human trafficking victims reported by law
enforcement during the past year. In 2018, there were 199 potential victims of human trafficking identified.

Gender

Number of
Potential
Victims

Age

Number of
Potential
Victims

Race

Number of
Potential
Victims

Female

187

13 or Younger

6

White

126

Male

11

14-15

14

Black

45

No Gender
Specified

1

16-17

23

Other

20

18-20

26

No Ethnicity Listed

8

21-29

65

30-40

50

41-59

11

60 or Older

0

No Age Listed

4
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During the past year, law enforcement identified 201 suspected traffickers, including 194 potential sex
traffickers and seven potential labor traffickers.

Gender

Number of
Suspected
Traffickers

Age

Number of
Suspected
Traffickers

Race

Number of
Suspected
Traffickers

Male

165

14-17

11

Black

114

Female

36

18-20

3

White

72

No Gender
Specified

0

21-29

62

Other

8

30-40

72

No Ethnicity Listed

7

41-59

41

60-84

5

No Age Listed
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In the past year, 206 suspected consumers or buyers/johns were identified by law enforcement. Of the
suspected consumers, 206 were identified potential consumers of sex trafficking and none were identified
as potential consumers of labor trafficking.

Gender

Number of
Suspected
Consumers

Age

Number of
Suspected
Consumers

Race

Number of
Suspected
Consumers

Male

72

14-17

6

White

67

Female

20

21-29

17

Black

23

No Gender
Specified

114

30-40

34

Other

2

41-59

33

No Ethnicity Listed

114

60-84

2

No Age Listed

114
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Law enforcement agencies were asked to categorize the social and/or economic factors contributing to the
victim being trafficked.
Factors contributing to victim being trafficked:
•

Drug, alcohol, or other dependency (97)

•

Runaway or homeless status (36)

•

Undocumented status (3)

•

Oppressed, marginalized, and/or impoverished (47)

•

Truancy (14)

•

Other factors (26)

Trafficking can involve movement of victims across cities, states, or the country.
Identified methods of transportation:
•

Motor vehicle (155)

•

Airplane (9)

•

Other (10)

In two cases, the method of transportation was listed as “nonapplicable,” which most likely means that the
case did not involve known transportation.

Central Ohio Human Trafficking Task Force
•

In March, a 28-year-old Canal Winchester man was indicted in connection with trafficking three
victims. The Central Ohio Human Trafficking Task Force began investigating after receiving a tip from
a Franklin County deputy sheriff who recognized several indicators of sex trafficking. The
investigation found that the suspect advertised his victims online for commercial sex and child
pornography. The victims included a woman from Columbus, a woman from Georgia, and a juvenile
from Youngstown.

•

In March, four individuals accused of running a human trafficking ring in the Columbus area were
arrested after an investigation by the Central Ohio Human Trafficking Task Force. For two years,
almost a dozen women were trafficked through online ads, the investigation showed.

Mahoning Valley Human Trafficking Task Force
•

In April, an undercover operation aimed at reducing demand for sex trafficking led to the arrests of
eight men, including one suspect who investigators believe was attempting to recruit an undercover
officer into the sex trade. The Warren Police Department and Mahoning Valley Human Trafficking
Task Force, which is part of the Ohio Organized Crime Investigations Commission (OOCIC), placed
ads online to which the suspects responded. The suspects allegedly exchanged messages with an
undercover officer and arrived at a location in Warren expecting to pay for a sexual encounter with
an adult female.
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•

In August, a three-day undercover operation aimed at preventing child sexual exploitation and
reducing demand for sex trafficking led to the arrests of 12 men, including an elementary school
teacher. The investigation was led by the Mahoning Valley Human Trafficking Task Force, which is
part of the OOCIC. A teacher at Kirkmere Elementary School in Youngstown is among the 12
suspects facing charges. He was arrested on charges of importuning, attempted unlawful sexual
conduct with a minor, and possession of criminal tools. The suspects are all accused of having
sexually explicit online conversations with undercover officers posing as juveniles. They all allegedly
traveled to a vacant home in Mahoning County with the intent to engage in a sexual encounter with a
minor. Two of the suspects are also charged with disseminating matter harmful to juveniles for
allegedly sending sexually explicit photographs during their online chats with the undercover officers.
The Ohio Internet Crimes Against Children Task Force also played a role in conducting the
investigation.

•

In October, five individuals were indicted on more than 100 charges in connection with almost 90
human trafficking victims. The investigation was led by the Mahoning Valley Human Trafficking Task
Force and began after a tip relating to child pornography was relayed to the task force. The
investigation eventually led to the uncovering of a large-scale human trafficking ring.

Law Enforcement Training
The Ohio Peace Officer Training Academy (OPOTA) actively trains local law enforcement to identify and
investigate cases of human trafficking in Ohio. The Ohio Peace Officer Training Commission implemented the
Missing and Human Trafficking course as a part of the basic training curriculum in response to the Safe
Harbor Law, which requires all new peace officers to receive human trafficking training. The training ensures
that incoming law enforcement officers are armed with awareness about human trafficking and tools on how
to investigate such crimes.
In 2018, a total of 5,483 Ohio peace officers and other law enforcement professionals took part in and
completed human trafficking training through OPOTA. Of this total, 1,479 were new peace officers who
completed the human trafficking course as a part of their basic training. There were 3,983 law enforcement
professionals who completed the human trafficking course made available through the online classroom of
eOPOTA. And 21 individuals completed the advanced, in-person human trafficking OPOTA training.

Conclusion
The work of the commission continues to raise awareness of human trafficking. As a result, more victims are
being identified, more support services are being provided, and comprehensive victim protocols are being
implemented throughout Ohio.
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Executive Summary
Sex Trafficking is a business made up of supply (victims), demand (buyers), and distributors (traffickers). Therefore this report covers
findings on victims, buyers, and traffickers. Findings cover the experiences of child victims of the sex trade (defined using the federal definitions as
those in the sex trade before age 18) and adult sex trafficking victims (defined as being involved through manipulation or force). Findings on child
victims of the sex trade is retrospective, in that we surveyed adults involved in the sex trade and asked them about involvement and experiences in
the sex trade before age 18. Findings on adult sex trafficking victims is current.
This report provides the findings for 115 persons, out of a total sample of 328, who became involved in the sex trade in Ohio while under the
age of 18. Smaller samples of persons who are currently involved through manipulation (43 victims) or force (25 victims) provides information on
their experiences including who bought them, who sold them, how they bought them, and how they sold them. Additional information is provided on
informal support systems (family, friends, and others) and formal support systems (helping professionals) who acted to intervene. Further,
information on the lives of victims after involvement in the child sex trade is provided. Finally, barriers to improved responses and recommendations
are provided.
Findings revealed that individuals who were commercially sexually exploited before the age of 18, were more likely to suffer child abuse and
neglect, to have a close family member involved in the sex trade, to suffer depression, to have been raped, to run away from home, to have difficulty
in school, to have interacted with the police, to have spent time in juvenile detention, and to have been in the proximity of those who sold, bought, or
sold others for sex. In addition, before being trafficked, victims were likely to have a much older boyfriend. Despite these childhood problems, only
19% were ever involved with child protective services in Ohio.
Most child victims were recruited at some point by a female who was also involved in selling or a female who first acted like a friend.
A subsample (43 adult victims) was manipulated into the sex trade by a trafficker who took some or all of their money. Similar experiences
between those who began while under the age of 18 and those who were manipulated into the sex trade over the age of 18 are apparent. A stark
difference seemed to be recruitment. Adults manipulated into the sex trade were more likely to be recruited by a male who first presented himself
as a boyfriend and then became threatening.
Those currently being exploited are being sold in places that are more elusive to law enforcement. These adults reported most often trading
sex in customers homes or offices and in houses set up for prostitution. Using traditional venues, but less prevalent, subjects also traded sex in
hourly motels, on the streets, in cars, and at truck stops.
Over 80% of those adults currently involved through force were recruited largely by males who first acted like a boyfriend or who became
threatening from the beginning. As children, these adult victims had similar experiences as those who were recruited before age 18 and those
manipulated into the sex trade as adults. However, this sample of victims by force was less likely to have spent time in juvenile detention.
Findings revealed that intervention was an uncommon occurrence in victims’ lives. However, those who were most likely to reach out to
victims were probation officers, family friends, and church members.
Those involved reported they were sold to men in various professions within and outside of Ohio. Those involved in buying sex were most
likely to be middle aged white and African -American men, followed by older white and African American men, and lastly younger white and African
American men. Women were least likely to be involved in purchasing sex. Hispanic and Asian men, most likely because they represent smaller
segments of the population in Ohio, were least likely to purchase sex.
An immediate assessment and intervention for first responders is provided along with recommendations.
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Project Design
The University of Toledo received permission from the University’s Institutional Review Board to conduct this research. All data collectors
received training on data collection methods and protocols as well as research ethics. Once the core research team was trained, we began our
study by first developing and piloting our survey tool in Toledo.
Our ultimate goal was to access and train eight regional data collectors from around the state who were located in Toledo, Dayton,
Columbus, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Youngstown, Lima, and Chillicothe. Involved on the data collection and/or analysis team were two researchers
(Celia Williamson, Ph.D. and Tasha Perdue, MSW) and 6 lead data collectors (Maggie Billings (Toledo), Erin Michel (Columbus), Olivia Burns
(Dayton), Renee Jones (Cleveland), Trisha Smouse (Columbus), and Jessica Donohue-Dioh (Cincinnati). Data collectors were able to collect data
in five of the eight cities including Toledo, Dayton, Columbus, Cleveland, and Cincinnati. Each data collector had a trained advocate along with them
at the collection site to assist anyone who needed services, immediate help, or who were under 16 and needed to be reported to child welfare for
assessment and/or protection.
Response Driven Sampling (RDS) was used to survey those involved in the illegal sex trade. RDS was first used with this type of population
to report the prevalence of commercial sexual exploitation of youth in New York City (See Curtis et.al, 2008). Although akin to snowball sampling,
RDS provides a set of statistical tools to weight population estimates and is reported to be as strong as those completed through traditional
probabilistic statistics* (Salganik & Heckathorn (2004). RDS is particularly useful when researchers need to capture a community that is hidden,
illegal, or otherwise difficult to access. Data collectors first identified what is known in RDS as the “seeds” or individuals known to be involved in
various aspects of sex work. These “seeds” were surveyed by data collectors, compensated $10, and then provided five coupons to give to others
they knew involved in some aspect of illegal sex work. Each person who took the survey received $10 and those who referred them received
another $10. In order to track coupons and identify various social networks, coupons were numbered (to prevent duplication) with the initial “seeds”
name on them. Each coupon could be redeemed at a nearby location within the designated city on specific days and at specific times identified on
the coupon. Coupons were also color coded to track the city in which they were obtained and redeemed. Subjects who participated in the study
entered data either by computer or by using paper surveys.
A set of screening questions were asked on the survey to screen out those that were not eligible to take the survey. A repeated question at
the beginning of the survey and end of the survey, although asked in a slightly different way, was used to determine consistency and reliability in
answering the questions truthfully. Surveys with vast discrepancies were removed from the analysis.
Safety procedures such as meeting at local public libraries to conduct the survey were employed to provide the privacy needed (through the
use of study rooms within libraries), but with the comfort of knowing that others were in close proximity. Each data collector was responsible for
surveying between 30-50 individuals involved in some aspect of the unlawful sex economy.
Communities chosen were stratified according to size and location in order to include representation of major cities around the state. This
method allowed for a cross section of unlawful sex workers who may have knowledge about sex trafficking to include those who work the streets,
indoor workers, internet sellers, and private entrepreneurs. It allowed for male, female, and transgendered workers to report on what they know
about sex trafficking. Data was analyzed using SPSS.
* We have not yet used the data to study prevalence.
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Experiences of Victims Trafficked in the Sex Trade Before Age 18
A little over a third (35%) of those involved in the sex trade in Ohio’s five metropolitan cities entered before the age of 18 (115 before age 18
of the total 328 surveyed). Over half (54%) of the total sample was living in an Ohio city when they first became involved in the child sex trade. From
the sample above, 12% were sold before age 12. Another 26% were sold between the ages of 12 and 13. An additional 30% were sold between the
ages of 14 and 15. The largest percentage (34%) were first sold between the ages of 16 and 17. The mode for those that were first sold was
reported to be 13.
Twenty-six percent (26%) of those in the sex trade before age 18 were non-Hispanic white, 65% were African American, 3% were Hispanic,
2% identified as Native American, and 2% claimed more than one race. Of those who entered the sex trade before the age of eighteen, 52% were
straight females, 22% were bi-sexual females, 3.5% identified as lesbian, 16.5% % were straight males, 4.3% were bi-sexual males, .9% were gay
males, 0 were transgender, and 1 respondent did not answer. Those who entered the sex trade in Ohio before the age of 18 and remained in the
sex trade into adulthood were more likely to live in poverty, as 83% reported they currently made less than $10,000 per year. The experiences of
child victims are presented below. All but one of those experiences included in this report are statistically significant. The experiences of this sample
of youth involved in the sex trade may be viewed as early indicators or high risk factors for other Ohio youth who have not yet been involved in the
child sex trade. Presented are the experiences of youth a year or more before entering the sex trade.

Chart 1: Experiences of Ohio Youth Before Involvement in the Child Sex Trade
Domain
Family

Individual

Friends

Runaway
Criminal
Justice
School

Early Indicator
Child Abuse & Neglect

Description
Worried about what they would eat and
where they would sleep

Statistical Significance
.001

Percentage
41% were victims of neglect
44% were victims of abuse
40% were victims of sex abuse
37% were victims of emotional
abuse/psychological maltreatment
24% were victims of physical abuse
33%
30%
47.4%

Family Member in Sex Trade
Depression
Raped

Close family member
Diagnosed
More than a year before being trafficked

.006
.05
.02

Proximity to Purchasers
Friends Involved
Friends Involved
Boyfriends/Girlfriends
Running Away from Home

Less than a year before being trafficked
Having friends who purchased sex
Involved in selling others
Involved in selling themselves
Much older boyfriends/girlfriends
Once or more than once

.001
.01
.03
.007
.02
Not statistically
significant
.006
.03
.02

Interaction with law enforcement
School

Spending time in juvenile detention
Being arrested for drug paraphernalia
Difficulty in School
4

9.6%
35.6%
30%
59%
50%
63%
21%
25%
39%

Stark differences between youth who eventually became a victim of the child sex trade and other Ohio youth are presented
below. Comparing the sexual experiences of youth, before being trafficked, with youth taking the Youth Behavior Risk Survey presents
an interesting contrast. Youth who went on to become trafficked were more likely to have been involved in sexual activity prior to age 13
and to have been forced to have sex while under the age of 18.

Comparison of Sexual Activity as Reported by Teens taking the Youth Behavior Risk Survey in Ohio
from 1996 to 2011 and those who reported Being Trafficked Before 18
50
45
40
35
30
YBRS

25

Trafficked Youth

20
15
10

5
0
Forced to have sex before 18

Sex before age 13

The YRBS sample includes an average of findings from years 1999, 2003, 2005, 2007, and 2011.
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Early Indicators Depicted in the Domains of Family, School, Individual, and Friends

•Abuse & Neglect
•Family member in sex
trade

A year
or more
before
entering
the sex
trade

•Difficulty in school
•Dropping out

Family

School

Individual

Friends
•
In proximity of purchasers
•Having friends that sell
•Older boyfriends
•Others involved in selling
others

•Depression

Analysis of youth less than a year before being trafficked reveals they were more likely to have three significant experiences:
(1) to have a much older boyfriend (16.5%),
(2), to know people who purchase sex (12%),
(3) to have dropped out of school (7.8%).
These indicators were statistically significant at .05 or less.
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Over the last five years of reported child abuse data in Ohio (2006 to 2010), there was an average of 15,073 (48%) reports of neglect, 9,499
(30.3%) reports of physical abuse, 1,561 (4.98%) reports of psychological maltreatment, and 5,231 (16.7%) reports of sexual abuse per year,
bringing the average total of reported cases of maltreatment per year to 31,364 (Child Maltreatment; Kids Count, Ohio’s Children 2006-2010).
For those who became victims of the child sex trade, 40% were also previous victims of neglect, defined as not being sure if their basic
needs would be met from day to day as many worried about what they would eat or where they would sleep. Almost a third in the sex trade (32%)
reported being homeless.
Approximately forty percent (40.8%) of respondents reported being victims of sex abuse, 37% were victims of emotional abuse
(psychological maltreatment) and 24% of youth were victims of physical abuse.
In comparing the sample of abused youth in Ohio with those trafficked into the sex trade, we see that the sample of child sex trafficking
victims suffered higher rates of sexual abuse and psychological maltreatment than did other Ohio victims of abuse.

Traditional Child Abuse versus Child Sex Trafficking Victims in Ohio
60
50
40
30

Child Abuse in Ohio
Child Trafficking Victims

20
10
0
Physical Abuse

Neglect

Sexual Abuse
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Psychological
Maltreatment

Despite the prevalence of abuse in this sample, only 19% reported involvement with child protective services at any point in their lives before
getting involved in the sex trade. The number drops dramatically to 8% less than a year before they were trafficked and then 3% after they were
trafficked.
Lack of significant involvement of child protection in this type of child abuse may have to do with the lag time in which those victims were
trafficked and the current level of awareness. Other possibilities include the general public’s continued lack of awareness around this type of abuse
and failure to subsequently report it, the underground and hidden nature of the activities related to child trafficking may keep many from learning
about it, and the lack of specific language in child welfare mandates that speak about commercial sexual exploitation of children as a form of child
abuse. Child welfare laws in Florida and Illinois provide solid examples in their revised codes of explicit language with regard to child sex trafficking.
They also offer outlines of protocols and procedures for child welfare staff to open and work cases.
Helping professionals are important collaborators in identifying and reporting this type of child abuse. However many may be confused over
the indicators for child sex trafficking in relation to the indicators for traditional child abuse. As such it is imperative that helping professionals and lay
persons across the state be made aware of these differences. Below we provide the differences between traditional child abuse and child abuse
through child sex trafficking.

Differences Between Traditional Child Abuse
and Child Abuse through Child trafficking
Child Abuse

Child Trafficking

Child typically feels powerless

Child may feel powerful

Child is not normally the seducer

Child may act as the seducer

Inside system (often still in school, clubs etc.)

Outside system (often not in school)

Usually kept secret from friends and peers

Usually not secret from friends and peers

Apart from abuser, people around say it is a bad thing

People in the social circle of child may say it is a good thing

Wider community is sympathetic and supportive

Wider community views behavior in a negative way

EPCAT, 2005
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Domestic Sex Trafficking Networks
Domestic minor sex trafficking typically involves many players or many roles assumed by a few players. Roles played by those in the
underground network include: connectors, recruiters, groomers, traffickers, bottoms, and watchers.
Connectors, a term identified by the authors, are those in neighborhoods that “hook you up” with someone that knows about how to make
money in prostitution.
Recruiters are more closely linked to the trafficker or to the enterprise of sex trafficking itself. They play an integral role in obtaining victims
for the trafficker. Recruiters may be under-aged boys or girls or adult men or women.
Groomers are those that prepare a victim for prostitution through various means, from purchasing clothing to teaching them how to negotiate
deals with customers. A trafficker may take on the role of grooming, or may rely on one or more trusted associates to groom a victim for them.
Sex traffickers are “pimps” with the sole purpose of controlling and exploiting others to make money in the sex trade. Traffickers sometimes
recruit victims themselves.
A bottom, always a female, is the most trusted person in a trafficker’s stable. As the second in command, she is charged with teaching
victims how to make money effectively and efficiently, demanding the quota from victims in the pimp’s stable, and doling out the consequences if
someone breaks the rules.
The watcher is the person assigned to escort youth or women to and from the location where they are being prostituted in order to ensure
that the victim doesn’t escape. A watcher may also walk back and forth at a truck stop, make sure victims don’t slip out of the strip club after
dancing, and/or make sure they come back to the car after being dropped off at a motel room. They may be assigned to drive victims to destinations
out of town or to and from the location where the victim is being prostituted. In smaller organizations, the trafficker may also serve as the watcher.
Traffickers

Bottoms
Recruiters, Groomers
Security
Connectors, Watchers

Example of a Watcher during data collection: At one data location site, observations were made of a youth victim being escorted to and from the
site by a woman who controlled the subject’s incentive of $10 for taking the survey. The victim was previously observed to be escorted to and from
the Juvenile Court by the same older woman present at the data collection site.
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Current Experiences of Those First Sold Under Age18
Forty-three percent of these previous child victims have children of their own who are under the age of 18. Still in the sex trade, these now
adults, disproportionately experienced violence. Forty-two percent had been victims of customer-related or pimp-related violence and had been to
the emergency room at least once as a result. Twenty-six percent had been hit and 21% had been beaten; 10% had been stabbed; Almost 15% had
been held against their will by someone; 14% had been held at gunpoint, and 9% were held at knife point. Currently 49% have been diagnosed with
a mental health issue.
Most, 38%, currently worked less than 10 days per month. Almost a quarter (23%) are involved 10 to 20 days per month. Another 16.5% are
heavily involved 20 to 30 days per month. Over 50% (53%) reported selling oral sex. The most common price for oral sex was $30. Over half
(56.5%) also sold vaginal sex at a common price of $50. Over a third had been engaged in manual stimulation of customers at a common price of
$10. Finally, 20% sold anal sex for $50.
When drug addiction is introduced to the equation, the violence becomes more frequent, heinous, and pervasive. In a previous study of drug
addicted women involved in prostitution we found recurring physical violence that produced both acute and chronic trauma (Williamson & Folaron,
2001).
In addition, when comparing women offenders with experience in prostitution with women offenders without experience in prostitution, we
found some significant differences. Based on survey of 1036 women offenders in Lucas County, Ohio, researchers at the University of Toledo found
that women with experience in prostitution suffered more violence, had increased health concerns, poor mental health, and were more like to live in
high risk environments. Differences below are all statistically significant.
Indicator
Currently earned enough to Support Self
Currently involved in Domestic Violence
Was a victim of Rape
Diagnosed with Hypertension
Diagnosed with Asthma
Heart Problems
Cancer
HIV
History of Domestic Violence
Sexually Transmitted Infections (STI’s)
Post traumatic stress
Depression
Bi-polar disorder
Schizophrenia

Women with Experience in Prostitution
14.1%
23.9%
70.2%
24.7%
37%
19.5%
11.8%
2.7%
51.3%
37.2%
17.3%
61.5%
47%
16.3%

Women Offenders
33.3%
17.2%
38.4
10.9%
24.3%
6.8%
5.7%
0%
29.6%
13.1%
8.7%
45.3%
17.4%
5.2%

Findings from this study also revealed that 77% of trafficked youth will go on to participate in adult prostitution if they are not rescued. University of Toledo, 2007
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Recruiters and Traffickers
Recruiters as well as traffickers are significant to the trafficking enterprise. Without the success of recruiters, the trafficking enterprise would
stall. Therefore, specific information on the persons that recruited under-aged victims into the sex trade is presented below. Females were more
likely to represent recruiters over males. However, males were more likely to represent both recruiters and traffickers. Those presented are
statistically significant.
Female Recruiters
Role of Females in the Recruitment of Victims
Recruitment by a female friend who was selling herself

Percent Reported being
Recruited in this Manner
59%

Statistical
Significance
.007

22.6%

.02

Forced by an unrelated female friend who first acted like a friend
Recruitment by an unrelated female who the victim didn’t know that
threatened or beat the victim
Recruitment by a male member of their foster family

14%

.02

9.6%

.04

Recruitment by a female who was not involved in selling herself

15%

.02

Percent Reported being
Recruited in this Manner
8.7%

Statistical
Significance
.04

18.3%

.01

Male Recruiters and Traffickers
Role of Males
Recruitment by a male family member who did not sell himself
Recruitment by a male friend who was not involved in selling himself
Percentage does not add up to 100% because more than one recruiter may have been involved in a victim’s life.
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Current Adult Victims of Manipulation
This section of the report focuses on adult victims of sex trafficking who are currently victims through manipulation. A subsample of 43
victims were manipulated into the sex trade by a trafficker who took some or all of their money. Descriptions and experiences of this sub-sample are
presented below.
Over fifty-percent (51.2%) of this sample were white, 37.2% were African American, and 12% were Hispanic. Sixty-three percent (63%)
identified as straight females, 28% were bi-sexual females, 1 identified as a straight male and 1 identified as a bi-sexual male.
Those who currently have a trafficker in this sample were over 18. Thirteen or 30% were between the ages of 18 and 24. Another 13 or 30%
were between the ages of 25 and 30, and 17 or 39.5% were between the ages of 31 and 52. The most common number of customers that each
adult victim currently has is 10 to 15. Almost half (47.8%) currently have children who are under the age of 18. Almost a quarter (23.3%) reported
they are now addicted to drugs and/or alcohol. Thirty-five percent suffered with an anxiety disorder, 28% have bi-polar disorder, and 33% have
depression.

Experiences Before 18
The adults presented in this section were manipulated into sex trafficking as defined by those who give all or some of their money to their
traffickers. Issues that were occurring in their lives before they reached the age of 18, may provide insight into the vulnerabilities that are now
present. Almost forty percent (39.5%) were victims of childhood abuse, specifically 37% were victims of childhood sexual abuse, 32.6% were
victims of physical abuse, 32.6% were victims of emotional abuse, and 30% were victims of neglect. Twenty five percent were diagnosed with
depression, 20.9% were diagnosed with anxiety, 4.6% were diagnosed with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, and 16% were diagnosed with another
mental health condition. A little over 40% (41.8%) were raped while under the age of 18 and 30% had been homeless at some point during their
childhood. Almost 30% (29.7%) reported they had difficulty in school (18.6% of those eventually dropped out) and 18.6% had a close family
member that was involved in sex work.
This sample reported they did not receive a significant amount of early intervention services while under the age of 18. Only 19% were ever
involved with Child Protective Services, 13.9% reported ever being involved with a church, and 11.6% reported ever being involved with a youth
organization. Interestingly, and often contrary to belief, only 16.2% reported they came from a poor family, only a third (32.6%) had tried alcohol
while under 18, and only slightly over a quarter ( 27.9%) drank alcohol frequently or experimented with illegal drugs (25.5%).
Over 40% (44.2%) had a much older girlfriend or boyfriend during adolescence and almost 30% (27.9%) hung out with friends involved in
illegal activities. A little over 10% of the sample had friends who purchased sex (11.5%), had friends who sold sex (11.6%), or had friends who sold
others (14%).
Almost 70% (69.7) of the victims reported being involved through a male who first presented himself as a boyfriend and then became
threatening or violent (41.8%) or a female friend who was also involved in selling sex (27.9%). Below we present a chart of where victims (through
manipulation) are currently working:
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Where Current Adult Victims of Manipulation Work in Ohio
Those who currently have a pimp reported they worked in the following places:
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Manipulated

Traffickers most often sold their victims in places that were more elusive to law enforcement. Most performed sexual services in houses set
up for prostitution aka cat houses; 63% earned money for their trafficker using this venue. Over half performed sexual services in the buyer’s home
or office. However because the streets and truck stops are often the bread and butter for attracting new customers, over half of the victims sold sex
on the street (53.5%) and over a third worked the truck stops 37%. Almost forty percent (39.5%) performed sexual acts in cars. Victims also
performed sexual services at overnight hotel/motels (32.6%), and hourly rated motels (51.2%).
Thirty percent 30% worked online providing sexual services across the internet. Fewer, 14% worked festivals, 18.6% worked massage
parlors and strip clubs, and 14% worked sporting events.
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Current Adult Victims Trafficked by Force

N=25

In this section we provide information on a subsample of 25 victims currently involved in the sex trade through force, Most victims, (18), were
between the ages of 20 to 32, seven victims were between the ages of 37 to 49. Of those, over a third (39%) were in fear of losing their lives.
Twenty percent told people about their plight, but weren’t believed, and 16% never asked for help.
Of these adults in the sample who reported being currently forced to remain in the sex industry 44% had been threatened, 48% raped, 32%
beaten, and 36% held against their will. Almost all of the victims in this sample who were forced were female (19 straight females and 4 bi-sexual
females) and 1 bi-sexual male. Fifty-six percent (56%) or 14 were white, 28% (7) were African American, and 16% or (4) were Hispanic. Twenty of
the 25 currently forced victims gave their money to male pimps in Cleveland, Toledo, Cincinnati, Dayton, and Columbus. Four gave their money to a
female pimp and it was unclear who the benefactor was for the last victim.
Of those who were forced, over half 52% were forced to work 20-30 days per month selling sexual services; 43% worked 10-20 days per
month, and 5% worked less than 10 days per month. While being forced to sell sex, 8% were anally penetrated (the most common price quoted was
$75), 48% engaged in manual stimulation (at a price of $20), 52% performed oral sex (at a common price of $65), and 60% were forced to allow
vaginal penetration (the most common price being $100).
Two categories were statistically significant in terms of how forced victims became involved in the sex trade. Sixty percent were recruited by
a male who first acted like a boyfriend or friend and another 24% were forced by a male who they didn’t know that threatened or beat them.
Traffickers
Percent
24%
60%

Involvement by Others
Forced by a male who I didn’t know that threatened or beat me
Forced by a male who first acted like my boyfriend or friend

Statistical Significance
.005
.000

As minors, 44% of these subjects were victims of childhood abuse, almost 50% had been victims of rape (48%), and 36% currently have a
mental health diagnosis. Over a third worried about what they would eat or where they would sleep on a daily basis. Only 16% ever had child
protective services involvement. Almost a third, of these now adults, ran away from home at least once during their childhood. However they were
less likely to be caught and spend time in juvenile detention (4%).
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Interveners
Victims reported that some interveners attempted to assist them in leaving the sex trade. These are presented below:
Those who entered before age 18
N=115

Those currently being Trafficked
through Manipulation
N=43

Those trafficked through Force
N=25

Formal Support Systems to Intervene
Police Officer
9.6% (11)
Probation Officer
12.2% (14)
Social Worker
9.6% (11)
Teacher
0
Coach
1.7% (2)
Attorney
2.6% (3)
Child Protection
1.7% (2)
Worker
Doctor
3.5% (4)
Nurse
3.5% (4)
Counselor
9.6% (11)
Informal Support Systems to Intervene

7% (3)
9.3% (4)
9.3% (4)
N/A
N/A
2.3% (1)
N/A

0
12% (3)
4% (1)
N/A
N/A
0
N/A

4.7% (2)
0
4.7% (2)

4.7% (2)
0
4% (1)

13% (15)
20% (23)
9.6% (11)

4
9.3% (4)
9.3% (4)

4% (1)
4.7% (2)
16%(4)

Church Member
Family Friend
Friend’s Parent

The abysmally low numbers of those who intervened suggests a lack of education and awareness about the child sex trade or adult sex
trade through force or manipulation. It is also indicative of the hidden nature of this type of victimization as well as the overall lack of proximity with
which child and adult victims may come into contact with various formal and informal support systems.
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Buyers
Sex Trafficking involves supply (sellers), demand (buyers), and distributors (traffickers). A snapshot of those buyers, as reported by sellers, are presented
below. Blue (far left) represents those involved in prostitution in Ohio, Red (middle column) represents those victims of sex trafficking involved through
manipulation, and Green (far right) represents victims involved by force.

Buyers who Purchase Sex
50
40
30
20
10
0

N= 328
Reported in percents Note: In some cases, predators interested in raping and /or robbing will pretend to be a police officer. In addition, most street level sex workers (93%) have
worked both inside and outside of Ohio. Ninety-one percent of those who currently have a pimp and 89% of those who are currently forced, reported working both inside and outside of Ohio.
Therefore it is unknown in which states subjects had paid sex with those in the professions above.

Toledo Blade - May 27, 2012 - Customers from the suburbs of Toledo arrested for buying sex. Two were 44 years old, one 59, and one 72 years old. One was a member of the
Toledo Opera Guild, one was a business man, one was a lawyer, and one was a builder. The two women, age 18 and 28 were sellers.
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Buyers of Victims Involved in Sex Trafficking through Manipulation
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The chart below provides a snapshot of the buyers of a sample of 43 adult victims of sex trafficking. Seventy-one percent (71%) who now
have a pimp began in the sex trade in Ohio. It is unclear whether they were adults or youth at the time they sold services to persons in these
professions.
Victims of sex trafficking involved through manipulation reported they sold sex to the following buyers: Almost half, 46.5% (20) provided
sexual services to law enforcement; 37% or 16 were sold to businessmen and to drug dealers; 32.6% (14) provided sexual services to lawyers; 30%
or 13 to Truckers; 28% or 12 were sold to managers in professional positions and to factory workers; 26% or 11 were sold to military men; 23% or
10 to teachers; 21% or 9 were sold to Government Employees and professional or semi-professional sports players;18.6% or 8 were sold to City
Employees; 16.3% or 7 were sold to Construction Workers and to politicians; 14% or 6 were sold to postal employees; 9.3% or 4 were sold to retail
workers, social workers and state employees; 7% or 3 were sold to ministers/pastors and judges.
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Buyers of Victims Trafficked by Force
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Law Enforcement

Businessmen

Lawyers

Truckers

Drug Dealers

Managers

Sports Players

Politicians

A subsample of 25 victims reported being trafficked by force. Those who were trafficked by force reported they were sold to the following:
44% (11) were sold to law enforcement, 40% (10) were sold to businessmen, 36% (9) were sold to Lawyers and Truckers, 32% (8) were sold to
Drug Dealers, Managers, and Professional or Semi-professional sports players, and 24% (6) were sold to Politicians. It is unclear whether or not
these victims were under 18 or over 18 at the time of these transactions.

Note: In Ohio, those who purchase sex are less likely to spend time in jail then those who sell. However, since we are never sure if we have
arrested a victim of sex trafficking or someone breaking the law, it is more prudent to arrest the customer, who is always breaking the law.
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Minors involved in the Sex Trade Reported they were more
Likely to be Purchased by the Following:
30
25
20
15
Number of Minors
Reporting Sex with
Adults

10
5
0
Young White
Males

Middle Aged
White Males

Older White
Males

Young Black
Males

Middle Aged
Black Males

Older Black
Males

White Women

According to the data, 65% of those involved in the sex trade, as a minor, were living in an Ohio city when they first got involved. Middle aged and
older white and African American men were more likely to purchase minors. African American women, male and female Hispanics, and male and
female Asians were least likely to purchase sex from this sample of individuals who sold sex when they were minors.
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Current Prices in Ohio
The money received from sexual services in Ohio among those who were involved in street level prostitution without a trafficker, those involved
through manipulation of a trafficker, and those forced by a trafficker are provided below. The vertical axis represents, in dollars, the common prices
paid for each sex act. Various sex acts from left to right involve, manual stimulation, oral sex, vaginal sex, and anal sex. Independent street level
workers in Ohio most commonly charged $10 for manual stimulation, $20 for oral sex, $50 for vaginal sex, and $50 for anal sex. Those involved
through manipulation in which most or all of their money goes to a trafficker most commonly charged $20 for manual stimulation, $50 for oral sex,
$100 for vaginal sex, and $150 for anal sex. Those involved by force sold manual stimulation for $20, oral sex for $65, vaginal sex for $100, and anal
sex for $75. Most often those involved in the sex trade were most likely to provide vaginal sex, followed by oral sex, manual stimulation, and lastly,
anal sex.
160
140
120
100

Manual Stimulation
Oral Sex

80

Vaginal Sex

60

Anal Sex
40
20
0
Independent Street Level Workers

Involvement through Manipulation

20

Involvement by Force

Trafficking By City
Forty-five subjects were surveyed in Cincinnati, 38 were surveyed in Dayton; Columbus was over sampled in two areas for a total of 144 subjects.
We were able to locate 48 subjects in Cleveland and 47 subjects in Toledo.

Victims
The chart below displays the average of those involved in the sex trade before the age of 18, those adults who are currently giving all or some of
their money to a trafficker, and those who reported they were currently being forced to work in the sex trade. Forty-four percent of the Columbus
sample and 40% of the Toledo sample reported they were involved before age 18, followed by 33% of Cincinnati responders, 26% of Dayton
responders, and 15% of Cleveland responders. Cleveland victims (35%) were more likely to report they currently had a trafficker, followed by 12%
of Columbus victims, 11% of Toledo victims, 6.4% of Cincinnati victims, and 3% of Dayton victims. Of those adults who reported they were currently
being forced to participate in the sex trade, Cleveland was prominent with 27% of the sample reporting they were current victims by force. Six
percent of the Columbus sample and 3% of the Dayton sample were being forced. Two percent of the Cincinnati and Toledo samples were currently
being forced.
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Adults Forced into the Sex Trade

Risk Factors for Victims by City
Those who entered before the age of 18 who were taking the survey in one of the five Ohio cities reported the following experiences occurred a
year or more prior to becoming commercially exploited: In Cincinnati it appears that having a much older boyfriend, dropping out of school, and
being raped were the three highest risk factors for minor victims. In Dayton having been raped, dating a much older boyfriend, and being worried
about where to sleep and what to eat were the highest risk factors. In Columbus, the highest risk factors were rape, being worried about what they
would eat and where they would sleep, having difficulty in school, and having a much older boyfriend. In Cleveland higher risk factors included
being raped, being worried about what to eat and where to sleep, and having a much older boyfriend. In Toledo, the highest risk factors included
having been raped, having a poor family, having difficulty in school, dropping out, and having a much older boyfriend.
80
Raped

70

Homeless

60

Involvement with Child Protection

50

Worried about what to eat or where to sleep
Had a Poor Family

40

Had Close Family Member involved in Sex Trade

30

Had Close Family member with Mental Illness
Had Difficulty in School

20

Dropped out of School
10

Difficulty Making Friends
Had Older Boyfriend

0
Cincinnati

Dayton

Columbus

Cleveland

Toledo

Cincinnati: rape 40%; homelessness 33%, involvement with child protection 7%, being worried about what to eat and where to sleep 33%, having a poor family 20%, having a close family member in the
sex trade 30%, close family member with mental illness 33%, having difficulty in school 13%, dropping out 60%, difficulty making friends 0, having a much older boyfriend 60%. Dayton: rape 60%;
homelessness 30%, involvement with child protection 10%, being worried about what to eat and where to sleep 40%, having a poor family 20%, having a close family member in the sex trade 20%, close
family member with mental illness 30%, having difficulty in school 30%, dropping out 30%, difficulty making friends 0, having a much older boyfriend 40%; Columbus: rape 43%; homelessness 35%,
involvement with child protection 21%, being worried about what to eat and where to sleep 46%, having a poor family 38%, having a close family member in the sex trade 37%, close family member with
mental illness 27%, having difficulty in school 44%, dropping out 35%, difficulty making friends 14%, having a much older boyfriend 49%; Cleveland: rape 71%; homelessness 43%, involvement with child
protection 29%, being worried about what to eat and where to sleep 57%, having a poor family 29%, having a close family member in the sex trade 29%, close family member with mental illness 29%,
having difficulty in school 29%, dropping out 29%, difficulty making friends 14%, having a much older boyfriend 49%; Toledo: rape 53%; homelessness 32%, involvement with child protection 26%, being
worried about what to eat and where to sleep 26%, having a poor family 53%, having a close family member in the sex trade 26%, close family member with mental illness 26%, having difficulty in school
53%, dropping out 53%, difficulty making friends11%, having a much older boyfriend 58%
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Current Violence Suffered by all Adults in the Study Involved by Choice, Force, or for Survival
N=328
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Victims who suffered violence at the hands of customers: Cincinnati 30%, Dayton, 36%, Columbus 11%, Cleveland 52%, Toledo 25%; Had been beaten, Cincinnati 16%, Dayton 13%, Columbus 6%,
Cleveland 15%, and Toledo 9%. Held Against their Will: Cincinnati 16%, Dayton 11%, Columbus 3%, Cleveland 21%, Toledo 11%; Forced to have sex: Cincinnati 18%, Dayton 16%, Columbus 4%,
Cleveland 35%, Toledo 11%; Were threatened while involved: Cincinnati 20%, Dayton 13%, Columbus 5%, Cleveland 38%, Toledo 15%; Were Raped: Cincinnati 22%, Dayton 13%, Columbus 5%,
Cleveland 35%, Toledo 15%;
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Recruitment into the Sex Trade by City
Those Convinced/Manipulated as Minors or Adults
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Those Forced as Minors or Adults
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Purchasers of Sex by Ohio City
70
Businessmen
City Employees
60

Construction Workers
Drug Dealers
Factory Workers

50

Government Employees
Judges
Law Enforcement

40

Lawyers
Managers/Professionals
Truckers

30

Teachers

Semi Pro Sports Players
Politicians

20

Military Men
Pastors
10

Social Workers
State Employees
Postal Workers

0
Cincinnati

Dayton

Columbus

Cleveland

Toledo

Retail Workers

Includes reports from those involved in street level prostitution as well as those involved through manipulation or force.

Study Limitations
Every study has limitations. This study is no different. The two most prominent limitations are provided. First, a large part of the study is
based on retrospective data, which is limiting in that the researcher has to rely on the memories of study subjects. Data from memories are not the
most accurate type of data to collect. Second, those victims who were, at the time of the study, being forced to work in other areas across the
United States were not able to have an opportunity to be a part of the study. As such, the input of these victims may have altered the information
provided. The remainder of this report focuses on assessment, interventions, and recommendations based on our findings.
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IMMEDIATE Assessment and Intervention for First Responders
In efforts to educate first responders and lay persons, researchers developed an acronym to assist would-be interveners to recognize child sex
trafficking or high risk experiences of teens and intervene by reporting it.

IMMEDIATE ASSESSMENT of HIGH RISK EXPERIENCES

R
E
S
C
U
E

C
H
I
L
D

Runaway

Runaway behavior was a statistically significant factor for vulnerable
youth to come into contact with buyers, sellers, recruiters, and traffickers.

Education

Victims and those at high risk for sex trafficking may have difficulty in school with some eventually dropping out .

Sexual Assault

A statistically significant risk factor, rape was highly correlated with eventually becoming a victim of child sex
trafficking.

Court Appearances

Court appearances, the intersection between being arrested (a statistically significant risk factor) and spending time in
a juvenile detention facility (another significant risk factor and indicator that youth are at high risk for trafficking).

Using drugs/alcohol. Although few youth reported being addicted to drugs and/or alcohol, the use of alcohol/drugs may place youth in
proximity of buyers, sellers, and traffickers and may contribute to impaired reasoning thereby increasing the
vulnerability of already high risk youth.
Emotional Abuse

This indicator was a statistically significant factor. This type of abuse may stem from parental figures or other adults
who degrade, minimize feelings, criticize, verbally abuse, and/or repeatedly disapprove resulting in a lack of youth self
esteem, self confidence, and self worth, and even more risky, impaired ability to trust their own perceptions.

Child abuse/neglect

Abuse may appear in the form of sexual abuse, physical abuse, emotional abuse or neglect.

Homelessness

Youth may or may not present themselves as homeless. They may have a home, but because of neglect or family
problems they are still worried about where they will sleep or what they will eat on a daily basis.

Influential Others

New or old friends or family members engaged in selling themselves, selling others, or in buying sex are in proximity
of potential victims.

Loving Someone Much Older
Youth at risk of trafficking may be “dating” much older men who first present themselves as caring and loving partners,
but who manipulate or force victims into selling sex.
Difficulty Making Friends
Youth at risk of child sex trafficking may have a difficult time developing pro-social friendships.
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In the event the intervener believes they have encountered a domestic minor sex trafficking victim, the intervener should then work to
immediately divert the victim. Recommendations for immediate intervention are provided below:

IMMEDIATE INTERVENTION

D

Detect

Detect the presence of high risk factors using the RESCUE CHILD assessment.

I

Intervene

Intervene by detaining the child long enough to respond.

V

Value

Value the child by recognizing her/his strengths and ability to survive their individual circumstances thus far

E

Educate

Educate the child about child sex trafficking and your responsibility to report for their own safety

R

Report

Call Child Protection and the Police

T

Trafficking hotline

888-3737-888

SERVICES
In the event the intervener believes they have a high risk youth, they should be provided with a place to call so that the youth may be
referred for services. Services should involve the A, B, C., and D of treatment including:

A

A completed “Assessment” Made

B

Getting “Buy in” from the Youth

C

Providing intensive “Case Management”

D

Engaging the youth in “Diversion Programming” that involves trauma treatment and trauma informed care.
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Recommendations
Ohio has important assets as a result of the tireless efforts of those working to combat trafficking around the state. Progress includes the
establishment of the Northwest Ohio Violent Crimes Task Force/Innocence Lost Initiative, the development of anti-trafficking coalitions located
around the state, the development of programs focused on providing services to victims, the creation of the Ohio Attorney General’s Human
Trafficking Commission, the passage of Ohio’s first stand-alone Anti-Human Trafficking Law and Safe Harbor law, and Governor’s Human
Trafficking Task Force.
Several high quality reports from committees of the Attorney General’s Human Trafficking Commission have been generated to provide Ohio
with a better understanding of trafficking and ways to prevent and intervene.
The Human Trafficking Commission has outlined best practice approaches for working with victims, outlined training plans for police officers and
others, and is currently focusing on effective prevention and awareness campaigns.
However despite our progress, continued barriers remain that prevent Ohio from moving forward expeditiously. With regards to domestic minor
sex trafficking victims in Ohio, the Research and Analysis Subcommittee of the Ohio Attorney General’s Human Trafficking Commission offers the
following recommendations to the Commission as a whole and to the Governor’s Human Trafficking Task Force.
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JuST Response Council Field Guidance

Justice for Juveniles

Exploring Non-Criminal Response Mechanisms for Child Sex Trafficking

JUST RESPONSE COUNCIL FIELD GUIDANCE PAPER I: JUSTICE FOR JUVENILES

T

he Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA) clearly defines anyone under the age of 18 induced to
perform a commercial sex act as a victim of human trafficking. Since its passage in 2000, 14 states and
the District of Columbia have aligned with federal policy by ensuring that their prostitution laws
criminalizing the sale of sex do not apply to minors. 1 In states that still have the ability to charge children for
the crime of selling sex under their prostitution statutes or for other crimes committed while being trafficked,
some local jurisdictions have adopted policies prohibiting application of these laws when a minor is the
subject. The Uniform Act on the Prevention of and Remedies for Human Trafficking (Uniform Act), which
was approved for adoption by the states by the Uniform Law Commission in 2013, also eliminates criminal
liability for minors for prostitution and related offenses.
This shift in policy, and in some locations, practice, has led to a widely accepted understanding that
commercially sexually exploited children are victims, not perpetrators, of prostitution and trafficking related
crimes. This in turn has created a shift in child serving agency responses to identified victims—from directing
exploited youth into delinquency proceedings to directing them into trauma-informed services. However,
shifting toward a non-criminal response to child sex trafficking victims remains fraught with complicated
questions regarding how to protect exploited youth and connect them to services.
Because of the challenges associated with providing services, the field is rushing to find solutions that protect,
empower and support youth who have been trafficked. This field guidance will explore implementation of
non-criminalization policies and statutes, looking to identify promising trends and avenues to overcome
current system challenges and safety concerns. We are grateful to the JuST Response Council members who
contributed to this paper and hope it will serve as a resource to those in the field seeking a more robust system
that will help juvenile sex trafficking victims avoid the re-traumatization of a misguided system response and
connect them instead to a continuum of care that will empower them to achieve a life free from exploitation.

METHODOLOGY
In 2015 Shared Hope International released the JuST Response State Systems Mapping Report, building
upon the work of Shared Hope’s Protected Innocence Challenge and National Colloquia, which examined
different state approaches to avoiding criminalization and directing youth to services. Shared Hope then
brought together a group of over 30 experts on juvenile sex trafficking from the areas of policy development,
survivor leadership, federal and state child serving agencies and service provision to form the JuST Response
Council. Council members reviewed the outline for this field guidance document and provided responses to
survey questions which informed the guidance.
The first draft was reviewed at the fourth JuST Response Council Meeting on November 11, 2015. Council
members provided feedback based on their specific areas of expertise and made recommendations that would
enhance the report’s benefit to the field.

1

See Non-Criminalization Policy Concept Paper, Shared Hope International, January 2016.
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The field guidance document was compiled by Eliza Reock, Shared Hope International Director of Programs,
building upon a premise policy document drafted by Christine Raino, Director of Public Policy and Rachel
Harper, Policy Counsel at Shared Hope International. It incorporates submissions from the following JuST
Response Council members:
Laura Boyd, Foster Family-based Treatment Association
Bethany Brimer Gilot, Florida Department of Juvenile Justice
Nikki Baszynski, Ohio Public Defender
Nancy Baldwin, Hickey Family Foundation
Melissa Snow, National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children (NCMEC)
Peg Talburtt, Lovelight Foundation
Margie Quin, Tennessee Bureau of Investigation
Kate Walker Brown, National Center for Youth Law
Lauren Behsudi, Casey Family Programs
Faiza Mathon-Mathieu, ECPAT-USA
Alexandra (Sandi) Pierce, Othayonih Research
Becca C. Johnson, AIM - Agape Int'l Mission
Melissa Brockie, Tumbleweed Center for Youth Development
Lisa Goldblatt Grace, My Life My Choice
Stephanie Holt, Mission 21
Abby Kuzma, Indiana Office of the Attorney General
Yolanda Graham, Devereux Georgia
Leslie Briner, YouthCare
Gretchen Kerr, Northland, A Church Distributed
Jen Spry, Pennsylvania Human Trafficking Task Force
The Hon. Bobbe Bridge, Center for Children & Youth Justice.
The Hon. Hiram Puig-Lugo, District of Columbia Superior
Court
Withelma “T” Ortiz Walker Pettigrew, Policy Consultant and
Survivor Advocate
Yasmin Vafa, Rights4Girls
Denise Edwards, National Children Alliance in consultation
with Susan Goldfarb
Marian Hatcher, Cook County’s Sheriff’s Office
Vednita Carter, Breaking Free

Note on Language
Victim/Survivor: A person who has been
victimized/survived victimization. This report
uses victim and survivor interchangeably to
provide consistency with statutory language
and cross-agency terminology. We recognize
that individuals who have experienced
trafficking are survivors at all stages of their
abuse and recover and are not defined by
their victimization.
Juvenile: Refers to a person who has not
reached the age of 18. Juvenile should not be
a bad word. The issue of juvenile sex
trafficking is not a new phenomenon, but the
way it is perceived has been changing rapidly
due to the advocacy of leaders and advocates
across the country. We have a chance to
reform systems broadly because of this shift in
perception. With this goal in mind, we also
have the opportunity to shift public perception
of the word “juvenile” as something negative
to what it actually means—a young person
whom we as a society have a responsibility to
care for and about.*
* The Council recognizes that victimization
and service needs extend beyond the age of
17, however for the target audience of this
field guidance document along with expertise
represented the subject remains limited to
this age group.

This document and the ongoing JuST Response Council work has also been informed by state procedural
protocols and system evaluations along with research by federal agencies and policy advocates. Attachment A
provides a list of such resources. While not exhaustive, it provides professionals working with or advocating
for trafficked youth some guidance for developing strategies based on protocol and policies already being
implemented and assessed in other states. If there are important protocols or procedural documents that you
think could help inform the JuST Response Council effort please provide this information to the report
authors as the work of the Just Response Council is an ongoing initiative.
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NON-CRIMINALIZATION AS A CORE PRINCIPLE OF A PROTECTIVE RESPONSE
The criminalization of juvenile sex trafficking victims is unique. No other child sexual abuse victim faces
criminalization for his or her own sexual abuse, yet at the time of this publication 34 states can still charge
minors with prostitution because their form of sexual abuse involves a commercial exchange. While statutory
rape laws recognize that minors are unable to make an informed decision to consent to a sex act, only recently
has this concept begun to be recognized in the context of commercial sexual exploitation. However, some
states (and some advocates) who recognize the injustice of criminalizing youth for their own exploitation
believe at the same time that agencies outside of juvenile justice are ill-equipped to respond to juvenile sex
trafficking, so are hesitant to implement a non-punitive response. At the same time, using the delinquency
process in an attempt to keep exploited youth safe from their trafficker or other exploiters can undermine
efforts to build rapport with victims, may reinforce negative stereotypes used by exploiters to control victims,
and for victims who are detained in juvenile facilities where there is risk of violence from other detained youth
raises the question of what constitutes safety for juvenile sex trafficking victims. 2

CHALLENGES IN IMPLEMENTING A NON-CRIMINALIZATION POLICY

"I wish I would've never said anything. I'm trying to be honest,
but every time I tell the truth I just get f***."
— Survivor expressing frustration to Mission 21 service provider in response to her
residential placement

Non-criminalization laws alone do not provide a full protective response. A comprehensive model must
include a coordinated and integrated system of supports to help address the circumstances or vulnerabilities
that led to exploitation and to provide healing from trauma resulting from abuse incurred before and during
exploitation through trafficking. Judges, law enforcement and child advocates often express frustration that
without alternative measures a juvenile justice response is the only way to keep a victim safe. However, mental
health and service needs specifically targeted towards juvenile sex trafficking survivors are often not available
in a detention setting and there is limited data to support the idea that short term detention has any impact
on ultimate success in escaping the life of exploitation. Nor is juvenile detention an appropriate venue for
providing trauma-informed services to juvenile sex trafficking victims since the detention itself is likely retraumatizing.
The majority of experts agree that a juvenile justice placement is not an appropriate service response for a
child sex trafficking victim. However, the lack of appropriate alternative placement or service options is
objectively viewed as equally harmful. Youth who have survived sex trafficking often do not see themselves as
victims and may have strong trauma bonds with their trafficker making them likely to resist services intended
to support them. Lacking other resources, some professionals see criminalization of exploited youth as the
“stick” in a carrot-and-stick approach to engage youth in services. For this reason, many law enforcement
representatives and agency officials continue to oppose non-criminalization laws in their state or jurisdiction
because they do not believe child serving agencies are able to or willing to provide appropriate services in the
absence of a juvenile justice response. In some cases, law enforcement and even some advocates assert that the
2

See Non-criminalization policy paper.
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juvenile justice system is better equipped to serve victims if the child is likely to refuse services and may be in
danger. Even in states that have implemented non-criminalization laws, instances have been reported where
law enforcement has resorted to arresting youth on masking charges to hold the victim due to safety concerns.

"You keep telling me I am a victim, but I feel like I am always
being punished."
— A 17-year-old in the Minnesota child welfare system who was first trafficked at 14,
expressing frustration during child protection meeting in services at Mission 21

States that enact non-criminalization laws in the absence of a statutory procedure to ensure youth receive a
specialized service response may face a situation where child serving agencies are unable to adequately
respond, leaving sex trafficked youth with limited service options. First-line responders such as law
enforcement and social workers are thus faced with the heart wrenching decision to return a victim to a
situation where there is risk of re-exploitation. In many states and jurisdictions child serving agencies may not
only be ill-equipped, but may not have laws that explicitly allow for a child welfare response, especially if the
trafficker is not a family member or if a trafficker is not identified. Comprehensive non-criminalization laws
not only eliminate criminal liability but also incorporate protocols to connect juvenile victims to appropriate
services and dedicate resources to make sure these service options are available.
While great success has been seen in several states with the development of formal multi-disciplinary teams or
multi-system response protocols, agency collaboration does not always come naturally. Different agencies
have different mandates and modes of operation. Confidentiality laws can prevent communication across
systems, and when multiple teams are working together, confidentiality challenges grow. Further, licensing
regulations for many state residential providers have minimal requirements and do not require specialized
clinical or therapeutic staff certifications. While not ideal, state child serving agencies often choose the most
affordable and least restrictive placement options due to budget and procedural limitations even when more
comprehensive and specialized resources are available. This leaves advocates further challenged to provide
effective case management when clients are ordered into inappropriate placements such as unprepared foster
homes, group homes and detention facilities.
Even when comprehensive protective policies that include a non-criminalization response to juvenile sex
trafficking are enacted and implemented, the involvement of law enforcement remains necessary as they are
often first responders involved in identifying juvenile sex trafficking victims. Consequently, law enforcement
encountering sex trafficked minors need safe alternatives to arrest. In several jurisdictions around the country,
law enforcement agencies report having an internal policy to not arrest juvenile victims for prostitution and
instead attempt to work with victim services agencies to find safe placements for youth they encounter.
Despite these policies, factors that make juvenile victims vulnerable to trafficking in the first place often
involve them in the juvenile justice system, in some cases without clear links to their trafficking experience.

"Current child welfare agencies are so entrenched in historical protocols,
they continuously try to ram a square peg into a round hole. This
trafficking victim population really doesn’t fit well into current models."
— ASAC Margie Quin, Tennessee Bureau of Investigations
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ROLE OF CHILD-SERVING AGENCIES IN PROVIDING A PROTECTIVE SYSTEM RESPONSE WHERE
PROSTITUTION LAWS ARE NOT APPLICABLE
Child welfare is often identified as the logical alternative
to a juvenile justice response when creating an agencybased service response for juvenile sex trafficking victims.
A primary reason for looking to child welfare is its
mandate to pursue permanency and normalcy through
family-based placements for youth who are in care.
However, because the perpetrators of juvenile sex
trafficking are often not family members, advocates
sometimes express concern that traditional child welfare
systems may not be equipped or even statutorily
authorized to identify, assess and provide services to
trafficked youth unless traditional forms of child abuse
and neglect already exist. Many experts support the idea
that a formalized community-based response should be
created for juvenile sex trafficking victims outside of child
welfare, although others view child welfare as the best
vehicle to deliver funded services to the child.
While significant gaps in resources, knowledge and
training have historically undermined child welfare
workers’ ability to identify and respond to child sex
trafficking victims and survivors, many state child welfare
agencies are beginning to develop a more comprehensive
response. Recent changes in federal laws are attempting to
address these gaps and support such development.
Currently 45 states require that commercial sexual
exploitation be reported to child welfare as a form of child
abuse.
It is also important to recognize factors that make juvenile
victims vulnerable to trafficking often mirror risk factors
for juvenile justice system involvement. Juvenile sex
trafficking victims may be detained in juvenile justice
facilities on charges that do not have a clear connection to
their trafficking abuse. Even when non-criminalization
laws are enacted, juvenile justice systems should still be
equipped to identify exploited youth in their care, provide
trauma-informed services and ensure conditions of
confinement do not to re-trigger or re-traumatize them. 3

Relevant Federal Legislation
Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA)
• Clearly defines anyone under the age of 18
exchanging a sex act for anything of value as a
victim of human trafficking; there is no need to
prove force fraud or coercion.
• Provides millions of dollars for services through
funding streams to various federal
departments.
Preventing Sex Trafficking and Strengthening Families Act
• Created mandates and guidelines for child
welfare agencies to gather data on human
trafficking and implement identification tools.
Justice for Victims of Trafficking Act (JVTA)
• Includes the Stopping Exploitation Through
Trafficking (SETT) Act which authorizes the
Department of Justice to give preferential
consideration in awarding certain grants to
states that have laws in effect that discourage or
prohibit the charging or prosecution of juvenile
sex trafficking victims for a prostitution or sex
trafficking offense, treats them as a victim and
encourages services to be provided.
• Creates new funding streams including
mandated funding for child advocacy centers to
serve juvenile sex trafficking victims.
• Designates juvenile sex trafficking as a form of
abuse and neglect under Child Abuse Prevention
and Treatment Act (CAPTA).

Federal Agency Resources
For examples of federally funded programs for
juvenile sex trafficking victims see:
• The U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services Administration for Children & Families
Office on Trafficking in Persons’ Anti Trafficking
in Persons Grants available at :
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/endtrafficki
ng/resource/anti-trafficking-in-persons-grants
• The U.S. Department of Justice Office for
Victims of Crime’s Matrix of OVC/BJA-Funded
Human Trafficking Services Grantees and Task
Forces available at:
http://ovc.ncjrs.gov/humantrafficking/trafficki
ngmatrix.html

3
See Shared Hope International, Traffic Stop (2014), available at http://sharedhope.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Traffic-StopFINAL.pdf.
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Although not all trafficked youth require residential services, residential options that provide the ability to
identify and respond to the complex trauma dynamics and service needs of child sex trafficking survivors are a
critical component to a comprehensive continuum of care.
While some states, like Florida, have developed a statewide safe home model and have allocated funding
specifically to provide a continuum of care that allows for identified trafficked youth in need of residential
services to access programs that may be more expensive than traditional group home or foster home
placement, this process is very costly and not always replicable.

DIVERGENT OPINIONS ON MANDATORY SERVICES

“Sex trafficked youth are rarely ‘nice’ victims willing to trust or rely on
authority, and they are particularly resistant to anything that suggests
‘treatment’ to ‘fix’ them.”
— Dr. Sandi Pierce, Othayonih Research

Most JuST Response Council members acknowledged that, while not ideal, there are some instances in which
a young person must be placed in a restrictive residential treatment facility, generally in emergency situations,
such as if they display suicidal tendencies or are experiencing extreme addiction withdrawal. In these
situations, the young person may be held pursuant to a behavioral health hold rather than relying on
criminalization to detain the youth. However, even when a young person is held outside of the juvenile justice
system, there are diverging opinions as to when
(or if) forced services are appropriate in non"We know as service providers that it is not a
life threatening situations, and what safety
matter of choice but a lack of choices or the
concerns should be considered life threatening.
belief of no other choice that some stay in the
Some experts assert that systems should be
tiered and if youth continue to refuse or
abscond from treatment plans they should
receive forced services. Others assert that youth
will not succeed in a treatment plan unless they
are willing participants and inpatient services
are only warranted in cases of extreme mental
health emergencies.

life. So my belief is that intentional programming
be required to let young people know that there
are other options than the one they know. We
can empower individuals by informing them at
the very least.”
— Stephanie Holt, Mission 21, referencing the challenging
situation of determining the need for emergency placement
in extreme safety situations

While inpatient treatment may provide a safe
and therapeutic option for the service provider, for the young person it means having no say in leaving
friends, family, home and perceived normalcy. When mandated, even the most therapeutic and traumainformed services may be perceived as punishment; thus, the desires of the child should remain a priority
factor in developing a services plan. The child should be informed about options and service plans should be
continuously revisited if the child does not want to participate.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
As recognition grows that commercially exploited children are not criminals but victims of sex trafficking,
more states and have established legislation, implemented innovative solutions and built upon existing service
structures to connect youth to trauma-informed,
victim-centered services. The following
recommendations are built upon field examples of
emerging promising practices.
Resources: Multi-Disciplinary Team
Develop formalized system of care response plan
specific to responding to juvenile sex trafficking
victims.
A primary purpose of establishing state agency
protocols is the development of a specialized service
plan for each identified juvenile sex trafficking victim,
regardless of the agency that identified the
victim. Effective protocols rely on the involvement of
all agencies and organizations that could have a role in
the development of a service plan for an identified
trafficking victim in order to establish a comprehensive,
multi-agency response. The end goal is to provide
access for victims of juvenile sex trafficking to
appropriate specialized services while avoiding any type
of re-traumatization in the process.

Development

• According to the U.S. Department of Justice, “It
is now well accepted that the best response to
the challenge of child abuse and neglect
investigations is the formation of an MDT.
Protocols based on interagency collaboration
not only help to ensure that individual
considerations for identification and care for
victims are identified and addressed, but also
allow for easier access to services across state
and local agency programs. The following
resources provide guides for developing MDTs:
• Department of Justice Office for Victims’ of
Crime Human Trafficking Task Force e-Guide
Strengthening Collaborative Response
Supporting Victims, available at:
https://www.ovcttac.gov/taskforceguide/eguide/4supporting-victims/resources-4-supporting-victims/

• Georgetown Law Center on Poverty and
Inequality’s Blueprint: A Multidisciplinary
Approach to the Domestic Sex Trafficking of Girls
Care Provides steps to forming a collaborative
anti-sex-trafficking team available at:

Protocols that include clear roles for all agencies and
http://www.law.georgetown.edu/academics/centersinstitutes/povertycommunity based care providers involved in a
inequality/loader.cfm?csModule=security/getfile&pagei
protective response to juvenile sex trafficking, from
identification and intervention, to assessment and
service provision with and connecting juvenile sex
trafficking victims to services are needed to clearly
define agency and individual roles, and all multidisciplinary team members require thorough training on the
trauma dynamics associated with juvenile sex trafficking. Political climate, education and resources will often
shape the designation of a lead agency or organization in leading the response plan and an effort should be
made to include all involved agencies in the development of the protocol whenever possible. Emerging
juvenile sex trafficking specific multi-disciplinary teams (MDTs) have included both government-led and
community based agency led protocols. Plans that are seeing success identify stakeholder engagement from
the beginning as critical. These protocols should be developed with sustainability in mind, creating
institutionalized positions and training while remaining flexible enough to allow for an individualized, victimcentered response.
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Examples of State Agency Responses
Minnesota No Wrong Door
(Department of Behavioral Health)
•The Minnesota Department of
Behavioral Health is the
coordinating entity working with
the Minnesota Departments of
Human Services and Health to
implement Minnesota's No Wrong
Door Model. Starting with
enactment of the state Safe
Harbor Law in 2011, the model
ensures that any victim of juvenile
sex trafficking, regardless of how
they were identified, can be
referred to a point of contact in
their region, a regional navigator.
The Statewide Safe Harbor/No
Wrong Door director oversees the
program and its eight regional
navigators including two tribal
navigators connecting youth with
services and serving as regional
experts for communities.
•More information available at :
http://www.health.state.mn.us/inj
ury/topic/safeharbor/index.html

Connecticut HART
(Department of Children and
Families)

Kentucky
(Cabinet for Health and Family
Services)

•Human Anti Trafficking Response
Team (HART) is a multi-disciplinary
team within the state of
Conneticut's Department of
Children and Families (DCF) that
developed a system to respond to
juvenile sex trafficking.
•DCF is charged with "protecting all
children under the age of 18 from
harm," so from the beginning of
HART DCF approached their
protocol to include juveniles that
are victims of trafficking as part as
a responsiblity of the agency.
•A significant development to
HART's approach to providing a
service based as opposed to a
punitive response to victims was
the creation of specific hotline
codes and report to ensure victim
identification and data collection.
HART has been able to respond to
referrals from DCF social workers,
law enforcement , congregate care
facilities, public defenders, nongovernmental organizations and
parents.
•More information about
Connecticut's HARTprogram is
available at:
http://www.ct.gov/dcf/cwp/view.a
sp?a=4743&Q=562246.

•Kentucky’s Human Trafficking
Victims’ Rights Act (HTVRA)
enacted in 2013 creates one of
the most comprehensive system
response laws in the country and
includes language that ensures
that minors are not charged with
state prostitution laws or status
offenses that are a result of their
trafficking victimization. Victims
receive a mandated referal to the
Cabinet for Health and Family
Services, even if they are identified
after a referral to the juvenile
justice system.
•To ensure a trauma-informed
response child welfare
collaborates with NGO providers to
implement a protocol and to train
their staff. HTVRA also required
training for multiple disciplinary
team members.
•Resource barriers remain a
challenge in Kentucky, and
ongoing reporting by the Cabinet
serves as a valuable resource for
states and local jurisdictions
looking to implement noncriminilization policies. The Cabinet
report is available at:
http://chfs.ky.gov/NR/rdonlyres/2
6908E11-F99D-41BE-BFB94D54C8BD8C46/0/HumanTraffic
kingReport2014.pdf

Multi-disciplinary team approaches cut across law enforcement, child serving agencies and direct services
providers tend to see success not only because of their collaboration, but also because each team member has
as specific role to play in the intervention and healing of the trafficking youth. Promising models such as
those in Washington, Massachusetts and Los Angeles County require training for all agency professionals who
may come in contact with trafficked youth along with more intensive training for MDT members.
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Examples of Formalized Multi-Disciplinary Team Protocols
Massachussetts

Washington

Illinois

•The SEEN Coalition in Suffolk County,
Massachussetts was formed in 2006 in
partership with several government and
local agencies, along with community based
agencies including the Children's Advocacy
Center of Suffolk County and My Life. My
Choice. The county-based teams begin their
collaboration by training together on
understanding victims of CSEC and
collaboratively develop their
multidisciplinary CSEC protocols. The teams
are distinguished by their diverse agency
composition and centralized case
coordination and service delivery. The
Support to End Exploitation Now (SEEN)
program in Boston, MA has been
implementing this model (with a no-arrest
policy) for ten years.
•Success of the SEEN Model has led to the
development of similar protocols throughout
the state.
•A flow chart of the SEEN Outline is available
on page 53 of the following report:
http://www.suffolkcac.org/assets/pdf/MDT
_Response_Model.pdf

•The Washington State Model Protocol For
Commercially Sexually Exploited Children
was developed by YouthCare and the Center
for Children and Youth Justice. The protocol
promotes consistent statewide
implementation of Washington's laws but
with the flexibility to allow for different
regional approaches and ongoing
assessment and improvement of the
protocol.
•Two teams are intended to be developed at
the local level—a multidisciplinary team that
is responsible for the immediate response to
CSEC victims as well as longer term follow
up by the taskforce. The protocol identifies
best practices for working with victims and
encourages each region to use the CSEC
Screening Interview and to identify a
comfortable, welcoming and nonstigmatizing “Reception Center" anytime.
•A Statewide Coordinating Committee
receives annual reports from the local and
regional task forces and recommends policy
and legislative changes that could improve
local CSEC responses.
•The Protocol also recommends that the
CSEC MDT adopt a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) so that members'
roles are clearly defined.
•The Protocol is currently in the process of
being piloted in five sites across the state.
More information on the Washington State
Model Protocol is available at:
http://ccyj.org/initiatives/project-respect/

•The Cook County Human Trafficking
Taskforce received a grant from the U.S.
Department of Justice's Bureau of Justice
Assistance and the Office for Victims of
Crime for the Enhanced Collaborative Model
to Combat Human Trafficking (see Federal
policies, pg. 5)
•One of the task force members includes The
Cook County Sheriff’s Office Human
Trafficking Response Team (HTRT) which
services include an enhancement of the
integrated treatment service provision in
Sheriff’s Women’s Justice Programs. It
includes these 3 survivors of prostitution
working with Sheriff’s Police and its Child
Protection Response Unit . The program
provides an immediate response and
referral mechanism available 24/7 and is
the only law enforcement agency in the
world employing survivors of sex trafficking
according to program leaders. Information
about the HTRT available at:
http://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/u
sao-edwi/pages/attachments/
2015/03/06/human_trafficking_response_
team_technical_assistance_curriculumrev0
22315bbmh.pdf
•The Cook County State Attorney's Office,
several NGO entities and the U.S. Attorney's
Office comprise the Core Team of the Task
Force, each designating at least
representative to attend meetings who has
decision making authority and/or an
efficient process forobtaining approval
within their respective agencies.
•The task force also includes a steering
committee comprised of nearly 25 agencies
and organizations and includes a
subcommittee of service providers known
as the Coordinated Services Referral
Network (CSRN). Membership in the CSRN
requires certification in human trafficking
training.
•More information about the Cook County
Protocol is available at:
https://www.ovcttac.gov/TaskForceGuide/e
guide/media/3.0/HT_Policy_and_Protocol_g
uide.pdf

In addition, many of these models hinge on a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with agencies or
organizations allowing them to work with youth irrespective of the youth’s system involvement. (Single Point
of Entry)
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Formal MOUs with NGOs
TurnAround Inc, Baltimore
•In Maryland, through formal publicprivate partnerships with service
providers--such as TurnAround, Inc.
in Baltimore--a social service
provider is able to work with and
advocate for a young person during
the entire continuum of ongoing
services and support, no matter
which agency or individual is
providing custodial guardianship,
providing the ability to navigate
multiple systems. In this
partnership first line responders at
the Maryland Department of
Juvenile Service screen youth for
redflag indicators upon intake. If
the young person presents as atrisk, a service provider from the
NGO provides a second tier
screening so that if a young person
discloses that they are a victim of
sex trafficking, the individual likely
to provide their case management
receives the disclosure in a
trafficking and trauma informed
manner.
•More information available at:
http://sharedhope.org/what-wedo/bring-justice/justresponse/traffic-stop/ pg 8, 12
and
http://www.mdhumantrafficking.or
g/mhttf/#

Saving Innocence, Los Angeles
County
•Saving Innocence has developed a
formal MOU with the Los Angeles
(LA) County STAR Court and plays a
critical role in providing immediate
trauma informed care in
partnership with law enforcement
and the Department of Children
and Families Services. This MOU is
part of the LA County First
Responder Protocol where Saving
Innocence commit to respond
within 90 minutes of victim
identification by law enforcement
or child welfare. While this is a new
program, 70% of youth that were
identified through the LA County
First Responder Protocol were in
stable placement within 72 hours.
After initial assessment, Saving
Innocence is available to provide
long term case management, the
My Life My Choice Curriculum and
victim specialists within the court
systems.
•More information available at:
https://www.lacounty.gov/lawenforcement-first-responderprotocol-for-csec and
http://www.savinginnocence.org/a
bout/

Georgia Care Connection
•Georgia Care Connection was
established by Georgia’s
Governor’s Office for Children and
Families to serve as a central,
statewide hub for victims and
survivors of child sex trafficking
and for professionals seeking to
help them. (Georgia Care
Connection Office, 2013.)
Currently, Georgia Cares serves as
a single, statewide coordinating
agency connecting services and
treatment care for victims. Staff
follow a victim throughout their
service plan and agency
involvement.
•More information available at:
http://www.gacares.org/ourwork.html

Child advocacy centers provide a well-established protocol for creating MDTs in response to child abuse, and
the recently enacted Justice for Victims of Trafficking Act set aside funding for CACs to develop trafficking
programs within CACs to better serve as first-responders for these victims.
Child Advocacy Centers
Children’s Advocacy Centers provide comprehensive, multidisciplinary services to children suspected of having been abused. Services are
provided in a safe, child friendly environment where law enforcement, child protective services, prosecution, victim advocacy, medical and
mental health professionals can share information and develop effective, coordinated strategies sensitive to the needs of each unique case
and child. At the time this document was released, there were 777 CACs across the country. While not all CACs have been trained in the trauma
informed dynamics of serving juvenile sex trafficking victims, federal initiatives to train all CACs are underway and several CACs have already
developed specialized programs.

Children’s Advocacy Center of Suffolk County

Kristi’s House Project GOLD

The SEEN Coalition in Massachusetts was coordinated through the
Children’s Advocacy Center of Suffolk County (CAC), an
independent, nonprofit organization It was seen as an objective,
neutral organization that already had established relationships
with multiple agencies that serve children. As the SEEN Coalition
continues, the CAC chairs a steering committee composed of a
cross-section of several agencies to oversee the coalition. More
information about the SEEN Coalition is available at:
http://www.suffolkcac.org/assets/pdf/MDT_Response_Model.pdf.

Kristi House Project GOLD in Florida served as the lead agency organizing
the first Miami coalition of 27 organizations that comprised the MiamiDade CSEC Working Group. The partnership’s progress has been
considerable, with providers participating in ongoing training and bringing
it back to their agencies, working in uncharted territory to establish
protocols involving large, disparate organizations and supporting Kristi
House’s leadership around the issue locally, statewide and nationally
with training and advocacy initiatives. The CSEC Working Group was
critical to bringing attention to the issue in South Florida.
http://www.kristihouse.org/project-gold/
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Juveniles and their families should be engaged whenever possible and appropriate in developing their service
plan to reinforce their victim status and empower them to embrace the service plan. Survivor advocates have
also asserted that applying Team Decision Making (TDM) and Another Road to Safety (ARS) approaches to
MDTs formed to serve juvenile sex trafficking victims may be beneficial. In addition, many states are already
building upon established protocols to build trafficking related MDT response through their child advocacy
centers (CACs).

Other Types of Multi-Disciplinary Teams
Team Decisionmaking (TDM)

Another Road to Safety (ARS)

Family Justice Centers

•Team Decisionmaking is a model
created by the Annie E. Casey
Foundation to involve not just
caseworkers, but foster parents,
birth families, service providers,
state agencies and community
members in all service plan
decisions to ensure a network of
support for the child and the adults
who care for them.
•Team decision making meetings
are always held before any
petitions are filed with the court
and are facilitated by highly trained
public agency staff.
•This type of MDT has been piloted
in Family to Family sites across the
nation.
•More information is available at:
http://www.aecf.org/m/resourced
oc/aecfTeamDecisionmakingInvolvingFami
lyP2-2002.pdf#page=5.

•ARS in Alameda County is
operated under the Department of
Children and Family Services in
collaboartion with Lamilia
Counseling Service and the
Prescott-Joseph Center for
Community Enhancement, a
program for informal family
maintenance that provides
services and assessments for all
family members in the child’s
home.
•The ARS is comprised of a parent
partner, and a family support
specialist that work with the family
and child welfare to address issues
identified by DCFS through
programs that include home-based
parent support, case management,
and resource referrals.
•More information is available at:
http://www.abetterwayinc.net/ars

•Family Justice Centers provide
multi-agency collaboratives and
multi-disciplinary models where
victims of domestic violence,
sexual assault, elder abuse,
human trafficking, and other forms
of violence can come to one place.
More information available at:
http://www.familyjusticecenter.org

Create specialized positions and single point of entries within agencies and service provider organizations
to work specifically with juvenile sex trafficking victims and allow for advocate positions that can provide a
consistent role in the victim’s service plan throughout their continuum of care. Research shows that because
of indicators and vulnerabilities common to both child maltreatment and juvenile sex trafficking, child
serving agencies are likely already serving this population. While more resources are needed, it may be
possible to provide more trauma-informed and specialized services through a shift in resource allocations. By
having caseworkers specifically trained to identify and respond to juvenile sex trafficking, responses will not
only be more trauma-informed, but the caseworker has the ability to identify resources in the community best
equipped to serve this population. Funded positions to help coordinate services at the state and local level
have been a promising trend to help streamline collaborative approaches.
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Minnesota No Wrong Door

Florida

Conneticut HART Liasons

•The Minnesota No Wrong Door
model includes a state coordinator
along with regional navigator
positions that allow support no
matter where in the state or how
the child is identified as trafficked.
The navigators, including two tribal
lands navigators, provide a central
point of contact for victims and
professionals in the community
working with this population.
• Along with connecting youth to
services, the navigator implements
a "community scan" to identify
available services and potential
service gaps and needs. The model
also includes specific regional
navigators assigned to tribal land.
•More information is available
at:http://www.health.state.mn.us/i
njury/topic/safeharbor/index.html

•Florida has established a platform
where its child welfare agency has
a role in each part of the
continuum of care. This allows
child welfare the ability to be
involved in the child's healing no
matter what services are deemed
necessary or where they are in the
continuum of care.
•To coordinate this role the Florida
Department of Children Services
(DCS) appointed a Statewide
Human Trafficking Prevention
Director who works closely with the
Human Trafficking Director at the
Florida Department of Juvenile
Justice to manage the statewide
referral processes of children that
are identified as victims of
trafficking.
• More information is available at:
http://www.dcf.state.fl.us/program
s/humantrafficking/docs/2011imp
lementationplan.pdf

•Connecticut's Human Trafficking
Response Team (HART) designates
six Human Anti-trafficking
Response Teams through the
Department of Children and
Families (DCF). The response
teams are led by regional
navigators called HART Liasons
who work with the local MDTs to
ensure that juvenile sex trafficking
victims are treated as victims with
a service- based rather than
punitive response.
•More information about
Connecticut's HARTprogram is
available at:
http://www.ct.gov/dcf/cwp/view.a
sp?a=4743&Q=562246.

Equip all potential first line responders with a clear understanding of their roles and responsibilities along
with protocols and policies so that a trauma-informed and service-focused response can be implemented upon
identification. Identification is a critical component of
Los Angeles County First Responder Protocol for CSEC
implementing non-criminalization. When trafficked youth
•Los Angeles County has implemented a Law Enforcement
are not being arrested there must be clear mechanisms for
First Responder Protocol which directs law enforcement to
immediately call the child protection hotline when a young
responding, but there also must be trained professionals
person is identified as trafficked. The hotline in turn,
actively looking for them. Statistics reveal that many youth
dispatches a specialized team that has been trained on
the dynamics of juvenile sex trafficking to arrive within 90
who have been trafficked are already system-involved
minutes of the child being identified. The team also
contacts a local organization, Saving Innocence, to provide
before this specific type of abuse is disclosed. All
a specialized advocate to arrive within 90 minutes
alongside the response team. The advocate is the first
professionals working with system-involved and other
person to interact with the child during the assessment
vulnerable youth should have an understanding of the
process, working to meet basic needs and providing
essentials like a change of clothes and other comfort
range of warning signs and dynamics associated with
items such as a stuffed animal to reinforce a non-punitive
response. The advocate will then work with the social
trafficking so they are able to connect youth to an
worker to develop the longer term service plan and stays
appropriate response before a law enforcement intervention
in close contact for the first 72 hours after identification
while the juvenile receives a full medical evaluation, in
is even warranted. If law enforcement is a first responder
some cases perhaps even staying with the victim in the
home of a short term foster care placement, if allowed.
during an active exploitation situation, such as an Internet
Results so far show that nearly 70% of youth were in a
stable placement within the 72 hour time frame. There
sting or street identification, there should be clear
has also been increased collaboration across systems and
mechanisms for responding with an understanding that it
with law enforcement and youth have been keeping in
close contact with their assigned advocates.
may be challenging to determine if the trafficked youth is
•Available at: https://www.lacounty.gov/law-enforcementin fact a minor.
first-responder-protocol-for-csec
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Provide Emergency Placement. Along with long term services, one of the most critical needs on the
continuum of care, especially for states and local jurisdictions that have implemented a non-criminalization
policy, is to have an immediate safe place for a thorough and trauma informed assessment. Several JuST
Response Council members indicated that the ability to hold youth for 72 hours for a CSEC specific
assessment would be ideal.
Ohio

Kansas

•The state of Ohio has provided grants to create
formalized pilot programs for direct services
along with identification, training and prevention
efforts. In 2013 the Attorney General’s office
partnered with the Ohio Network of Children’s
Advocacy Centers (CACs) to create a network of
first responders for minors who are suspected to
be victims of trafficking. Through a two-year, halfmillion dollar partnership, 26 child advocacy
centers are being trained and equipped to
provide specialized and trauma-informed
assessments and services for juvenile sex
trafficking victims in urban and rural areas
throughout the state. The CACs work closely with
law enforcement and others in providing a MDT
response.
•More information available at: The 2015 Report
is available at:
http://www.publicsafety.ohio.gov/ht/OhioHuman
TraffickingTaskForceReport-July2015.pdf

•As a key component of its statutory framework,
Kansas has taken another approach to providing
immediate safe services by establishing a staffsecure facility as a protective custody option for
law enforcement to bring sexually exploited youth.
This facility is a state-funded residential shelter
specifically serving sex trafficked youth. It is
statutorily required to limit unauthorized exits by
residents as well as limit unauthorized entry to
the facility through 24-hour awake staff and
“locked entrances and delayed-exit
mechanisms.” Regulations for the staff secure
safe home were further developed by the Kansas
Department of Health and the Environment; the
bill recognizes that this emergency placement
facility must be trauma informed and mandates
the provision of a nurturing and therapeutic
environment staffed with providers that have
received specialized training on working with
juvenile sex trafficking victims.
•Requirements of the staff-secure facility are
outlined in Kansas Sustitute House Bill 2034
enacted in 2013 is available at:
http://www.kslegislature.org/li_2014/b2013_14
/measures/documents/hb2034_enrolled.pdf

Florida Housing Assessment
•Florida's 2014 amendments to theSafe Harbor Act of 2012
allocated $3 million to provide services for identified victims of
juvenile sex trafficking. Several requirements were established
for allocation of this funding.
•The state established specially certified "safe foster homes"
which at the time of this report requires the family has access
to extensive wrap around services and be comprised of two
parents with one parent available for full time care.
•There are also certification requirements for safe homes which
require non-punitive, trauma-informed, therepeutic care.
•Currently there are more victims identified in Florida than
available placement options, so not all youth are able to receive
services from these specialized homes.
•More information is available at:
http://www.centerforchildwelfare.org/kb/LegislativeMandated
Rpts/2014-15HumanTraffickingAnnualReport.pdf
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Provide an array of service options. A continuum of care approach is essential for creating individualized
services plans. If a young person has options for their treatment plan, they are more likely to remain engaged
in services, mitigating safety concerns related to non-criminalization. While approaches differ, experts
encourage that trauma-informed, victim-centered, safe shelter/transitional housing, comprehensive case
management, mental health services, support for educational attainment and vocational sufficiency must all
be available as part of this continuum. These responses should have the ability and flexibility to meet the
survivor’s cultural and religious beliefs, ideally by individuals who share these religious or cultural traditions.
Other elements noted as critical in a comprehensive service response involve the inclusion of survivor support,
avoiding a rescue mentality and not emphasizing safety concerns at the expense of engaging youth.

Runaway and
Homeless
Youth/ DropIn Centers
Peer
mentoring
and survivor
networks

Case
Management,
Community
Care

Array of
Service
Options

Safe Home

Therepeutic
Foster Care

Resources for Identifying Victim- Centered, Trauma-Informed Juvenile Sex Trafficking Service Plans
• Federal Strategic Action Plan on Services for Victims of Human Trafficking, available at
http://www.ovc.gov/pubs/FederalHumanTraffickingStrategicPlan.pdf
• Confronting Commercial Sexual Exploitation and Sex Trafficking of Minors in the United States: A Guide for
Providers of Victim Support Services by the Institute of Medicine and the National Research Council,
available at: http://iom.nationalacademies.org/~/media/Files/Report%20Files/2013/Sexual-ExploitationSex-Trafficking/ReportGuide-VSS.pdf
• JuST Response State Mapping Report and National Colloquium Reports by Shared Hope International and
partners, available at: http://sharedhope.org/justresponse
• Study of HHS Programs Serving Human Trafficking Victims by the U.S. Department of Health & Human
Services Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation available at
https://aspe.hhs.gov/study-hhs-programs-serving-human-trafficking-victims
• Universal Services for Victims of Trafficking by the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services
Administration for Children & Families Office on Trafficking in Persons, available at:
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/endtrafficking/universal-services-victims-of-trafficking
• Vision 21 Transforming Victim Services Final Report by the U.S. Department of Justice Office for Victims of
Crime, available at: http://ovc.ncjrs.gov/vision21/pdfs/Vision21_Report.pdf
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"All too often we fail to recognize that victims have often been without healthy
adult or family support for most of their lives, and they have been highly
resourceful in getting their basic needs met. Any model used for minor victims
needs to be strength-based and build (in a healthy way) upon the victim's
existing efforts to develop autonomy and self-sufficiency."
— Dr. Sandi Pierce, Othayonih Research

Evaluate and assess: Existing system responses should be evaluated and assessed as part of creating a noncriminalization response. No single state or jurisdiction has devised a perfect model—however good it may
be—that is entirely transferrable, so documented program outcomes are incredibly valuable. Each model
should strive for consistency, sustainability and
development of a healthy relationship between the
victim and survivor advocates or other trusted
Resources: CQI Toolkit
adults. This will provide not only important stable
connections for the young person, but also
• The Children’s Bureau at the Department of
provide a way to individually assess the youth’s
Health and Human Services’ Administration of
success and appropriateness of placement through
Children and Families provides a continuous
multiple stages of his or her service plan.
quality improvement (CQI) toolkit to support
States like Ohio, Kentucky, and Florida have
executive mandates from the governor’s office or
legislative requirements that agencies report on
plans and outcomes for responding to juvenile sex
trafficking. These states are able to assess
deliverables and revisit protocol components that
may not be best serving the juvenile sex trafficking
survivors in care.
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efforts by systems of care to self-evaluate and
assess outcomes “to consistently improve
services and supports for children and families,
and to ensure that [systems of care] are making
the most effective use of your resources.”

Available at:
https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/manageme
nt/reform/soc/communicate/initiative/ntaec/so
ctoolkits/continuous-qualityimprovement/#phase=cqi.
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Kentucky

Florida

Ohio

•Kentucky's Human Trafficking Victims
Rights Act of 2013 requires
Kentucky's Cabinet for Health and
Family Service to submit annually to
the Legislative Research Commission
"a comprehensive report detailing the
number of reports the cabinet has
received regarding child victims of
trafficking, the number of reports in
which the department has
investigated and determined that a
child is the victim of human
trafficking, and the number of cases
in which services were provided."
•The 2015 Report is available at:
http://chfs.ky.gov/NR/rdonlyres/764
B6636-7A75-47E1-AB0A02136323BBB7/0/2015HumanTraffi
ckingReportandLetters.pdf

•Under the 2012 Florida Safe Harbor
Act and 2014 amendments, the
Florida Department of Children and
Family Services must report the
number of children placed in safe
houses and safe foster homes during
the year, the criteria used to
determine the placement of children,
the number of children who were
evaluated for placement, the number
of children who were placed based
upon the evaluation, the number of
children who were not placed, the
number of children who were referred
to a safe house or safe foster home
for whom services were unavailable
and the counties in which such
placement was unavailable.
•2014 ammendments to the Safe
Harbor Law required that specific,
trauma-informed licensing
requirements be developed for safe
houses and safe foster homes for
juvenile sex trafficking victims.
•The 2014-2015 Report available at:
http://www.centerforchildwelfare.org/
kb/LegislativeMandatedRpts/201415HumanTraffickingAnnualReport.pdf

•A 2012 Executive Mandate by Gov.
John Kasich mandated the
development of a human trafficking
task force that was tasked with
producing a report that, among
several other responsibilities,
evaluated the capacity of existing
health and human services programs,
identified and recommended how to
fill gaps in existing services and
evaluated current laws and present
recommendations developed in
collaboration with the Attorney
General's Human Trafficking
Commission to the Governor. Initial
recommendations for the task force
included the appointment of a state
human trafficking coordinator to be
responsible for the task forces's
recommendations.
•The 2015 Report is available at:
http://www.publicsafety.ohio.gov/ht/
OhioHumanTraffickingTaskForceRepo
rt-July2015.pdf

It has been well recognized that in many ways we are “building the plane as we fly it,” as we shift away from
punitive responses to juvenile sex trafficking victims and develop system and services responses that recognize
the specific type of trauma as well as the unique needs, hopes and capabilities of the victims. This field
guidance document is a piece of ongoing work and intends to continue to capture promising practices and
emerging trends for the benefit of those jurisdictions working to address the deficiencies and complexities
present in current systems. This will take resources and will require a shift in the dialogue around commercial
sexual exploitation providing even stronger solutions to implementing non-criminalization laws until we have
a process that truly meets all the underlying needs of victims and survivors.
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Attachment A: 4
State and Local Human Trafficking or Child Sex Trafficking Reports and Protocols
California
Ending the Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children: A Call for Multi-System Collaboration in
California, available at: http://www.chhs.ca.gov/CWCDOC/Ending%20CSEC%20%20A%20Call%20for%20Multi-System%20Collaboration%20in%20CA%20-%20February%202013.pdf
Los Angeles County Law Enforcement Protocol for Commercially Sexually Exploited Children, available at:
https://www.lacounty.gov/law-enforcement-first-responder-protocol-for-csec
Connecticut
Connecticut's HART Program overview is available at:
http://www.ct.gov/dcf/cwp/view.asp?a=4743&Q=562246 .
Florida
The 2011 Florida Department of Children and Families Statewide Human Trafficking Task Force
Implementation Report is available at:
http://www.dcf.state.fl.us/programs/humantrafficking/docs/2011implementationplan.pdf
Georgia
Georgia Care Connection overview is available at: http://www.gacares.org/our-work.html
Illinois
The Cook County Human Trafficking Task Force Policies and Protocols are available at:
https://www.ovcttac.gov/TaskForceGuide/eguide/media/3.0/HT_Policy_and_Protocol_guide.pdf
Kansas
Senate Substitute for House Bill No. 2034 is available at:
http://www.kslegislature.org/li_2014/b2013_14/measures/documents/hb2034_enrolled.pdf
Kentucky
The Cabinet for Health and Family Services Office of the Secretary’s second report regarding child victims of
trafficking is available at: http://chfs.ky.gov/NR/rdonlyres/26908E11-F99D-41BE-BFB94D54C8BD8C46/0/HumanTraffickingReport2014.pdf
Massachusetts
From “The Life” to My Life: Sexually Exploited Children Reclaiming their Futures, Suffolk County
Massachusetts’ Resposne to Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children is available at:
http://www.suffolkcac.org/assets/pdf/MDT_Response_Model.pdf
Minnesota:
http://www.health.state.mn.us/injury/topic/safeharbor/index.htm
http://www.centerforchildwelfare.org/kb/LegislativeMandatedRpts/201415HumanTraffickingAnnualReport.pdf
Ohio
The July 2015 Human Trafficking Task Force Report is avablie at:
http://www.publicsafety.ohio.gov/ht/OhioHumanTraffickingTaskForceReport-July2015.pdf

The following list is far from exhaustive. For suggestions on relevant research please contact us at:
justresponse@sharedhope.org

4
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Washington
Washington State Model Protocol for Commercially Sexually Exploited Youth: http://ccyj.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/04/Project-Respect-protocol.pdf
Wisconsin
Wisconsin Human Trafficking Protocol and Resource Manual is available at:
http://www.endabusewi.org/sites/default/files/resources/wisconsin_human_trafficking_protocol_and_resource
_manual.pdf
U.S. Government and National Organizational Reports
Federal Strategic Action Plan on Services for Victim of Human Trafficking in the United States is available at:
http://www.ovc.gov/pubs/FederalHumanTraffickingStrategicPlan.pdf
Georgetown Law Center on Poverty and Inequality’s Blueprint: A Multidisciplinary Approach to the
Domestic Sex Trafficking of Girls Care, available at: http://www.law.georgetown.edu/academics/centersinstitutes/poverty-inequality/loader.cfm?csModule=security/getfile&pageid=169026.
Institute of Medicine and National Research Academy’s Confronting Commercial Sexual Exploitation and
Trafficking of Minors in the US available at: http://iom.nationalacademies.org/Reports/2013/ConfrontingCommercial-Sexual-Exploitation-and-Sex-Trafficking-of-Minors-in-the-United-States.aspx
International Organization for Adolescents (IOFA) and Center for Human Rights for Children, Loyola
University Chicago’s Building Child Welfare Response to Child Trafficking is available at:
http://www.luc.edu/media/lucedu/chrc/pdfs/BCWRHandbook2011.pdf
National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges, National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
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Human Trafficking is a form modern-day slavery where people profit
from the control and exploitation of others. The trafficking of
children constitutes a severe form of child abuse and neglect. All
children and youth who are exploited should have access to
services, regardless of background and county or country of origin.
History
In 2013, in response to the changing
landscape of human trafficking policy and
coordinated response efforts in Ohio, a
group of anti-trafficking and child welfare
advocates from around the state convened
to build a protocol of Ohio’s youth-serving
systems that intersect with minor victims of
human trafficking. The protocol created by
this group was disseminated throughout
Ohio by the Governor’s Ohio Human
Trafficking Task Force and the Attorney
General’s Ohio Human Trafficking
Commission.
Since 2013, Ohio’s efforts to combat human trafficking have continued to evolve. The passage of the End
Demand Act in 2014 extended additional protections to victims. Communities and courts throughout the
state are now implementing Safe Harbor protections for minor victims. With support from the Ohio
Department of Job and Family Services, the Ohio Network of Children’s Advocacy Centers have taken a
leadership role in identifying and serving children who have been trafficked throughout the state. The
number and geographic coverage of anti-human trafficking coalitions throughout Ohio has increased
significantly. As of August 2017, there are 25 anti-trafficking coalitions throughout Ohio.
In response to the changing landscape of
service providers and coalitions, and an
increased understanding of community needs
and access to more coordinated services from
state agencies, in 2015, a group of antitrafficking stakeholders came together to
update and expand the 2013 child response
protocol. Through a series of meetings in
2016, the advocates (credited below)
developed this Child Response Protocol
Toolkit for those serving minor victims and
survivors in Ohio.
To access the pictured human trafficking trainings, visit the
Ohio Child Welfare Training Program.
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Purpose of the Toolkit
The Child Response Protocol Toolkit is designed to equip Ohio’s communities with tools to support a
coordinated response to sex and/or labor trafficking of youth. This toolkit provides a series of preferred
practices to assist communities in creating collaborative, survivor-centered interventions. There are many
ways that this toolkit can be used, including:





Bringing key stakeholders together to customize the toolkit for their local collaborative response;
Identifying key stakeholders involved in the local collaborative response;
Learning the red flags and indicators of human trafficking; and,
Identifying and supporting vulnerable youth and providing them with appropriate assistance.

What if a Minor Victim is Identified Before a Community is Prepared to Respond?
If a local response protocol has not been developed, in the event of an immediate need, the following
contacts may be helpful:






If someone is in immediate danger, call 911.
The trafficking of minors falls under Ohio’s child abuse mandated reporting laws. Any suspected
trafficking of a minor should be reported to the county child welfare office or to local law
enforcement.1
o The Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline can help you find the appropriate number for the
county in which the incident is taking place (1-800-4-A-CHILD).
The 24-hour National Human Trafficking Hotline (1-888-373-7888) can assist with locating human
trafficking victim advocates and law enforcement in your region.
If you are calling to report a missing or runaway child, contact the National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children at 1-800-843-5678 (1-800-THE-LOST).

Any mandated reporter in Ohio must report suspected cases of juvenile human trafficking to
either child welfare or local law enforcement. For a list of professionals mandated to report child abuse
in Ohio, visit http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/2151.421.

A Note about Language
This toolkit uses the terms “victim” and “survivor” to refer to someone who has been trafficked in sex
and/or labor settings. The term “victim” is commonly used in the context of the criminal justice system.
Throughout this toolkit, the term “victim” may be used in this context, or used to refer to someone who is
currently being trafficked. The term “survivor” is used to refer to an individual who was previously
trafficked.
However, we recognize that individuals who are currently experiencing exploitation are in fact survivors,
as they are surviving each day through their strength and determination. Additionally, each survivor’s
journey is unique and unlikely to fit into these simple categories. We understand that the best way to
determine the appropriate reference to a person impacted by human trafficking is to ask his or her
terminology preference.

1

Ohio Revised Code Section 2151.421, “Reporting child abuse or neglect.”
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What is Human Trafficking?
The excerpt below from Polaris’ National Human Trafficking Hotline website2 defines human trafficking as:

Human trafficking is a form of modern-day slavery in which traffickers use force, fraud, or
coercion to control victims for the purpose of engaging in commercial sex acts or labor
services against his/her will.
Sex trafficking has been found in a wide variety of venues within the sex industry, including
residential brothels, escort services, fake massage businesses, strip clubs, and street
prostitution.
Labor trafficking has been found in diverse labor settings including domestic work, small
businesses, large farms, and factories.
Human trafficking is a crime involving the exploitation of someone for the purposes of
compelled labor or a commercial sex act through the use of force, fraud, or coercion. Human
trafficking affects individuals across the world, including here in the United States, and is
commonly regarded as one of the most pressing human rights issues of our time. Human
trafficking affects every community in the United States across age, gender, ethnicity, and
socio-economic background.
Sex trafficking is the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, obtaining,
patronizing, or soliciting of a person for the purposes of a commercial sex act, in which the
commercial sex act is induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or in which the person induced to
perform such an act has not attained 18 years of age (22 USC § 7102).
Labor trafficking is the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a
person for labor or services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purposes of
subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery, (22 USC § 7102).

It is important to note that a commercial sex act is the exchange of any sex act, including but not limited
to prostitution, stripping or pornography, for anything of value. While money is an obvious example of
“something of value,” other examples include drugs, food or shelter. Homeless and runaway youth who
are under the age of 18 and trading sex to meet their basic needs are considered victims of sex trafficking
under the federal definition.
Regarding labor trafficking, if an individual initially agrees to perform the work and later withdraws consent
and is then forced to continue to perform the work, the service becomes involuntary and a form of human
trafficking. In the same vein, if an individual receives wages for his or her work but is unable to leave the
situation, the service is considered involuntary.

2

https://humantraffickinghotline.org/type-trafficking/human-trafficking
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Who are the Traffickers?
Traffickers can be anyone. They can be male, female, family members, including parents and guardians,
friends or someone posing as a romantic partner. Recruiters may be very similar to their potential victims
in age and circumstances.
The National Human Trafficking Hotline’s description of a trafficker3 was developed from data collected
from hotline calls throughout the United States. See the definition below:
A wide range of criminals, including individual pimps, family operations, small businesses, loose-knit
decentralized criminal networks, and international organized criminal operations, can be human
traffickers. Often the traffickers and their victims share the same national, ethnic, or cultural background,
allowing the trafficker to better understand and exploit the vulnerabilities of their victims. Traffickers can
be foreign nationals and U.S. citizens, males and females, family members, intimate partners,
acquaintances, and strangers. Based on human trafficking cases that have been identified by the
National Human Trafficking Hotline, examples of traffickers may include:










Brothel and fake massage business owners and managers
Employers of domestic servants
Gangs and criminal networks
Growers and crew leaders in agriculture
Intimate partners/family members
Labor brokers
Factory owners and corporations
Pimps
Small business owners and managers

Identifying Trafficked Youth
The success of a community’s youth human trafficking response protocol is dependent on its capacity to
recognize the signs of sex and labor trafficking and engage potentially trafficked youth. Ideally, all
members of a community, regardless of their role, should be prepared to recognize red flags of human
trafficking and know how to report suspected instances of trafficking.

3

https://humantraffickinghotline.org/what-human-trafficking/human-trafficking/traffickers
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Red Flags and Indicators of the Trafficking of Youth
RED FLAGS FOR EITHER SEX OR LABOR TRAFFICKING

RED FLAGS COMMON TO SEX TRAFFICKING

PHYSICAL












Signs of physical abuse and/or evidence of lack of appropriate medical care
Poor dental hygiene/lack of dental care
Malnourished, hungry, thirsty
Exhausted for age (e.g.: dark circles under eyes)
Wounds, lesions, bruises
Intoxicated or evidence of drug/alcohol abuse
Over-sexualized behavior
Branding/tattoos
Burns/chemical burns related to machinery
Repetitive stress injuries

 Over-sexualized behavior
 Branding/tattoos

SOCIAL














Violence, drug abuse, alcoholism in home
Prior history of sexual or physical abuse
Guardianship by unrelated person
Older, controlling significant other
Runaway and/or homeless
No form of ID/documentation
Limited/no English proficiency
Unsure of address or inconsistencies in describing where they live/go to school
Not speaking for one’s self and/or signs of being controlled
Evidence of being unable to move and/or unable to leave job
History of STDs, multiple sexual partners
Possession of items outside their or their family’s income level

 History of STDs, multiple sexual partners
 Possession of items outside their or their family’s income
level

PSYCHOLOGICAL

 Expresses fear: of not returning home on time, of losing job, of caregiver, of
significant other
 Depression, suicidal ideation and/or history of suicide attempt
 Lack of eye contact or dulled emotions

LEGAL

 Charges: Truancy, theft (esp. of basic necessities), multiple curfew violations,
prostitution, solicitation, drug/alcohol charges
 Circumstances of arrest: High risk location (e.g.: hotels and restaurants known
for human trafficking incidents, truck stops, massage parlors, etc.)
 If foreign national, limited English proficiency
 If foreign national, no form of ID/documentation

 Circumstances of arrest: High risk location (e.g.: hotels
and restaurants known for human trafficking incidents,
truck stops, massage parlors, etc.)
 Condoms, pre-paid credit cards, large amount of cash,
hotel keys, fake ID
 Items found on person: Multiple cell phones, list of names
(likely sex buyers)
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RED FLAGS COMMON TO LABOR TRAFFICKING
 Burns/chemical burns related to machinery
 Repetitive stress injuries

 If foreign national, no form of ID/documentation
 If foreign national, limited English proficiency

Screening for Human Trafficking
Who should screen for trafficking? While any citizen should be prepared to identify the signs of human
trafficking, a more in-depth human trafficking screening may be necessary to gather evidence for an
investigation and build a treatment plan.
In-depth screens should be conducted by a trained professional from a youth-serving system, such as
child advocacy centers, human trafficking victim services providers, legal providers, child welfare, law
enforcement, juvenile courts, Ohio Department of Youth Services’ facilities, and others. Please see the
Human Trafficking Response Partners Section on page 15 for additional guidance on screening youth.
When building a local response system for minor victims of trafficking, it is important for communities to
discuss where, when and how screening for human trafficking will take place. It is recommended that
communities identify the organizations or entities that will be responsible for formal screening of minor
victims and develop protocols for how and when suspected victims are linked with screeners. Regardless
of who performs this function, it is important that the professionals conducting screenings are
trauma trained interviewers, ideally trained forensic interviewers. Please visit the Ohio Network of
Children’s Advocacy Centers’ online resources at http://www.oncac.org/ for more information about
trained forensic interviewers in your community.

Implementing Ohio’s Safe Harbor Law
In 2012, Ohio passed the Safe Harbor Act (H.B. 262), creating the opportunity for minor victims identified
through the juvenile justice system to access diversion programs and treatment services. The description
below outlines the statutory provisions created in 2012 that Ohio’s communities should implement to
assist trafficked youth in the juvenile court system.

OHIO SAFE HARBOR JUVENILE DIVERSION: ORC Ann. § 2152.021
This section of Ohio law allows juvenile courts to hold complaints in abeyance (a state of temporary
disuse or suspension) in favor of diversion programming in several circumstances:




A child is charged with an act that, if charged as an adult, would be a violation of Ohio Revised
Code (ORC) § 2907.24 (solicitation), ORC § 2907.241 (loitering to engage in solicitation), or ORC
§ 2907.25 (prostitution).
The court has a “reason to believe” (relatively low standard that is comparable to reasonable
suspicion) that a child may be a victim of trafficking (pursuant to ORC § 2705.32, regardless of
whether anyone has been convicted or charged under that statute) and the act charged is related
to the child’s trafficking or exploitation.

If any of the above applies, then the court shall promptly appoint a Guardian Ad Litem, who is not the
child’s attorney, who may make recommendations that are in the child’s best interest. The court is not
required to hold a hearing to determine if the child qualifies for diversion or to appoint a Guardian Ad
Litem. However, if the court does hold a hearing, the prosecuting attorney has the right to participate in
that hearing, as well as make recommendations and objections. Any statement made by the child at that
hearing shall not be used against the child in any subsequent proceeding.
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If the child qualifies for diversion, and if the child agrees to participate, then a party moves the court to
place the case in abeyance pursuant to this statute for 90 days. If the court denies the motion for
abeyance, the court will proceed on the complaint. If the court grants the motion and holds the complaint
in abeyance, the court may make any orders regarding placement, services, supervision, diversion
actions and conditions of abeyance. These orders can include, but are not limited to, engagement in
trauma-based behavioral health services or education activities that the court considers appropriate and
in the best interest of the child. The child has 90 days to engage in services, supervision or diversion
actions as ordered.
If the child participates and complies with orders to the court’s satisfaction, at the end of the 90-day
period, the court shall dismiss, seal and expunge the case. If the child does not participate to the court’s
satisfaction, then the court (by motion or otherwise) may extend a second, and then a third 90-day period,
to allow the child to participate. If, after no more than 270 days, the child has not participated to the
court’s satisfaction or if the child chooses to stop participating, then the court will proceed upon the
complaint.
Safe Harbor programs are growing in Ohio’s communities. Counties seeking to implement Safe Harbor
through their juvenile courts can use the following resources as a starting place:



The Summit County Juvenile Court’s program manual (can be used as a sample protocol)
The Ohio Supreme Court’s benchcard for juvenile courts

Building a Local Child Response Protocol
This section of the toolkit is designed to help communities identify key partners and outline partner roles
in responding to minor victims of human trafficking. Because every community is different, the
organizations or entities fulfilling the roles may differ from place to place. However, the most effective
protocols are built around a set of shared values and characteristics.
Characteristics of Effective Response Protocols
1.
2.
3.
4.

Commitment to providing survivor-centered, trauma-informed services
Commitment to seeking and utilizing survivor input
Coordination of partners through a multidisciplinary team approach
Identification of a centralized point of contact to streamline the survivor’s access to needed
services and facilitate team service delivery
5. Inclusion of a diverse group of providers to ensure that all survivors, including foreign national,
male, individuals living with developmental disabilities and LGBTQ survivors, have access to
effective and culturally competent services
The diagram on pages 11-12 provides a sample template protocol that communities can customize for
their unique situations. Following the diagram are brief explanations of the role each listed provider or
community partner can and/or should play in identifying and serving minor victims of trafficking.
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Ohio’s Response Protocol for Child Victims of Human Trafficking
Survivor Identification and Engagement

Human
Trafficking
Coalitions

Child Welfare

Child Advocacy
Centers

Social Service
Providers

Law
Enforcement

Medical
Providers

Schools

Centralized
Point of
Contact
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Local County
Boards of
Developmental
Disabilities

Comprehensive Care

Centralized Point of Contact (POC) Responsibilities
1. Mobilize Other Relevant Systems to Ensure Coordinated Care
 Law Enforcement
 Child Welfare
 Child Advocacy Center
 Human Trafficking Coalition-Comprehensive Services Provider
 Legal Services
2. Ensure that human trafficking survivors’ immediate, short-term and long-term needs are met through the community’s coordinated
system of care, which may vary based on the services in the area. Needs are individual but may include the following:
Immediate/Short-Term









Long-Term







Linkage to Comprehensive Case Management
Basic Needs
Medical Care/SANE Exam: Child Advocacy Center
Detox Services
Safe Housing/Placement
Legal Services
Interpretation/Translation
Acute Mental Health

Counseling/Therapy
Addiction Treatment
Legal Services
Immigration Services
Residential Treatment
Family Reunification








Medical Care
Safe Permanent Housing
Education
Job Training
Mentoring
Community/Culturally-Specific Support

For examples of protocols currently in use in Ohio, visit http://humantrafficking.ohio.gov/response.html.
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The Survivor Identification and Engagement section of the diagram illustrates the many sectors of the
community where minor victims may be identified. Regardless of where a victim is identified, it is
important that communities identify one or more Centralized Point(s) of Contact (POC) to coordinate
care for the survivor.
Depending on the partners involved, the POC may vary by community, and in some communities, there
may be more than one POC depending on which agencies are involved in serving the youth. A classic
example is a survivor who is involved with the Juvenile Court and also being served by a Child Advocacy
Center (CAC). In some communities, the local human trafficking coalition and/or local human trafficking
victim services providers may coordinate with the CAC to provide community-based comprehensive services.
In communities without a CAC, a human trafficking victim services provider may serve as the POC.
If the child is involved in the juvenile justice system, and Safe Harbor is the driving force behind care
coordination, it is likely that the juvenile court will serve as the POC. In communities without a Safe
Harbor response, Juvenile Court is unlikely to serve as the care coordinator for minor victims.
The Comprehensive Care section of the protocol diagram outlines the role of the POC and the types of
services the POC may need to mobilize to address the survivor’s immediate, short term and long term
needs. Ideally, the POC should remain engaged with the survivor throughout his or her healing process,
to provide a constant resource before, during and after a survivor engages with the various service
providers. Continuity of care is an important support and is particularly critical in the event that a survivor
exits a program’s services before completion, leaves a residential program or loses contact with a
program. The POC’s role may decrease in prominence while the survivor is being actively served by
another partner, but the POC should continue and be prepared to step forward if needed.

Trauma and Trauma Informed Care
There is not significant research on the specific impact that trauma has on child trafficking survivors;
however, research can be utilized by examining other forms of child victimization. 4,5,6,7
Trauma is the unique individual experience of an event or enduring condition in which:



The individual’s ability to integrate his or her emotional experience is overwhelmed or
The individual experiences a threat to life, bodily integrity, or sanity.

Extreme fear, terror or horror + a lack of control OR a perceived lack of control = Trauma

4

Heide, K.M., & Solomon, E.P. (2006). Biology, childhood trauma, and murder: Rethinking justice. International Journal of Law and
Psychiatry, 29, 220-233.
Teicher, M.H. (2000, October 1). Wounds that time won’t heal: The neurobiology of child abuse. Cerebrum.
http://www.dana.org/Cerebrum/Default.aspx?id=39364.
5

6

Scaer, R.C. (2001). The body bears the burden: Trauma, dissociation, and disease. New York: Haworth.

Smith, L, Healy, S., Vardaman, M., & Snow, A. (2009, May). The national report on domestic minor sex trafficking: America’s
prostituted children. Shared Hope International. ttps://sharedhope.org/wpcontent/uploads/2012/09/SHI_National_Report_on_DMST_2009.pdf.
7
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The trauma experiences of trafficked youth impact the way that the brain functions. Trafficked youth may
experience:






Fear
Memory impairments
Difficulty with emotion
Inability to feel empathy toward others
Diminished sense of self

Due to these changes, survivors respond in a variety of ways. Many survivors exhibit behaviors such as:







Appearing hostile or unwilling to get help
Distrustful of authority
Jumpy, anxious or fearful
Having unrealistic expectations
Inconsistent stories
Trauma bonding with trafficker

Professionals in the community should respond to this trauma by incorporating trauma informed care
practices into their agency or organization. “It is important to focus on the strengths and resilience factors
of the trauma survivors, rather than the traditional deficit approach to treatment.” 8 Trauma informed care
responds in a way that asks, “What happened to you?” rather than “What is wrong with you?” The key
principles of trauma informed care are as follows:







Awareness: Everyone knows the role of trauma
Safety: Ensuring physical and emotional safety
Trustworthiness: Maximizing trustworthiness, making tasks clear, and maintaining appropriate
boundaries
Choice: Respect and prioritize youth choice and control
Collaboration: Maximizing collaboration and sharing of power with youth
Empowerment: Prioritizing youth empowerment and skill-building

8

Lurigio, A., Hidalgo, J., & Parks, J. (2011). Mental health services and issues for child survivors of human trafficking and
exploitation. Outcomes of the Proceedings of the National Conference on Child Trafficking and Exploitation in the United States
Convened at Loyola University Chicago, School of Law September 22-23, 2010.
http://www.luc.edu/media/lucedu/chrc/pdfs/Conference_Outcome_Document_2011.pdf.
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Human Trafficking Response Partners
This section provides a brief description of the roles various partners may play in assisting minor survivors
of human trafficking.

Anti-Human Trafficking Coalitions
Anti-human trafficking coalitions are networks of collaborative partners working together to combat human
trafficking in a community. Although coalitions may differ by community, they typically promote a local
response to protect victims and at-risk individuals, prosecute offenders, and prevent the crime from
occurring in the first place.9 The U.S. Department of State’s Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in
Persons considers the 4P model as the most effective framework for combating human trafficking.
Through coalition PARTNERSHIPs,10




PREVENTION and public awareness efforts spread the word, leading to identification of victims
as people learn the red flags and survivors come forward seeking help;
PROTECTION and support for healing is provided to survivors through social services;
PROSECUTION of traffickers is much easier with cooperative witnesses, and these prosecutions
make big headlines. This raises public awareness and compels decision-makers to prioritize the
issue, resulting in more cohesive prevention efforts.

Human trafficking coalitions often serve as the coordinator for their community’s human trafficking
response protocols, bringing together a variety of collaborative partners to form a continuum of care for
trafficked persons. For a map of Ohio’s human trafficking coalitions and contact information, visit
http://humantrafficking.ohio.gov/coalitions.html.

Case Management/Care Coordinator/Victim Advocate
Comprehensive case management is considered to be the recommended practice for helping survivors of
human trafficking heal and restore their lives. 11, 12, 13, 14 In the Comprehensive Services Model,
collaborative partners work together to engage with survivors and provide case management from the
initial departure of the situation until the survivor is stable and thriving. In the model, the case manager
walks alongside the survivor, helping to mobilize the services the survivor needs to meet his or her
immediate, short term and long term needs.
Although each survivor’s situation is unique, case managers typically work in partnership with survivors to
assess, plan, implement, coordinate, monitor, and evaluate the services required to meet the participant's
needs. In the Comprehensive Services Model, case managers assist survivors in connecting them with

Ohio Governor’s Human Trafficking Task Force. (n.d.). Building a Coalition Response to Human Trafficking in Your Community.
Retrieved from http://humantrafficking.ohio.gov/links/Ohios_Coalition_Model_January_2015.pdf.
9

10

U.S. Department of State Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons. (n.d.). 3Ps: Prosecution, Protection, and
Prevention. Retrieved from http://www.state.gov/j/tip/3p/index.htm.
11

DeHart, D. (2011) Achieving Excellence: Model Standards for Serving Victims & Survivors of Crime.

12

Caliber. (2007). Evaluation of comprehensive services for victims of human trafficking: Key findings and lessons learned. U.S.
Department of Justice.
13

Clawson, H. J., & Dutch, N. (n.d.). Case management and the victims of human trafficking: A critical service for client success.
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
14

Clawson, H. J., Dutch, N. M., Salomon, A., & Grace, L. G. (2009). Study of HHS Programs Serving Human Trafficking Victims:
Final Report. N.p.: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
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services such as legal representation, mental health services, primary health services, interpreter/
translation services, employment, literacy and life skills services, refugee services, housing assistance
and others. Additionally, case managers provide support and assistance with court proceedings.

Child Advocacy Center
A Child Advocacy Center (CAC) is an organization created as a “one-stop” approach to child abuse.
CACs utilize a multi-disciplinary approach to child abuse investigations in order to reduce duplication,
trauma on the child, and increase likelihood for prosecution. At a CAC, a child will have a forensic
interview conducted by a trained professional and depending on the CAC model, a medical exam. A CAC
assessment can be conducted with all forms of maltreatment and/or exposure to violence to include
cases of human trafficking. Visit http://www.oncac.org/ for more details.

Child Welfare
Ohio's public children services agencies (PCSAs) are required to assess and investigate reports of
abuse, neglect, or dependency. The PCSA will complete an assessment and, if necessary, work with the
family to develop a case plan identifying the services necessary to reduce risk to the child and prevent the
abuse or neglect from occurring again. In instances where it is found that children cannot remain safe in
their own homes, the PCSA will work with the local court system to remove them and find an alternative
safe placement.15 Visit http://jfs.ohio.gov/ocf/index.stm for more information on Ohio’s public children
services agencies.

Guardian Ad Litem
A Guardian Ad Litem (GAL) is an attorney or lay volunteer appointed in juvenile cases where the
perspective of the child’s best interest must be presented to the court. A GAL examines all factors within
the child’s life and presents the court with recommendations for what is in the child’s best interest.16 This
includes where the child should live, any services the child may need, who should have contact with the
child, etc. GALs are appointed in every child welfare proceeding, as well as cases under the Safe Harbor
statute. Unlike counsel for the child (who represents the child’s wishes) in juvenile cases, the GAL
presents his or her observation of the child’s best interests which can include contrary opinions to what
the child or his or her parents want in terms of resolution or outcomes.
For more information about the legal role and authority of Guardians Ad Litem, visit the Ohio Supreme
Court’s website at http://www.supremecourt.ohio.gov/GAL/default.asp.

Magistrate
In Ohio, a magistrate is appointed by a judge to serve as a judicial officer in certain court proceedings.
Magistrates are able to hear juvenile cases involving delinquency, abuse, dependency or neglect. A
magistrate’s decision is an action on behalf of a judge; it is a binding decision unless there are grounds to
challenge it.17

15

Ohio Department of Job and Family Services. Office of Families and Children, Child Protective Services.
https://jfs.ohio.gov/ocf/childprotectiveservices.stm
16

Ohio Revised Code Section 2151.281, “Guardian ad litem.”

17

Ohio State Bar Association. https://www.ohiobar.org/ForPublic/Resources/LawYouCanUse/Pages/LawYouCanUse-364.aspx.
2016.
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Multidisciplinary Team
A multidisciplinary team (MDT) is a network of professionals working together toward a common goal. For
example, children’s advocacy centers use the MDT approach when conducting child abuse investigations
to reduce duplication, trauma on the child, and increase likelihood for prosecution. 18 This network of
professionals can include a forensic interviewer, mental health professional, medical professional, law
enforcement, child protection worker, victim advocate, or others as necessary or deemed appropriate for
any particular case.

Forensic Interviewer
A forensic interview is a multidisciplinary process that utilizes structured conversation to elicit detailed
information about possible maltreatment a child may have experienced or witnessed. Forensic interviews
are typically conducted at a child advocacy center by specially trained interviewers from child welfare, law
enforcement or the child advocacy center.
The purposes of a forensic interview are to obtain information from a child that may be helpful when:





Conducting a criminal investigation;
Assessing the safety of the child’s living arrangements;
Obtaining information that will either corroborate or refute allegations or suspicions of abuse and
neglect; and
Assessing the need for medical and/or mental health treatment.

Forensic interviews are recorded and multiple agencies can participate in or observe the forensic
interview. This multidisciplinary response reduces the number of child interviews, thereby reducing the
risk of re-traumatization and improves evidence quality to better hold alleged perpetrators accountable.
Some children, including those with developmental considerations, may benefit from a multi-session
structured interview known as an Extended Forensic Interview. 19 This model recognizes that some
children may need more than one session to talk about allegations of abuse and increases the number of
interview sessions with the child to as many as four.

County Boards of Developmental Disabilities
County Boards of Developmental Disabilities are a crucial component when providing services to
survivors living with developmental disabilities. County Boards of Developmental Disabilities can provide
case management, ongoing support, advocacy services, referrals, and recommendations that can help
serve survivors. Collaboration between agencies is key to ensuring the survivor receives holistic services
that are appropriate. County boards frequently work with community agencies such as: children’s
advocacy centers, children services agencies, law enforcement, prosecutors, victim advocates, schools,
and mental health agencies. The Ohio Department of Developmental Disabilities also serves as a
resource for investigations through its Major Unusual Incidents Section which includes trafficking cases.

18

National Children’s Advocacy Center. http://www.nationalcac.org/multidisciplinary-team/. 2017.

19

National Children’s Advocacy Center. http://www.nationalcac.org/extended-forensic-interview-training/. 2017.
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Probation
Probation is a potential disposition for juvenile offenders (i.e. sentence) that assigns a juvenile probation
officer who creates, with the family, an individualized treatment plan. These plans include referrals for the
youth to connect with service providers and also monitor the youth's compliance with court orders.
Probation orders can include placement of the youth on an electronic monitor, participatation in
counseling, attending school, obeying their parents, or any other requirements set by the court.

Public Defender
A public defender is an attorney appointed to represent an individual in court when the person cannot
afford to hire private counsel. Many victims of human trafficking are charged with criminal offenses
directly related to their trafficking experience, thus they need a defense attorney to avoid criminal
convictions or juvenile dispositions. Public defenders can advocate for a survivor’s interest in criminal
proceedings and help him or her navigate the criminal justice system.

Victim Advocate
Victim advocates are professionals trained to support victims of crime. Advocates offer victims
information, emotional support, and assistance with finding resources and filling out paperwork.
Advocates can attend court with victims for emotional support and can be especially valuable for human
trafficking survivors when they testify against a trafficker. Victim advocates may also contact
organizations, such as criminal justice or social service agencies, to get help or information for victims.
Some advocates staff crisis hotlines, run support groups, or provide in-person counseling.

Youth Detention
The Ohio Department of Youth Services (ODYS) is the juvenile justice agency for the state of Ohio.
ODYS is statutorily mandated to confine felony offenders, ages 10 to 21, who have been adjudicated and
committed by one of Ohio’s 88 county juvenile courts. During their stay with ODYS, youth are engaged in
programming that is designed to address their criminological and behavioral needs. Each of the ODYS
facilities also operates a year-round school that offers general curriculum as well as vocation
opportunities. Youth detention is a possibility for juveniles adjudicated on felony offenses. Detention is
also available in lower-level cases on an individualized basis where the court finds that the youth is a
danger to herself/himself or others, the youth does not appear for court, or has no one to care for her/him.
For more information on the Ohio Department of Youth Services visit http://dys.ohio.gov/.

Connecting with Local Law Enforcement
Law enforcement (LE) will first ensure the minor victim is safe and out of immediate danger. Once the
immediate danger is no longer an issue, law enforcement will begin to work with medical professionals,
crime victim assistants, and social service providers to ensure any evidence of crimes committed against
the minor can be secured and documented. This may be evidence found in the minor victim’s possession
at the time of identification or after working with other professionals to set up a forensic interview. Law
enforcement’s goals are both to ensure the safety and well-being of the minor victim, while also working
on a potential criminal case against the traffickers.
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Here are some factors to consider when working with law enforcement:




If you are not already working with your local law enforcement agency, it is important to reach out
to your local chief of police and sheriff for the best phone number to use. This will typically be a
non-emergency number, unless someone is in immediate danger. Some agencies will give you a
vice contact or the direct line for their Detective Bureau. It is always best to consult your local LE
agency to determine what they are most comfortable with.
Some law enforcement agencies in the state are already working with social services to set up a
protocol response for when victims are identified. This can include anything from having a direct
contact person when a potential victim is identified or having an advocate on staff at the LE
agency who responds with LE to potential cases of trafficking. Let LE know what services your
agency can provide and how you can tailor your staff and availability to fit their needs and comfort
level. Be aware that LE agencies may already have a protocol in place for identifying and working
with juvenile victims of trafficking. It is important that current protocols are taken into
consideration and are made part of the conversation when discussing how to best serve juvenile
victims of human trafficking.

There are many human trafficking resources available to support law enforcement officers. The Ohio
Attorney General’s Office provides training resources for law enforcement through the Ohio Peace Officer
Training Academy (OPOTA). Click here for more information. Additionally, the Governor’s Ohio Human
Trafficking Task Force has made available a pinch card for law enforcement with red flags and
information on how to identify instances of human trafficking.

Accessing Training on Human Trafficking
Ohio has a wealth of human trafficking training opportunities available in a variety of formats:







The Governor’s Ohio Human Trafficking Task Force has developed an online human trafficking
training. To access the training and receive one free continuing education credit for select state
Boards and Commissions, visit https://www.apps.das.ohio.gov/HT/
To request a human trafficking speaker for any part of the state, visit
http://humantrafficking.ohio.gov/speaker.html.
Ohio’s human trafficking coalitions frequently conduct free human trafficking training throughout
their communities. To access an interactive map and contact information for Ohio’s human
trafficking coalitions, visit http://humantrafficking.ohio.gov/coalitions.html.
The National Human Trafficking Hotline’s website, https://humantraffickinghotline.org/aboutnhtrc/what-we-do, also hosts a wealth of information, fact sheets, webinars and other educational
resources.
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Additional Resources
Screening Tools
The following screening tools may be useful for communities developing a response protocol.
Ohio Human Trafficking Task Force Screening Tool, June 2013.
http://humantrafficking.ohio.gov/links/Screening-Tool.pdf
Vera Institute of Justice (June 2014). Screening for Human Trafficking: Guidelines for Administering the
Trafficking Victim Identification Tool (TVIT).
https://storage.googleapis.com/vera-web-assets/downloads/Publications/out-of-the-shadowsidentification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking/legacy_downloads/human-trafficking-identification-tooland-user-guidelines.pdf
National Human Trafficking Resource Center Comprehensive Human Trafficking Assessment.
http://www.traffickingresourcecenter.org/sites/default/files/Comprehensive%20Trafficking%20Asses
sment.pdf
Screening Tool for Human Trafficking among runaway/homeless youth. Covenant House, New York.
https://humantraffickinghotline.org/sites/default/files/Homelessness%2C%20Survival%20Sex%2C%
20and%20Human%20Trafficking%20-%20Covenant%20House%20NY.pdf
Ohio Department of Developmental Disabilities Easy Read Guides.
Do You Feel Safe at Home?
http://dodd.ohio.gov/IndividualFamilies/MyDODD/Documents/safe%20at%20home%20ERv.2.pdf
Do You Feel Safe at Work?
http://dodd.ohio.gov/IndividualFamilies/MyDODD/Documents/safe%20at%20work%20ERV2.pdf

Resources for Foreign National Youth
Should a victim be a foreign national youth, there are various agencies that can help provide additional
resources. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services can refer you to the closest Office of
Refugee Resettlement (ORR) sub-grantee that serves foreign national human trafficking victims in the
area. If there is not an ORR sub-grantee in your area, the National Human Trafficking Hotline should be
able to direct you to the closest human trafficking coalition or other service provider who can assist.
If this is an unaccompanied minor, it is recommended that you also contact the local child welfare agency
to assist in determining a safe placement.
Foreign national victims of trafficking are entitled to victim services, health insurance, legal residency and
other benefits. It is recommended that one contacts a lawyer familiar with immigration laws and the
available visas (T-visa, U-visa, and Special Juvenile Status visa) to advocate for the victim and begin the
process of determining the most appropriate immigration remedy for the identified victim.
For more information about the resources available to foreign national victims, visit
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/otip/victim-assistance/services-available-to-victims-of-trafficking.
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Referral List for Immigration Cases
Community Refugee and Immigration Services and Translation Services:
http://www.crisohio.org/legal-services/
1925 E. Dublin Granville Rd. Suite 102
Columbus, Ohio 43229
Clients must be seen initially through Intake. Intake is on a first come, first served basis and only
occurs on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Maximum of 13 people per Intake; 10 people are seen between 9
a.m. and 12 p.m.; additional three people are seen between 3 p.m. and 4:30 pm. Intake consultation
fee is $20.00 in cash.
ABLE: Advocates for Basic Legal Equality:
http://able.law.org
ABLE Dayton
130 W. Second St. Suite 700 East
Dayton, Ohio 45402
ABLE Toledo
525 Jefferson Ave. Suite 300
Toledo, Ohio 43604
On consultation days, individuals can come to the office and obtain limited legal advice regarding their
immigration concerns without an appointment. Consultations are handled on a first come, first served
basis. Legal help is available to immigrants throughout ABLE's 32-county service area, with the
exception of agricultural workers. Migrant workers throughout the state of Ohio can seek assistance at
no cost through ABLE's Migrant Farmworker Program.



ABLE Toledo: Every Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. or by appointment.
ABLE Dayton: By appointment only.
To make a consultation appointment in either office, please call 1-800-837-0814.
Legal Aid Society of Western Ohio (LAWO):
http://www.ablelaw.org/lawo-services/agricultural-worker-immigrant-lawo
To reach any office (Dayton, Defiance, Lima, Springfield or Toledo) dial 937-228-8088.
LAWO works to protect the rights of agricultural workers who come to Ohio each growing season.
Agricultural workers are faced with a number of problems, including finding adequate and affordable
housing, locating health and social services, and getting paid a fair wage for their work. Many
agricultural workers find it difficult to follow complicated governmental procedures dealing with
immigration laws, food stamps, and driver's license problems. Due to language barriers, LAWO staff
work with clients on both the translation and application of benefit programs. Advocates not only work
to resolve a client’s immediate problem, but also provide education on the legal process and their rights
and obligations.
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Legal Aid Society of Cleveland:
https://lasclev.org/get-help/immigration/
1223 West Sixth St.
Cleveland, Ohio 44113
Legal Aid Society of Cleveland helps clients get more stable immigration status in the United States.
Legal Aid serves domestic violence survivors, victims of trafficking and other serious crimes, and
detainees.









Spanish dial: 216-586-3190
Arabic dial: 216-586-3191
Mandarin dial: 216-586-3192
French dial: 216-586-3193
Vietnamese dial: 216-586-3194
Russian dial: 216-586-3195
Swahili dial: 216-586-3196
Any other language dial: 888-817-3777

Legal Aid Society of Southwest Ohio & Legal Aid Society of Greater Cincinnati:
http://www.lasswo.org/
215 E. 9th St. Suite 500
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
Legal Aid Society of Southwest Ohio, LLC, provides legal representation, information, advice and
referral for people in need of legal help. They are affiliated with the Legal Aid Society of Greater
Cincinnati and also coordinate services with the Volunteer Lawyers Project. Immigration legal
assistance is available. The best way to identify whether an office can assist you is to call 513- 2419400 or Toll Free 1-800-582-2682. The offices serve Butler, Warren, Clinton, Hamilton, Clermont,
Highland and Brown Counties.
Catholic Charities Diocese of Cleveland Immigration Legal Services:
http://ccdocle.org/program/immigration-legal-services
Migration & Refugee Services
St. Augustine Towers
7800 Detroit Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44102
Please call 216-939-3769 to schedule an appointment for a consultation. Clients are charged nominal
service fees, which may be reduced or waived according to financial need. The consultation fee is $40.
Additional fees may be required depending on the service requested. At the conclusion of the
consultation, clients will be informed of all the services that will be performed by the agency and the
fees required.
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Helpful Definitions When Serving LGBTQ Youth
Gender
Gender Identity

Refers to the attitudes, feelings, and behaviors that a given culture
associates with a person’s sex.
Sense of oneself as male, female or another gender.

Gender expression

The manner in which people convey their internal gender identity. Both
transgender and non-transgender individuals may have a gender expression
that does not conform to sex stereotypes.

Sexual Orientation

A person’s romantic and/or sexual attraction to other people, or lack thereof.

Transgender person

An individual whose gender identity is not congruent with the sex that
individual was assigned at birth. Individuals may self-identify to indicate their
identified gender category.

Transgender male
Transgender female
Genderqueer/Non-Binary

These individuals are assigned female at birth but identify as men.
These individuals are assigned male at birth but identify as women.
Some individuals identify as neither male nor female, or some combination
of male or female. There are a number of terms these individuals may use to
describe their gender, including genderqueer, non-binary and gender fluid.

Trauma Informed Care Resources
Child Trauma Academy
The Child Trauma Academy strives to improve the lives of high-risk children through service, research,
and education. Free online learning modules are available at
http://www.childtraumaacademy.com/index.html.
Creating Trauma-Sensitive Schools to Improve Learning: A Response to Intervention (RTI) Model
This site provides a variety of resources to help schools become more trauma-sensitive. The links provide
a list of commonly asked questions with responses, an annotated list of high-quality resources, and a
PowerPoint presentation with detailed speaker notes that can be used in a building in-service. Learn
more at https://dpi.wi.gov/sspw/mental-health/trauma.
National Association of State Mental Health Program Directors (NASMHPD)
This site offers valuable information about CMHS’s (Center for Mental Health Services) National Center
for Trauma-Informed Care (NCTIC). It offers resources such as publications, reports, webinars, and other
tools. Learn more at https://www.nasmhpd.org/.
National Child Traumatic Stress Network
The National Child Traumatic Stress Network aims to improve access to care, treatment, and services for
traumatized children and teens. Its site offers a wealth of information geared toward children, including
numerous webinars. Learn more at http://www.nctsn.org/.
Oregon Health Services—Trauma-Informed and Trauma-Specific Services
This site provides valuable links to policy samples, screening tools, presentations, publications, and other
trauma-related web links. Learn more at http://www.oregon.gov/oha/hsd/amh/pages/index.aspx.
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Adiministration (SAMHSA) National Center for
Trauma-Informed Care (NCTIC)
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NCTIC provides training for staff, consumers, and others to facilitate trauma informed care in a range of
service systems. A useful list of national hotlines, referral resources, and support services can be found at
https://www.samhsa.gov/nctic/resources.
Trauma Center at Justice Resource Institute
The Trauma Center is a program of Justice Resource Institute (JRI), a nonprofit organization that offers
hope to children and adults who are at risk of not receiving effective services essential to their safety,
progress, and/or survival. The center offers education, research, events, publications, and other
resources. Learn more at https://jri.org/.

Resources for Individuals Who are Deaf
DeafPhoenix
All of DeafPhoenix’s staff members are Deaf. If you are using a regular telephone/cell phone to call,
please be aware you will automatically be connected to a Video Relay Service interpreter. This is a free
service, and you do not need to do anything differently. VRS interpreters, as with all other sign language
interpreters, are required to maintain confidentiality. The interpreter will facilitate communication between
you and the DeafPhoenix staff (or, you may be prompted to leave a message if they are not available at
the moment).
Video Phone:

614-515-2477

Hours:

Monday-Friday, 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Email:

info@phoenixdiversity.org

Mailing Address:

DeafPhoenix
P.O. Box 360385
Columbus, OH 43236

DeafPhoenix Crisis Hotline
Video Phone:
614-450-1262
Hours

Monday-Friday, 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Deaf World Against Violence Everywhere (DWAVE)
Video Phone:

614-678-5476

Mailing Address:

Deaf World Against Violence Everywhere
P.O. Box 1286
Worthington, OH 43085
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Appendix A

Opinions Section
Office 614-752-6417
Fax 614-466-0013
30 East Broad Street, 15th Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43215
www.OhioAttorneyGeneral.gov

June 28, 2017
OPINION NO. 2017-019
Cynthia C. Dungey, Director
Ohio Department of Job and Family Services
30 East Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215
Dear Director Dungey:
You have requested an opinion whether a county public children services agency
(“PCSA”) may furnish to a local law enforcement agency a photograph of a child in the custody of
the PCSA that is or may be missing.1 R.C. 5153.16(A)(23) requires a PCSA to “[f]ile a missing child
report with a local law enforcement agency upon becoming aware that a child in the custody of the
[PCSA] is or may be missing.” The confidentiality of information and records generated or possessed
by a PCSA in the course of its provision of children services is thoroughly protected by various
federal and state laws and regulations. Accordingly, you ask whether a PCSA may furnish to a local
law enforcement agency a photograph of a missing child when filing a missing child report pursuant
to R.C. 5153.16(A)(23).
Each county in the state of Ohio is required to have a PCSA that “assume[s] the powers and
duties of the children services function … for a county.”2 R.C. 5153.01(A); see also R.C. 5153.02.
The provisions in R.C. Chapter 5153 confer upon a PCSA numerous, varied duties and
responsibilities related to the provision of public or protective services for children. 2016 Op. Att’y
Gen. No. 2016-027, at 2-311. A PCSA shall, among other things, investigate child abuse allegations,
R.C. 5153.16(A)(1), accept custody of children committed to the PCSA by a court exercising
juvenile jurisdiction, R.C. 5153.16(A)(3), provide specified social services, R.C. 5153.16(A)(4), (5),
acquire and operate a county children’s home, R.C. 5153.16(A)(10), and
1

A public children services agency (PCSA) may obtain temporary or permanent custody of a
child pursuant to agreements, R.C. 5103.15, or through court processes, R.C. 2151.353(A)(2) (if a
child is adjudicated an abused, neglected, or dependent child, the juvenile court may commit the
child to the temporary custody of a PCSA for placement in a foster home). See also R.C.
5153.16(A)(3) (a public children services agency shall accept custody of children committed to the
agency by a court exercising juvenile jurisdiction).
2

A PCSA may be a county children services board, a county department of job and family
services, or an entity designated under R.C. 307.981. R.C. 5153.02(A)-(C).

Cynthia C. Dungey, Director
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administer federal funds provided for county children services, R.C. 5153.16(A)(14), (A)(20).3 A
PCSA also is required to prepare and maintain a case plan for any child of which it has temporary
or permanent custody, R.C. 2151.412(A)(2), and to enter into the uniform statewide automated
child welfare information system (“SACWIS”)4 any information related to children and families
that state or federal law requires a PCSA to maintain, 13 Ohio Admin. Code 5101:2- 33-23(A)
(2016-2017 Supplement). See also R.C. 5101.13(A) (SACWIS shall contain records regarding (1)
“[i]nvestigations of children and families, and children’s care in out-of-home care, in accordance
with [R.C. 2151.421] and [R.C. 5153.16],” (2) “[c]are and treatment provided to children and
families,” and (3) “[a]ny other information related to children and families that state or federal law,
regulation, or rule requires the [department of job and family services] or a [PCSA] to maintain”).
Generally, information and records prepared or maintained by a PCSA are confidential. 5
See, e.g., R.C. 2151.421(I)(1) (reports of child abuse or neglect made to a PCSA under this section
are confidential, subject to certain exceptions); R.C. 5101.131 (information contained in SACWIS
is confidential); R.C. 5153.17 (written records prepared and kept by a PCSA are confidential); 13
Ohio Admin. Code 5101:2-33-21(A) (2016-2017 Supplement) (“[e]ach referral,
assessment/investigation and provision of services related to reports of child abuse, neglect,
dependency, or family in need of services … is confidential. Information contained in

3

R.C. 5153.16(A)(14) requires a PCSA to “[a]dminister funds provided under Title IV-E of
the ‘Social Security Act,’ 94 Stat. 501 (1980), 42 U.S.C.A. 671, as amended, in accordance with
rules adopted under [R.C. 5101.141].” Title IV-E authorizes federal reimbursement for a portion
of the state’s cost of providing foster care and adoption assistance programs. See Weaver
v. Ohio Dep’t of Job & Family Servs., 153 Ohio App. 3d 331, 794 N.E.2d 92, 2003-Ohio-3827, at
¶4 (“[t]he Title IV-E Adoption Assistance Program set forth in Section 670 et seq., Title 42,
U.S. Code, provides financial support for children who are adopted and have special needs”); 1987
Op. Att’y Gen. No. 87-105, at 2-700 (recognizing that Title IV-E authorizes federal reimbursement
for a portion of the state’s cost of providing foster care). R.C. 5153.16(A)(20) requires a PCSA to
administer “a Title IV-A program identified under [R.C. 5101.80(A)(4)(c) or
(g) that the department of job and family services provides for the [PCSA] to administer under the
department’s supervision pursuant to [R.C. 5101.801].”
4

The uniform statewide automated child welfare information system (“SACWIS”) is
established by the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services (“ODJFS”) pursuant to R.C.
5101.13.
5

Confidential records prepared or maintained by a PCSA are not subject to inspection and
copying under the public records law. See R.C. 149.43(A)(v) (“public record” does not include
records the release of which are prohibited by state or federal law). Also, information contained in
SACWIS is not subject to disclosure pursuant to R.C. 1347.08, which governs the confidentiality
and disclosure of information contained in personal information systems. R.C. 1347.08(F)(10)
(recognizing that R.C. 1347.08 does not apply to records contained in SACWIS).
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[SACWIS] is confidential pursuant to [R.C. 5101.131]”); 5101:2-33-23(B) (2016-2017
Supplement) (“[a]ll case records prepared, maintained, and permanently kept by the PCSA are
confidential”); 5101:2-33-70 (2016-2017 Supplement) (information in SACWIS is confidential);
see also 42 U.S.C.A. § 671(a)(8) (Thomson Reuters 2017) (to be eligible for federal assistance for
foster care and adoption assistance programs, a state is required to have a plan that “provides
safeguards which restrict the use of or disclosure of information concerning individuals assisted
[under such a plan]”); § 671(a)(20)(B)(iii) (Thomson Reuters 2017) (to be eligible for federal
assistance for state foster care and adoption assistance programs, a state is required to have a plan
that “ha[s] in place safeguards to prevent the unauthorized disclosure of information in any child
abuse and neglect registry maintained by the State, and to prevent any such information obtained”
for purposes of criminal records checks for any prospective foster or adoptive parent “from being
used for a purpose other than the conducting of background checks in foster or adoptive placement
cases”); § 5106a(b)(2)(B)(viii) (Thomson Reuters 2012) (the governor of a state that receives
federal grants for child abuse or neglect prevention and treatment programs must provide
assurances that the state has a law that preserves the confidentiality of records in order to protect
the rights of the child and the child’s parents or guardians); 45 C.F.R. § 205.50(a)(1)(i)(A)-(G)
(2016) (a state plan for financial assistance under Titles IV-A, IV-E, and IV-B of the Social
Security Act must provide that the use or disclosure of information concerning applicants and
recipients will be limited to only specific purposes);6 45 C.F.R. § 1355.21(a) (2015) (requiring
state plans for federal financial assistance under Titles IV-E and IV-B of the Social Security Act
to provide for safeguards on the use and disclosure of information which meet the requirements
contained in 42 U.S.C.A. § 671(a)(8)).
A PCSA may disclose confidential information and records in specified limited
circumstances. The authority of a PCSA to disclose confidential information and records is set
forth in rule 5101:2-33-21. See rule 5101:2-33-23(B) (“[a]ccess to PCSA case records and the
release of PCSA case record information shall be conducted pursuant to and in accordance with
the requirements outlined in rule 5101:2-33-21 of the Administrative Code”); rule 5101:2-3370(C) (“[t]he data in SACWIS is confidential and release of any child welfare information shall
be pursuant to rule 5101:2-33-21 of the Administrative Code”); rule 5101:2-36-12(A) (“[t]he
provisions of rule 5101:2-33-21 of the Administrative Code regarding confidentiality apply to all
cross-referrals of child abuse and/or neglect required by this rule”); rule 5101:2-36-13(D)(4)
(authorizing a PCSA to release certain confidential information to a children’s services agency in
another state pursuant to rule 5101:2-33-21); rule 5101:2-42-90(C)(3) (authorizing a PCSA to
provide a child’s prior history of maltreatment with caregivers receiving a child in a substitute or
respite care setting pursuant to rule 5101:2-33-21).
6

On its face, 45 C.F.R. § 205.50(a) only regulates state plans for financial assistance under
Title IV-A of the Social Security Act. However, 45 C.F.R. § 1355.30(p)(3) applies 45 C.F.R. §
205.50 to state plans for assistance under Titles IV-E and IV-B of the Social Security Act. See also
45 C.F.R. § 1355.21(b) (requiring plans for assistance under Titles IV-E and IV-B to provide for
compliance with the regulations applicable to a state as listed in 45 C.F.R. § 1355.50).
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Division (G)(1) of rule 5101:2-33-21 states that a PCSA “shall promptly disseminate all
information determined to be relevant”7 to any federal, state, or local “[l]aw enforcement officials”
investigating “a report of a missing child.” The word “shall” imposes a mandatory duty upon a
PCSA to disseminate the information described in rule 5101:2-33-21(G)(1). See Dep’t of Liquor
Control v. Sons of Italy Lodge 0917, 65 Ohio St. 3d 532, 534, 605 N.E.2d 368 (1992) (“[i]t is
axiomatic that when it is used in a statute, the word ‘shall’ denotes that compliance with the
commands of that statute is mandatory” (emphasis in original)). Therefore, pursuant to rule
5101:2-33-21(G)(1), a PCSA is required to furnish a photograph of a missing child to a local law
enforcement agency investigating a report of a missing child if the photograph is “information
determined to be relevant,” as that phrase is used in rule 5101:2-33- 21(G).
Rule 5101:2-33-21 governs the confidentiality and dissemination of “[i]nformation
contained in [SACWIS],” rule 5101:2-33-21(A); see also rule 5101:2-33-70(C), as well as “PCSA
case records and … PCSA case record information,” rule 5101:2-33-23(B). Thus, when rule
5101:2-33-21 authorizes the dissemination of “information,” the term “information” includes
information contained in SACWIS, PCSA case records, and PCSA case record information. “Case
record,” as used in rule 5101:2-33-23, means “the permanent documentation of the
assessment/investigation and the provision of social services to families and children maintained
as hard copy files, electronic files, or as a combination of both.” 13 Ohio Admin. Code 5101:2-101(B)(44) (2016-2017 Supplement). Various administrative regulations require a PCSA to take
and maintain photographs of children in its custody as part of a PCSA’s “assessment/investigation
and … provision of social services to families and children.” See, e.g., 13 Ohio Admin. Code
5101:2-5-10(A)-(B) (2016-2017 Supplement) (requiring an agency that provides “twenty-four
hour out-of-home care for a child” to “maintain a case record of each child” which includes
maintaining “an annually updated color photograph” of the child at a central office location);8
5101:2-36-03(R)(1) (2016-2017 Supplement) (requiring a PCSA to take any other actions
necessary to assess safety and risk to a child in conducting an intra-familial child abuse and/or
neglect assessment/investigation in response to a child abuse and/or neglect report, including, but
not limited to, taking photographs of areas of trauma on the child’s body); 5101:2-42-67(A)(8)
(2016-2017 Supplement) (requiring a PCSA to prepare a lifebook for a child in substitute care that
includes photos and other information). A photograph of a child in the custody of a PCSA also
may be contained in SACWIS. See R.C. 5101.13(A)(1)-(3) (SACWIS

7

Rule 5101:2-33-21(G)(1) requires a PCSA to disseminate information determined to be
relevant, with the exception of the information described in rule 5101:2-33-21(E). Rule 5101:233-21(E) prohibits a PCSA from releasing “the identities of the referent/reporter, and any person
providing information during the course of an assessment/investigation … to any party without the
written consent of the individual(s) involved, except to those individuals outlined in paragraph (F)
of [rule 5101:2-33-21].”
8

Division (B)(11) of 13 Ohio Admin. Code 5101:2-1-01 defines “[a]gency” for the purpose
of 13 Ohio Admin. Code Chapter 5101:2-5 to include a PCSA.
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contains records regarding “[i]nvestigations of children and families, and children’s care in outof-home care, in accordance with [R.C. 2151.421] and [R.C. 5153.16],” “[c]are and treatment
provided to children and families,” and “[a]ny other information related to children and families
that state or federal law, regulation, or rule requires [the department of job and family services] or
a [PCSA] to maintain”); rule 5101:2-33-23(A) (“[t]he [PCSA] shall record case information in
[SACWIS]. Case information that cannot be recorded in SACWIS shall be maintained as hard
copy files, electronic files or as a combination of both”). Therefore, a photograph of a child in the
custody of a PCSA that is taken or maintained by the PCSA as part of its “assessment/investigation
and … provision of social services to families and children” or that is contained in SACWIS is
included within the meaning of “information,” as that term is used in rule 5101:2-33-21(G).9
That the term “information,” as used in rule 5101:2-33-21(G)(1), includes a photograph of
a child about whom a missing child report has been filed finds support in the definition of
“information” in R.C. 2901.30(A)(1). R.C. 2901.30 addresses the responsibilities of a law
enforcement agency in receiving and investigating a missing child report. Pursuant to R.C.
2901.30(E), a PCSA is required, “[u]pon request from a law enforcement agency,” to “grant the
law enforcement agency access to all information concerning a missing child that the agency
possesses that may be relevant to the law enforcement agency in investigating a missing child
report concerning that child.” R.C. 2901.30(A)(1) defines the term “information” to mean
“information that can be integrated into the computer system and that relates to the physical or
9

The provisions in 13 Ohio Admin. Code 5101:2-33-21 regarding the dissemination of PCSA
case records and information and information contained in SACWIS implement federal and state
laws and regulations that govern the confidentiality of information and records prepared or
maintained by a PCSA. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C.A. § 671(a)(8), (a)(9) (Thomson Reuters 2017) (to be
eligible for federal assistance for state foster care and adoption assistance programs, a state is
required to have a plan that authorizes the disclosure of information to appropriate authorities with
respect to a child that is at risk of being a sex trafficking victim as a result of running away from
foster care); § 671(a)(35)(A)(i), (a)(35)(B) (Thomson Reuters 2017) (a state that receives federal
assistance for state foster care and adoption assistance programs shall implement protocols for
“expeditiously locating any child missing from foster care” and to report information on missing
children to “law enforcement authorities for entry into the National Crime Information Center
(NCIC) database of the Federal Bureau of Investigation”); 45 C.F.R. § 205.50(a)(1)(i)(G) (2016)
(a state plan for financial assistance under Title IV-A of the Social Security Act must provide that
dissemination of information concerning applicants and recipients will be limited to “[t]he
reporting to the appropriate agency or official of information on known or suspected instances of
physical or mental injury, sexual abuse or exploitation, or negligent treatment or maltreatment of
a child receiving aid under circumstances which indicate that the child’s health or welfare is
threatened”); R.C. 5101.132(A)(2) (a person may access information from SACWIS in a manner
and to the extent authorized by rules adopted by ODJFS); R.C. 5101.134(C) (a PCSA shall
implement and use information in SACWIS in accordance with rules adopted by ODJFS).
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mental description of a minor … and other information that could assist in identifying a minor
including, but not limited to, … photographs.”
Accordingly, based upon the foregoing, we conclude that a PCSA that files a missing child
report pursuant to R.C. 5153.16(A)(23) has a mandatory duty under 13 Ohio Admin. Code 5101:233-21(G)(1) to furnish a photograph of the missing child to the local law enforcement agency
responsible for investigating the report when the photograph is determined to be relevant to the
investigation10 and is either contained in the statewide automated child welfare information
system established by the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services pursuant to
R.C. 5101.13 or taken or maintained by the PCSA as part of its “assessment/investigation and …
provision of social services to families and children.”11
Conclusion
Based on the foregoing, it is my opinion, and you are hereby advised that a county public
children services agency that files a missing child report pursuant to R.C. 5153.16(A)(23) has a
mandatory duty under 13 Ohio Admin. Code 5101:2-33-21(G)(1) (2016-2017 Supplement) to
furnish a photograph of the missing child to the local law enforcement agency responsible for
investigating the report when the photograph is determined to be relevant to the investigation and
is either contained in the statewide automated child welfare information system established by the
Ohio Department of Job and Family Services pursuant to R.C. 5101.13 or taken or

10

We are unable to imagine a circumstance in which a photograph of a missing child would
not be relevant to an investigation regarding the missing child. Nevertheless, factual
determinations cannot be made by an opinion of the Attorney General. See generally 2009 Op.
Att’y Gen. No. 2009-002, at 2-12 (“a question of fact … cannot be resolved by means of an opinion
of the Attorney General”). Thus, it remains the responsibility of local authorities to determine
whether a photograph of a missing child is relevant to an investigation regarding that missing child.
11

Even if a PCSA were not required under rule 5101:2-33-21(G)(1) to furnish a photograph
of a missing child to a local law enforcement agency investigating a missing child report filed by
the PCSA pursuant to R.C. 5153.16(A)(23), rule 5101:2-33-21(H)(1)-(3) authorize a PCSA to
disclose “all information it determines to be relevant to an individual or agency, with written
authorization from the PCSA director, when it is believed to be in the best interest of,” among
others, a child that is the subject of a report possessed by the PCSA, an alleged child victim, a child
who is an alleged perpetrator, or “[a]ny child residing within, or participating in an activity
conducted by an out-of-home care setting when necessary to protect children in that setting.”
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maintained by the public children services agency as part of its “assessment/investigation and
… provision of social services to families and children.”
Very respectfully yours,

MICHAEL DEWINE
Ohio Attorney General
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Backpage.com and its Chief Executive Officer, Carl Ferrer, have failed to
comply with a lawful subpoena issued by the Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations. This report recommends enforcement of that subpoena.
The Subcommittee is investigating the problem of human trafficking on the
Internet — selling the sexual services of minors or coerced adults online. As part of
that investigation, the Subcommittee has conducted interviews with a large number of
interested parties who have cooperated with our investigation, including some websites
used for commercial sex advertising. The most important player in this market is
Backpage.com. Public records reveal hundreds of reported cases of underage sex
trafficking connected to Backpage. As a federal court recently observed, Backpage’s
“adult section is the leading forum for unlawful sexual commerce on the internet * * * *
including the prostitution of minors.”1
Backpage claims to be a market-leader in combatting human trafficking online.
The company touts its “moderation” practices — the process of reviewing
advertisements to screen them for evidence of violations of its terms of use and possible
illegality. Its general counsel and chief spokeswoman, Elizabeth McDougall, has
written that the widespread adoption of similar practices are the “key to disrupting and
eventually ending human trafficking via the World Wide Web.”2 To better understand
these procedures, their efficacy, and their costs, the Subcommittee served a subpoena
on Backpage requiring the production of documents concerning Backpage’s moderation
and ad-review procedures, basic financial information, and other topics.
Backpage refuses to comply with the subpoena. It claims that the First
Amendment’s protection for free speech entitles it to ignore the Subcommittee’s
compulsory process on the ground that it is a publisher of commercial advertising. That
is wrong. The First Amendment does, in rare circumstances, forbid the government
from using subpoenas as a tool for deterring or investigating disfavored speech. The
Supreme Court has, for example, invalidated subpoenas designed to discover the
identity of NAACP members or those with Communist sympathies.3 The
Subcommittee’s subpoena, by contrast, raises no similar concerns. It is expressly
designed to shield Backpage’s users by instructing the company to redact any
personally identifying information of those who post advertisements on the site. And
the Supreme Court has made clear that a business is not immune from legitimate
investigations into unlawful activity on its property — here, sex trafficking — just

Backpage.com, LLC v. Dart, 2015 WL 5174008, at *2 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 2, 2015). This case is currently
pending on appeal in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.
1

Liz McDougall, Backpage.com is an Ally in the Fight Against Human Trafficking, Seattle Times
(May 6, 2012), available at http://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/backpagecom-is-an-ally-in-the-fightagainst-human-trafficking/.
3 E.g. NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449, 451 (1958); Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178, 184-85
(1957).
2
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because it is also engaged in protected speech.4 In any event, even when a subpoena
does touch on First Amendment interests, it is valid if it seeks information closely
related to an important investigatory purpose; here, the Subcommittee’s objective is to
develop the robust factual record necessary to inform potential legislation concerning
human trafficking, without threatening Internet freedom. The Subcommittee’s
subpoena serves that interest through targeted document requests designed to capture
the most important information about Backpage’s business practices. Under those
circumstances, Backpage has no privilege to refuse to cooperate with the
Subcommittee’s subpoena.

Undeterred by Backpage’s noncompliance with its process, the Subcommittee
has pursued its fact-finding through other means. In this report, we detail our
preliminary findings. In our view, they only underscore the importance of the
issues the Subcommittee is probing and the need for enforcement of the subpoena.
First, we find substantial evidence that Backpage edits the content of some
ads, including by deleting words and images, before publication. The record
indicates that in some cases, these deletions likely served to remove evidence of the
illegality of the underlying transaction. Specifically, as part of its moderation
process, it appears that Backpage will delete particular words or images from an
advertisement before posting it to the web, if those words or images violate its
terms of service. Ms. McDougall told the Subcommittee of this practice in a staff
interview, but the company has so far refused to provide additional documents
about it. The Subcommittee attempted to take the testimony of two Backpage
employees in charge of its moderation practices, but they refused to testify on the
grounds that it might incriminate them. The Subcommittee, however, obtained
evidence demonstrating that, from 2010 to 2012, when Backpage outsourced its
moderation work to India, it did delete certain images, words, or phrases from
“adult” advertisements. The Subcommittee’s subpoena seeks to understand
whether Backpage’s current practices have the purpose or effect of removing images
or text that could alert law enforcement to the nature and extent of the transaction
being offered. Backpage refuses to produce that information.
Second, the Subcommittee has additional concerns about the steps Backpage
takes to ensure that it can be helpful when called upon to cooperate with law
enforcement investigations of potential human trafficking. Backpage, for example,
does not retain the “metadata” associated with images posted to its site, which
would be helpful to law enforcement in identifying victims of human trafficking. In
addition, the record is unclear about what steps Backpage takes to “hash” images —
i.e., to assign them a unique identifier. Backpage claims that it does hash images,

4 See Arcara v. Cloud Books, Inc., 478 U.S. 697, 707 (1986) (holding that statute regulating
establishments hosting prostitution did not trigger First Amendment concerns merely because books
were also sold on the premises).
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but at least one credible report disputes that.5 The Subcommittee therefore
requested documents related to Backpage’s data retention and hashing practices,
but Backpage has not produced them.
Third, the Subcommittee has attempted to learn more about Backpage’s
corporate structure and finances. Earlier this year, Backpage’s corporate group was
assessed by an independent appraiser at a fair market value of between $618.4
million and $625.8 million. More striking, the company’s EBITDA margin (a
common measurement of a company’s operating profitability) was a staggering
82.4% in 2014. If true, that suggests Backpage has the resources for additional
action against human trafficking on its website, but perhaps lacks the financial
incentives to reject an increased number of ads, thereby reducing its revenue from
advertisements.
Finally, the Subcommittee has learned that, at least in one case, Backpage
customers were able to evade limits placed on its access to credit card networks by a
major financial institution. That institution attempted to block its card holders
from completing transactions with Backpage.com, out of concern that the site was
potentially facilitating human trafficking. Despite this block, Backpage modified its
merchant code, allowing cardholders to continue completing transactions.
Importantly, merchants may change their merchant code, and financial institutions
cannot prevent them from doing so.
***
In short, the Subcommittee’s investigation to date demonstrates the
substantial value of further information about Backpage’s business practices, which
would inform thoughtful policymaking in this area. The investigation has been
conducted with scrupulous regard for First Amendment rights. The fact that
Backpage is a publisher of commercial advertisements protected by the First
Amendment does not entitle it to refuse to produce documents about its response to
what it admits is criminal activity on its website.
It is the recommendation of the Subcommittee staff that the October 1, 2015,
subpoena to Mr. Ferrer and Backpage.com should be enforced. The purpose of this
report, and its accompanying findings, is to explain the need for such enforcement
and the value of the information sought by the Subcommittee. For that reason, the
report is necessarily focused on Backpage, but that should not be mistaken for an
indication that the Subcommittee’s broader investigation is similarly limited. To
the contrary, the Subcommittee is conducting a wider inquiry into the problem of
sex trafficking on the Internet, by gathering information from a range of relevant

5 Testimony of Yiota G. Souras, Senior Vice President & General Counsel, National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children, before Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, at 8 (Nov. 19,
2015).
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actors, including more than ten other online entities. The subject is of considerable
legislative interest to the Congress.
II. BACKGROUND
A.

Sex Trafficking on the Internet.

Human trafficking is a crime generating billions of dollars each year in illegal
proceeds, making it more profitable than any transnational crime except drug
trafficking.6 Under U.S. law, human trafficking includes, among other things, the
unlawful practice of selling, soliciting, or advertising the sexual services of minors
or of adults who have been coerced into participating in commercial sex.7 Precise
empirical data concerning this black-market trade are scarce. But, in 2013, social
scientists estimated that there were as many as 27 million victims of human
trafficking worldwide,8 including 4.5 million people trapped in sexual exploitation.9
In the United States, over eight in ten suspected incidents of human trafficking
involve sex trafficking.10
Too often, the victims of sex trafficking are minors. The Department of
Justice has reported that more than half of sex-trafficking victims are 17 years old
or younger.11 In the last five years, the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children (NCMEC) reported an 846% increase in reports of suspected child sex
trafficking — an increase the organization has found to be “directly correlated to the
increased use of the Internet to sell children for sex.”12 Children who run away
from home are particularly vulnerable to this crime; “[i]n 2014, one in six
U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Security, Blue Campaign: What is Human Trafficking? (Sept. 14, 2015),
http://www.dhs.gov/blue-campaign/what-human-trafficking.
7 See 18 U.S.C. § 1591(a); 27 U.S.C. § 7102(10).
6

8 U.S. Dep’t of State, Trafficking in Persons Report 2013, at 7 (June 2013),
http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/210737.pdf.

Polaris Project, Sex Trafficking, http://www.polarisproject.org/sex-trafficking.
U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Characteristics of Suspected Human Trafficking
Incidents, 2008-2010, at 1 (Apr. 2011), http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/content/pub/pdf/cshti0810.pdf.
11 U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Office of Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention, Literature Review:
Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children/Sex Trafficking, at 3 (2014) (citing Bureau of Justice
Statistics data), http://www.ojjdp.gov/mpg/litreviews/CSECSexTrafficking.pdf.
12 Testimony of Yiota G. Souras, Senior Vice President & General Counsel, National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children, before Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, at 2 (Nov. 19,
2015); Br. of National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, J.S. v. Village Voice Media Holdings,
LLC, No. 4492-02-II, at 3 (Wash. Sup. Ct. Sept. 15, 2014). Congress designated NCMEC to be the
“official national resource center and information clearinghouse for missing and exploited children.”
42 U.S.C. § 5773(b)(1)(B). Among its 22 statutorily authorized duties, NCMEC assists law
enforcement in identifying and locating victims of sex trafficking and operates a “cyber tipline,”
which collects reports of Internet-related child sexual exploitation, including suspected child sex
trafficking. Id. §§ 5773(b)(1)(P)(3), (b)(1)(V).
9
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endangered runaways reported to NCMEC was likely a child sex trafficking
victim.”13
Online advertising has transformed the commercial sex trade and in the
process has contributed to the explosion of domestic sex trafficking.14 Sex
trafficking previously took place “on the streets, at casinos and truck stops, and in
other physical locations”; now it appears that “most child sex trafficking currently
occurs online.”15 Sex trafficking has thrived on the Internet in part because of the
high profitability and relatively low risk associated with advertising trafficking
victims’ services online in multiple locations.16 With the help of online advertising,
traffickers can maximize profits, evade law enforcement detection, and maintain
control of victims by transporting them quickly within and between states.
B.

Commerical Sex Advertising and Backpage.com.

Sex traffickers have made extensive use of websites that serve as
marketplaces for ordinary commercial sex and escort services. These sites may
facilitate the sex trade by providing an easily accessible forum that matches buyers
of sex with traffickers selling minors and adults.
One such site, Backpage.com, is similar in look and layout to the online
marketplace Craiglist.com, and contains links to advertisements in sections such as
“community,” “buy/sell/trade,” “jobs,” as well as “adult.” Advertisements in the
“adult” section typically consist of a headline, a photo or photos, video, and a brief
Testimony of Yiota G. Souras, Senior Vice President & General Counsel, National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children, before Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, at 3 (Nov. 19,
2015).
14 Urban Institute, Estimating the Size and Structure of the Underground Commercial Sex Economy
in Eight Major US Cities, at 234 (March 2014) (“The overall sex market has expanded . . . and law
enforcement detection has been reduced.”), http://www.urban.org/uploadedpdf/413047-undergroundcommercialsex-economy.pdf; id. at 237-38 (“The results presented here corroborate[previous]
findings that the use of the Internet is not necessarily displacing street-based sex work, but is likely
helping to expand the underground commercial sex market by providing a new venue to solicit sex
work.”).
15 Backpage.com, LLC v. Dart, No. 15-cv-6340, Doc. 88-4, at 3 (N.D. Ill. Oct. 6, 2015).
16 Urban Institute, supra n.14, at 218 (reporting on multiple studies concluding Internet-facilitated
commercial sex transactions are “not as easily detected by law enforcement”); U.S. Dep’t of Justice,
National Strategy for Child Exploitation Prevention and Interdiction: A Report to Congress, at 33
(Aug. 2010) (noting the increase in profitability of trafficking children with the aid of the Internet
and explaining how the movement of sex trafficking victims from city to city, with the help of online
advertisements, makes building criminal cases more difficult),
http://www.justice.gov/psc/docs/natstrategyreport.pdf; Michael Latonero, Human Trafficking Online:
The Role of Social Networking Sites and Online Classifieds, at 13 (Sept. 2011) (quoting former
NCMEC president and CEO Ernie Allen as stating, “[o]nline classified ads make it possible to pimp
these kids to prospective customers with little risk”),
https://technologyandtrafficking.usc.edu/files/2011/09/HumanTrafficking_FINAL.pdf.
13
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description of the services being offered. Backpage’s classified listings are localized
by city or region; as of November 2015, Backpage had sites in 431 cities in the
United States and 444 other cities around the world.17
Backpage is a market leader: In 2013, it reportedly net more than 80% of all
revenue from online commercial sex advertising in the United States.18 NCMEC
has reported that of the suspected child trafficking reports it receives from the
public, 71% involve Backpage.19 According to the Massachusetts Attorney General,
“[t]he vast majority of prosecutions for sex trafficking now involve online
advertising, and most of those advertisements appear on Backpage.”20
Two federal courts have reached the same conclusion. Just two months ago,
a federal court in Chicago found that Backpage’s “adult section is the leading forum
for unlawful sexual commerce on the Internet” and that “the majority of the
advertisements there are for sex.”21 The court found that Backpage’s “adult services
section overwhelmingly contains advertisements for prostitution, including the
prostitution of minors,” and that, notwithstanding Backpage’s review and editing
procedures, “many of the advertisements * * * clearly solicit payments for sex.”22
These observations echo the 2012 findings of a federal court in Seattle, which
concluded that “[m]any child prostitutes are advertised through online escort
advertisements displayed on Backpage.com and similar websites.”23

Backpage’s predecessor company was an alternative news weekly, The New Times, founded in
1970 in Phoenix by James Larkin and Michael Lacey. In 2005, New Times Media acquired The
Village Voice, based in New York, and the new entity, still owned by Mr. Larkin and Mr. Lacey,
renamed itself Village Voice Media. Richard Siklos, The Village Voice, Pushing 50, Prepares to Be
Sold to a Chain of Weeklies, The New York Times (Oct. 24, 2005), available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/10/24/business/the-village-voice-pushing-50-prepares-to-be-sold-to-achain-of-weeklies.html?_r=0. In response to public pressure regarding its adult advertisements and
the alleged connection to sex trafficking, Village Voice Media is reported to have spun off its media
holdings into Voice Media Group. In the wake of that spinoff, Village Voice Media, and its owners
Mr. Larkin and Mr. Lacey, retained ownership of Backpage. Mallory Russell, Village Voice
Management Buyout Leaves Backpage.com Behind, Advertising Age (Sept. 24, 2012), available at
http://adage.com/article/media/village-voice-management-buyout-leaves-backpage/237371/.
18 Advanced Interactive Media Group, Prostitution-ad revenue up 9.8 percent from year ago (Mar. 22,
2013), http://aimgroup.com/2012/03/22/prostitution-ad-revenue-up-9-8-percent-from-year-ago/.
17

19 Testimony of Yiota G. Souras, Senior Vice President & General Counsel, National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children, before Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, at 3 (Nov. 19,
2015). This 71% figure does not include reports to the cyber tipline made by Backpage itself.
20 Br. of Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Doe ex rel. Roe v. Backpage.com, LLC et al., No. 14-13870,
Dkt. No. 30, at 7 (D. Mass. Feb. 20, 2015) (“In Massachusetts, seventy-five percent of the cases that
the Attorney General has prosecuted under our state human trafficking law, plus a number of
additional investigations, involve advertising on Backpage.”).
21 Dart, 2015 WL 5174008, at *2.
22
23

Id.
Backpage.com, LLC v. McKenna, 881 F. Supp. 2d 1262, 1267 (W.D. Wash. 2012).
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Both courts also examined data from the jurisdictions involved in the cases —
Cook County, Illinois and Seattle, Washington — and found that a substantial
number of sex trafficking cases in those jurisdictions had links to Backpage. The
Chicago court observed that Cook County had conducted over 800 sting operations
responding to Backpage advertisements between 2009 and 2015 and that officers
“made arrests for prostitution, child trafficking, or a related crime 100% of the
time.”24 Similarly, the Seattle court reported that, between 2010 and 2012, the
Seattle Police Department recovered at least 22 children advertised online for
commercial sex.25
The National Association of Attorneys General has sounded similar alarms
concerning Backpage’s facilitation of sex trafficking. On August 31, 2011, 45 state
attorneys general sent a letter in which they described Backpage as a “hub” of
“human trafficking, especially the trafficking of minors.” Pointing to more than 50
cases over the previous three years involving individuals trafficking or attempting
to traffic minors on Backpage, the attorneys general argued that Backpage’s
screening efforts were “ineffective.” They requested documents from Backpage
concerning the company’s public claims that it screens and removes advertisements
linked to sex trafficking. Backpage provided no substantive response to that
request.26
C.

Crimes Associated with Backpage.

Open-source research gives credence to these widely held concerns about the
proliferation of sex trafficking using Backpage. Shared Hope International, a
leading non-profit combatting sex trafficking, has documented more than 400 cases
in 47 states of children being sex trafficked through Backpage.com through media
reports.27 In addition, the Subcommittee’s own open-source research found more
than 40 murders linked to Backpage — in some instances as a result of a
commercial sex transaction turned violent.28
The details of many reported cases linked to Backpage are deeply disturbing.
In one Pennsylvania case, for example, the defendant forced a minor “to have sex
with approximately 15 different men in one encounter where she was threatened
with a handgun.”29 In a Florida case, a trafficker “drugged and threatened to kill a
24
25

Dart, 2015 WL 5174008, at *2.
McKenna, 881 F. Supp. 2d at 1267.

26 Letter from the Nat’l Ass’n of Attorneys General to Samuel Fifer, Esq., Counsel for Backpage.com
LLC (Aug. 31, 2011), http://www.ct.gov/ag/lib/ag/press_releases/2011/083111backpageletter.pdf.
27 Research on file with the Subcommittee.

Research on file with the Subcommittee.
Tim Logue, Chester Man Gets Life In Jail For Sex Trafficking, Delaware County Times (Dec. 19,
2014), available at http://www.delcotimes.com/general-news/20141219/chester-man-gets-life-in-jailfor-sex-trafficking.
28
29
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14-year old” girl so that he “could sell her sexual services online.”30 In a California
case, a trafficker forced two women to work as his prostitutes through “regular
beatings and threats.”31 These are but a few examples among countless cases.32
D.

Public Scrutiny and Victim Lawsuits.
1.

Actions by the Financial Payments Industry.

In 2015, all three major credit card companies in the United States stopped
doing business with Backpage. First, in April 2015, American Express announced
that it would no longer process payments to Backpage.33 MasterCard and Visa
followed suit later in the year. In announcing its decision, MasterCard stated that
it “has rules that prohibit our cards from being used for illegal or brand-damaging
activities. When the activity is confirmed, we work with the merchant’s bank to
resolve the situation.”34 Similarly, Visa noted that company “rules prohibit our
Susan Jacobson, Cops: Man Forced 14-Year Old Runaway Into Prostitution, The Orlando Sentinel
(Sept. 18, 2012), available at http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2012-09-18/news/os-sex-traffickingarrest-20120914_1_prostitution-international-drive-investigators.
31 Brandon Macz, Auburn Man Indicted On Sex Trafficking Charges: BPD Investigation Alleges
Victims Forced Into Prostitution Through Violence, Threats, The Bellevue Reporter (July 31, 2014)
(explaining that the defendant “forced two women to work as prostitutes through regular beatings
and threats, keeping all of their earnings. These services were posted on online ad sites like
Backpage.com.”), available at http://www.bellevuereporter.com/news/269457301.html.
30

See, e.g., Press Release, U.S. Attorney’s Office, Eastern District of Virginia, Nevada Man Pleads
Guilty to Sex Trafficking a 15-year old Girl (Jan. 8, 2015) (“Haskins encountered two juveniles at a
hotel around Sacramento, California. One was 15 years old and the other was 17 years old. Both
were runaways from foster care. Haskins provided marijuana and eventually recruited them to
prostitute for him. Once he recruited them, Haskins performed sex acts with the victims.”),
http://www.justice.gov/usao-edva/pr/press-release-53; Press Release, U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, Atlanta Man, Accomplice Sentenced For Sex Trafficking Minor In Georgia, (Sept. 29,
2014) (“‘These defendants exploited a 17-year-old girl from West Africa who desperately needed a
place to live,’ said United States Attorney Sally Quillian Yates.”),
https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/atlanta-man-accomplice-sentenced-sex-trafficking-minor-georgia;
Jon Vanderlaan, Couple Charged With Transportation Of A Minor To Engage In Sexual Activity,
The Odessa American Online (April 24, 2013) (“There was evidence of sexual intercourse and bruises
on the 16-year-old girl’s arms and legs consistent with sexual intercourse, according to the
complaint.”), available at available at
http://www.oaoa.com/news/crime_justice/courts/article_28ce8972-ad30-11e2-997b001a4bcf6878.html.
33 Hold the Backpage, The Economist (July 18, 2015), available at
http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21657872-sheriff-takes-biggest-marketplaceprostitution-hold-backpage. After the actions by credit card networks to terminate services for
Backpage, users could only purchase advertisements using virtual currencies such as Bitcoin, or by
using “credits” purchased with checks, cash, or money orders.
34 MasterCard, Visa Stop Escort Ad Payments, Chicago Sun-Times (July 1, 2015), available at
http://chicago.suntimes.com/mary-mitchell/7/71/737561/tom-dart-backpage-mastercard-visa.
32
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network from being used for illegal activity.”35 (Backpage claims that MasterCard
and Visa stopped doing business with Backpage because they were threatened by
Sheriff Thomas J. Dart of Cook County, Illinois;36 both Visa and MasterCard have
said that they took action voluntarily.37 The Subcommittee has no position on this
dispute.)
2.

Victims’ Lawsuits Against Backpage.

Backpage has also faced a number of civil lawsuits brought by trafficking
victims. In September 2010, Backpage faced its first civil lawsuit, brought in the
Eastern District of Missouri by a minor who was sold for sex and advertised on
Backpage by her trafficker.38 She alleged that Backpage “had a strong suspicion”
that the crimes of facilitating prostitution, exploitation of children, and child
pornography were being committed on its site “yet was so indifferent that it failed to
investigate for fear of what it would learn.”39 She further alleged that Backpage
“had a desire that [the] posters would accomplish their nefarious illegal prostitution
activities so that the posters would return to the website and pay for more
posting.”40 The plaintiff sought a civil remedy pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2255, which
creates a private right of action for child victims of sexual exploitation. Backpage
persuaded the district court to dismiss the case on the ground that it was entitled to
immunity under Section 230 of Communications Decency Act (CDA), which shields
web publishers from civil liability for content to which they do not materially
contribute.41
Backpage also faces an ongoing civil suit by minor sex trafficking victims in
Massachusetts.42 Unlike the plaintiff in the Missouri case, the Massachusetts
plaintiffs allege that Backpage’s platform, categories, and filters actually “assist[ed]
Id.
See Complaint, Backpage.com, LLC v. Dart, No. 15-cv-06340, Dkt. No. 1, ¶¶ 37-40 (N.D. Ill. July
21, 2015).
37 See Declaration of Martin Elliott, Senior Director of Visa U.S.A., Inc., Backpage.com, LLC v. Dart,
No. 15-cv-06340, Dkt. No. 47-19, ¶ 4 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 14, 2015) (“At no point did Visa perceive Sheriff
Dart to be threatening Visa with prosecution or any other official state action, nor did Visa base is
decision on any such threat.”); Br. of Sheriff Thomas J. Dart, Backpage.com, LLC v. Dart, No. 153047, Dkt No. 28, at 24 (7th Cir. Oct. 26, 2015) (“Sheriff Dart offered internal communications from
MasterCard to establish that prior to receiving Sheriff Dart’s letter, MasterCard had taken steps to
terminate services with Backapge due to the illegal or brand damaging activity present in the adult
section of Backpage.com.”).
38 Complaint, M.A. ex rel. P.K. v. Village Voice Media Holdings, LLC., No. 10-cv-01740, Dkt. No. 1,
¶ 9 (E.D. Mo. Sept. 16, 2010).
39 Id. at ¶ 12.
40 Id.
35
36

41
42

M.A. ex rel. P.K. v. Village Voice Media Holdings, 809 F.Supp.2d 1041, 1052, 1058 (E.D. Mo. 2011).
Doe ex rel. Roe v. Backpage.com, LLC, 2015 WL 2340771 (D. Mass. Oct. 16 2014).
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in the crafting, placement, and promotion of illegal advertisements offering
plaintiffs for sale.”43 But again, Backpage prevailed. The district court held that
Backpage.com was immune from civil liability under the CDA.44
The Supreme Court of Washington State, however, has reached a contrary
conclusion. That court held, in a suit brought by underage sex trafficking victims,
that Backpage would not be immune from suit if, as the plaintiffs alleged, Backpage
“helped develop the content of [the offending] advertisements.”45 The Washington
plaintiffs allege that Backpage helped with ad-content creation through its posting
rules, screening process, and content requirements.46 The court held these
allegations warrant additional factual development, explaining that “[i]t is
important to ascertain whether in fact Backpage designed its posting rules to
induce sex trafficking to determine whether Backpage is subject to suit under the
CDA because ‘a website helps to develop unlawful content, and thus falls within the
exception to [CDA immunity], if it contributes materially to the alleged illegality of
the conduct.’”47 The Washington case is now entering civil discovery.
III. INVESTIGATION TO DATE AND INTERIM FINDINGS
The Subcommittee began its inquiry into online sex trafficking in April 2015.
As part of that investigation, the Subcommittee has conducted interviews and
briefings with many relevant parties, including victims’ rights groups, nonprofit
organizations, technology companies, financial institutions, academic researchers,
federal, state, and local law enforcement officials, and several other advertising
websites similar to Backpage. The Subcommittee’s investigation is designed to
serve Congress’s interest in well-informed legislation to combat sex trafficking via
the Internet, including the sale of minors for sexual services through online
marketplaces.
Our inquiry eventually turned to Backpage, the market leader in online
commercial sex advertising due in part to Backpage’s linkage to an alarming
number of sex trafficking cases.48 According to Shared Hope International,
“[s]ervice providers working with child sex trafficking victims have reported that
between 80% and 100% of their clients have been bought and sold on

Amended Complaint, Doe ex rel. Roe v. Backpage.com, LLC, No. 14-cv-13870, Dkt. No. 9, ¶ 4 (D.
Mass. Nov. 6, 2014).
43

See Doe ex rel. Roe, 2015 WL 2340771, at *7-*11.
J.S. v. Village Voice Media Holdings, 2015 WL 5164599, at *2 (Wash. Sup. Ct. Sept. 3, 2015).
46 Id.
44
45

47
48

Id. at *3.
See supra Part I.C.
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Backpage.com.”49 The Subcommittee approached Backpage to better understand its
role in the industry and its efforts to combat trafficking throughout its moderation
and screening procedures.
Backpage maintains that it is a “critical ally” in the fight against human
trafficking.50 The Subcommittee’s investigation to date, however, raises significant
questions about that claim. First, the Subcommittee has attempted to examine the
details of Backpage’s advertisement-review practices. Among the most significant
unanswered questions is the extent to which Backpage moderators edit the text of
advertisements before they are posted. Such editing bears on the effectiveness of
Backpage’s purported efforts to combat illegal activity on its site. It also raises
questions about whether Backpage’s moderation activities may have the effect of
concealing the underlying illegality of some transactions being advertised. Second,
we have attempted to learn more about how Backpage’s practices enable it to
cooperate with law enforcement agencies in its efforts to identify trafficking victims
sold on the Internet. Third, we have examined Backpage’s financial and corporate
structure in order to better evaluate the company’s resources and incentives (or
disincentives) to police human trafficking on its site. The Subcommittee’s
investigation has revealed that the company has a number of websites in the escort
advertising market besides Backpage.com, and possesses substantially greater
assets than previously known. Fourth, we have found evidence that Backpage has
taken steps to evade limitations on its access to credit card payments.
It is important to note that the Subcommittee’s interests in Backpage’s
editing of online advertisements, data retention practices, and financial information
are described here in connection with a recommendation to enforce the subpoena at
issue. Those interests, however, apply more broadly; indeed, similar fact-finding
interests have guided and continue to guide the Subcommittee’s investigation of
other entities.
A.

Backpage’s Efforts to Screen and Edit Commercial Sex
Advertisements.

Backpage’s putative efforts to combat illegal activity on its website center on
its so-called “moderation” practices. Moderation is Backpage’s term of art for
screening and reviewing advertisements for violations of its internal policies and
illegal activity, including human trafficking. The Subcommittee has learned that
moderation also entails editing and deleting content within advertisements.

Shared Hope International, White Paper: Online Facilitation of Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking, at
1 (Aug. 2014), http://sharedhope.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Online-Faciliator-White-PaperAugust-2014.pdf.
50 McDougall, supra n.2.
49
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Backpage has publicly touted these procedures as robust and effective. The
company’s general counsel, Elizabeth McDougall, has testified that “Backpage leads
the industry in” its moderation methods,51 which the company says are an effective
way to exclude illegal activity from its site.52 Ms. McDougall has also said that
“[w]e monitor these ads and do everything we can to help law enforcement trace
traffickers.”53 The company has gone so far as to describe its moderation practices
as the key countermeasure against human trafficking. In an op-ed for the Seattle
Times, Ms. McDougall asserted the company’s view that the “key to disrupting and
eventually ending human trafficking via the World Wide Web is . . . an onlineservice-provider community — of businesses including Backpage — that
aggressively monitors for and traces potential trafficking cases, and promptly
reports to and cooperates with law enforcement.”54
As part of its broader investigation, the Subcommittee has attempted to
assess these claims — to learn what procedures Backpage uses to combat human
trafficking, whether they are effective, and how they might be improved. In
particular, the Subcommittee has sought to understand the extent to which
Backpage edits and strips out certain content before publishing — including content
that could potentially help distinguish legitimate ads from potential sex trafficking
transactions. Backpage has repeatedly refused to provide documents to the
Subcommittee concerning these important issues.
1.

The Subcommittee’s Interest in Backpage’s Moderation
Practices.

It is useful to begin with how users create advertisements on Backpage.com.
To post an ad, a user clicks a “post ad” button located on the homepage and then
selects the appropriate category for the ad, such as automotive, community, jobs,
local places, real estate for sale, rentals, services, and adult entertainment. Posting
an advertisement is free — except in the adult entertainment section. The adult
section has several subcategories, shown below.

App. 33; see Committee on Women’s Issues, City Council of New York, Tr. 91-92 (Apr. 25, 2012),
http://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=1078130&GUID=D1C2D58A-C5A2-48A1BB64-7AF44AFDC030&Options=&Search.
51

McDougall, supra n.2.
Liz McDougall, Liz McDougall on Defending Classified Ads for Erotic Services, Bloomberg
Business, (May 17, 2012), http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/articles/2012-05-17/liz-mcdougall-ondefending-classified-ads-for-erotic-services.
54 McDougall, supra n.2.
52
53
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According to Ms. McDougall, moderators receive no formal training but
rather learn the job through a “hands-on” apprenticeship system. Initially, the new
trainees shadow an experienced moderator at work, and then the experienced
moderator monitors the new trainee for a period of time as a quality control
measure. Ms. McDougall stated that Backpage does not currently use a written
manual or guidance on how moderators should distinguish acceptable from
unacceptable content. Changes to moderation practices are communicated
informally to Backpage personnel. Ms. McDougall explained that supervisors call
meetings when necessary to discuss changes to moderating practices and
disseminate them by word of mouth.
Ms. McDougall told the Subcommittee that moderators have the ability
either to “fail” (that is, decline to publish) an offending ad or to revise the ad in
various ways. In particular, Ms. McDougall explained that moderators can edit or
delete words and images that violate Backpage’s standards and then publish the
revised ad. Ms. McDougall stated that Backpage keeps a record regarding edits
that moderators make to an ad. Ms. McDougall was unable to answer the
Subcommittee’s questions regarding exactly how and to what extent moderators
edit ads — whether by deleting or adding text.
The Subcommittee employed a number of investigative tools in an attempt to
gather more information about Backpage’s review, editing, and filtering process.
First, as explained in Part IV below, the Subcommittee issued a subpoena to
Backpage for the production of documents related to these issues, but Backpage has
refused to comply in a substantive way. Second, unable to secure responsive
documents, the Subcommittee attempted to advance its fact-finding by issuing
subpoenas for the depositions of two Backpage employees to discuss their job duties:
Andrew Padilla, the head of Backpage’s moderation department, and Backpage
Employee A,57 who is in charge of training moderators. Both Mr. Padilla and
Backpage Employee A retained individual counsel and, invoking their Fifth
Amendment privilege, declined to testify on the ground that it might tend to
incriminate them.
Finally, the Subcommittee sought information from third parties with
knowledge of Backpage’s business practices. In Part II.A.2, we describe several
interim findings based on that investigation. Due to Backpage’s failure to
cooperate, however, the Subcommittee’s information is necessarily preliminary.

We have chosen to redact the name of Backpage Employee A, who does not appear to be in
Backpage’s upper management.

57
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2.

Backpage’s Outsourced Moderation Practices From 2010–
2012.
a.

Backpage’s Relationship with Company A.

Backpage has not always had an entirely in-house staff of moderators.
Instead, from October 2010 until September 2012, Backpage outsourced this work
to a California-based company, identified here as Company A to protect its identity,
that employed moderators based in India. Company A markets itself as a fullservice data services company specializing in the review of websites containing
user-uploaded content, such as photos, text, messages, and chats. Company A
moderates websites by removing inappropriate or offensive content from its clients’
websites, according to the guidelines established by each client. Person X, the
owner of Company A, explained that his company provides services at a significant
cost savings because the moderators performing the labor-intensive and repetitive
tasks associated with reviewing online content reside in India.58 Backpage was
Company A’s first contract involving the review of online escort advertisements, and
since the termination of the contract in late 2012, Company A has had no client
similar to Backpage.
Backpage’s relationship with Company A expanded quickly. Initially,
Backpage requested a staffing level of six Company A moderators. By December
2010, that number had risen to 50 or 60 full-time moderators. At a rate
significantly lower than the U.S. minimum wage, Backpage paid Company A in the
mid five-figures per month from December 2010 through the termination of the
services in September 2012.59
During the course of their relationship, speedy processing of ads was
important to both Company A and to Backpage. In order to provide 24-hour
services, three sets of moderators — along with two or three supervisors — worked
staggered 8-hour shifts reviewing content posted on Backpage.com. The volume of
Backpage advertisements reviewed by Company A’s moderators varied, but in
September 2012, the daily volume of advertisements averaged over 14,000 — or
approximately 320 per moderator.60
Backpage provided Company A with logins that permitted employees to
access Backpage.com with administrative privileges from computers in India.
Company A’s moderators were then asked to review advertisements for compliance
with guidelines provided by Backpage. Each moderator viewed one ad at a time in
“queues.” The moderator had the ability to fail, approve, or edit the advertisement.

58

Interview with Person X (Oct. 16, 2015).

59

Id.
Id.
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Approving an ad would publish the ad on the website. Failing an ad would send the
ad to the “fail” queue for additional review, where U.S.-based Backpage moderators
would take a second look at the “failed” ad to make a final publication decision.61
Over the course of its contract with Company A, Backpage issued specific
content guidelines and instructions to the moderators and continuously updated
those instructions. In turn, Company A used that guidance to train and evaluate its
staff and determine the types of content Backpage considered acceptable.62 Content
guidance from Backpage typically took one of three forms: First, Backpage provided
descriptions of images it would accept, decline, or edit, including specific examples.
Second, Backpage’s guidance included lists of words that should prompt moderators
to either fail or edit an ad. Finally, as described in more detail below, Backpage,
often through Mr. Padilla or Mr. Ferrer, would, in some instances, answer questions
from Company A’s moderators about failing, approving, or editing specific content
in specific ads.63
Mr. Ferrer, Mr. Padilla, and Backpage Employee A were also in regular email
contact with Person X and his associate, Person Y, about the speed of the
moderation process. Backpage had the ability to monitor the number of
advertisements awaiting review in each queue, including whether certain
advertisements had exceeded a certain amount of time from posting to
approval.64 Automatic email alerts notified Backpage managers when
advertisements were waiting in the queue for longer than the target wait time. On
occasion, Mr. Padilla or Backpage Employee A emailed Person X or Person Y when
advertisements sat too long in the queue to urge them to process the ad.65 The
Process of Editing Advertisements Before Posting.
b.

The Process of Editing Advertisements Before
Posting.

Records from Company A confirm Ms. McDougall’s statement that Backpage
moderators edit certain questionable ads before publication rather than simply fail
the ad. E-mail correspondence reviewed by the Subcommittee reflects Backpage
executives’ concern that declining to publish advertisements could frustrate the
site’s customers and threaten its revenue.66 Accordingly, moderators were
instructed to not remove ads for certain violations; instead, as noted above,

App. 95.
App. 96.
63 App. 104.
61
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App. 107.
App. 75.
66 App. 111.
64
65
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with fewer red flags for illegal conduct.) In one email, for example, Mr. Ferrer
communicated with Company A about how to deal with ads that offer services based
on time increments — e.g., 15 or 30 minutes — that are standard in the illegal sex
trade.71 Mr. Ferrer explained: “Removing bad pics and removing bad text like 15
min 1/2hour is critical. I think [the moderators] will be busy.”72
Company A operated under instructions from Backpage concerning two
categories of problematic terms and phrases that appear in ads — those that should
prompt moderators to fail the entire ad, and those that should prompt moderators
to edit the ad before publication. Those terms and phrases were put in writing in
an excel document that Company A sent to Backpage in July 2012. The document
had two tabs.73 The first tab, “Backpage Banned Code Words,” listed 120 terms
that, if present, should prompt the failure of an ad, either by operation of automatic
ad-filtering software or through manual failure of the ad by a moderator. The
second tab, “Editable Code Words,” was a list of additional problematic terms,
including phrases explicitly referring to sexual acts. The instructions required
moderators to delete those words from the text of an ad, but then publish the
revised ad.74
The “banned term” list comprised 120 words that Backpage considered
“egregious violations” of its terms of use — including certain sexual acts and words
and phrases used by sex workers to refer to sexual acts. Padilla instructed
moderators to fail ads that attempted to get around the automatic filter by using
variations of those words. Included in that list were words including “schoolgirl,”
“teen,” “human trafficking,” and “yung” (a misspelling of “young”). Mr. Padilla
further stated that “for term violations not on this list, [the moderators] can
remove the term or phrase and update the ad.”75
Two days later, however, Mr. Padilla issued “clarifications” regarding the
banned word list described above. He instructed that moderators should no longer
delete ads that “use ‘young’ or misspellings of ‘young.’”76 Those deletions were
See Meredith Dank, et al., Estimating the Size and Structure of the Underground Commercial Sex
Economy in Eight Major US Cities, Urban Institute, at 201 (Mar. 2014) (table listing prostitution
rates in the standard increments of 15 minutes, 30 minutes, and one hour),
http://www.urban.org/uploadedpdf/413047-underground-commercialsex-economy.pdf; see id. at 7
(online prostitution advertisements charge by time increment, as opposed to charges based on sex
act).
71

72 App. 92. Less than two years later, Backpage changed its guidelines to permit services for less
than an hour without providing any explanation.

App. 82.
These terms include words and phrases such as “I will take rough,” “rimming,” and “69.” In
addition, two phrases on the “Editable Code Words” list had additional instructions. If an ad using
“nail me” or “shag me” included a reference to “money,” the instruction was to fail the ad entirely.
75 App. 84 (emphasis in original).
76 App. 83.
73
74
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capturing too much volume, he explained, because “there are too many legitimate
uses of the word to warrant a removal every time.”77 Instead of deleting
advertisements for services with “young,” Mr. Padilla instructed moderators to send
the ads to him for additional review.78 Because Backpage has refused to produce
documents directly to the Subcommittee, however, details of that additional review
are not available. Yet, Backpage today contains innumerable advertisements for
sexual transactions with “girls” described as “young,” “babies,” “fresh,” and the
record of Backpage-linked sex trafficking involving underage victims is wellestablished.79
In June 2012, according to internal Company A emails, a tracking document
was created to collect “suspicious underage ad links” for further review.80 According
to Company A’s moderator manager, “The definition of underage is anyone under
the age of 18. But for the purposes of making reports, we err on the side of caution
and try to report anyone that looks under the age of 21.” The guidance continued,
“IF IN DOUBT ABOUT UNDERAGE: the process for now should be to accept the
ad and note the link. However, if you ever find anything that you feel IS
UNDERAGE AND is more than just suspicious, you can delete the ad, note the
link and notify in IN ONLINE DOC.” The moderators were urged to be cautious
and “ONLY DELETE IF YOU REALLY VERY SURE PERSON IS
UNDERAGE.”81
In addition to words and images, moderators were instructed to delete
hyperlinks in ads that directed readers to certain other websites, including The
Erotic Review, which is best known for hosting customer reviews of prostitutes.
Review websites are often explicit and overtly sexual in nature, and provide details
such as the nature and quality of specific sex acts.82 The Erotic Review assigns a
unique six or seven digit number to what it calls “providers and escorts.” That
number, when searched in conjunction with the term “TER” — The Erotic Review’s
abbreviation — will often display the provider or escorts’ review page (e.g., “TER
#123456”). On February 2, 2011, Mr. Padilla issued guidance banning any
reference to “TER” or “The Erotic Review.”83 According to Mr. Padilla, Backpage
issued the new guidance because the company sought “to distance [itself] from the

77
78
79
80

Id.
Id.
See supra Part II.C.
App. 122.

Id. (emphasis in original).
The Erotic Review website states, “[t]his is the section where the guys get to review providers who
advertise on the web. You can now know exactly what to expect before you make the call and spend
your hard earned money.” The Erotic Review, http://www.theeroticreview.com/reviews/index.asp.
83 App. 81.
81
82
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types of reviews found there.”84 But Backpage designed this guidance to be easily
circumvented. Mr. Padilla, for example, wrote that if a moderator found a “string of
numbers without a direct reference to TER, it’s allowed. Examples: ‘Well Reviewed
#666666,’ ‘Google my reviews #12011201.’”85
As a result, a Backpage user could, in language clear to any savvy buyer of
sex services, refer potential buyers to his or her TER review — just so long as the
letters “TER” were not used immediately before his or her review number. Of
course, the underlying transactions remained what they were. As a result, it
appears that Backpage’s moderation process operated to remove explicit references
to the likely illegality of the underlying transaction — not to prevent illegal conduct
from taking place on its site.
c.

Quality Control Measures.

Quality control for the screening and editing process was an important
concern for Backpage during its contract with Company A. Backpage encouraged
Company A’s moderators to review ads quickly, but not to “cut[] corners.”86
Backpage attempted to monitor the moderators to provide “constructive feedback”
when a moderator failed an ad that should have been approved or vice versa. 87 But
at least as of 2010, the editing platform did not provide Backpage the ability to
monitor the specific edits a moderator made to a post; Backpage could only see the
final product.88
In some instances, Backpage took corrective action after ads containing
violations of Backpage content policies were published even after going through the
screening and editing process. In these cases, Backpage sent the violation to
Company A with the ID number of the moderator who “missed” the particular
violation.89 Company A would then retrain the moderator and explain why the
particular item needed editing.90
Quality control was important to Backpage not only to ensure compliance
with its policies, but also to ensure customer satisfaction. Backpage’s revenue
depends on users’ willingness to pay to post advertisements, the cost of which can
range from a few dollars to more than one hundred dollars as users buy upgrades to
promote or sponsor ads to receive more views. In some instances, users complained
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to Backpage’s customer service department when images were deleted that the user
believed should have been approved. Mr. Ferrer reacted to that personally. In one
email, Mr. Ferrer noted “an increase in users complaining about false positives” and
urged the moderators to “exercise care when removing images.”91 In at least one
instance, Mr. Ferrer offered a customer $1,000 in “freebies” when an ad was
erroneously edited.92
B.

Backpage’s Data Retention Policies.

The Subcommittee has also examined Backpage’s data-retention practices.
Electronic files, such as documents and images, contain basic information known as
“metadata” that may include author, date and time created, date modified, and file
size. Image metadata may also include geographic coordinates for location at the
time the image was created. In Subcommittee interviews, law enforcement officials
and relevant nonprofit entities indicated that the preservation of “metadata”
associated with advertisements in Backpage’s adult section would aid law
enforcement in locating victims, identifying pimps and sex traffickers, and
preventing child exploitation. Ms. McDougall’s 2012 testimony before the New York
City Council details the value of this information. In a section of her written
testimony entitled “Backpage.com’s Combat of Online Trafficking,” Ms. McDougall
stated, “When traffickers use the Internet, especially in a financial transaction, they
leave forensic footprints that create unprecedented tools and evidence that law
enforcement can use to locate and rescue victims of exploitation and to investigate,
arrest and convict pimps and their criminal networks.”93 “Forensic footprints”
described by Ms. McDougall in her testimony include the metadata that law
enforcement and investigators use to conduct investigations into sex trafficking.
Despite the potential advantages to law enforcement and other entities
engaged in preventing the trafficking of minors, Backpage does not retain the
metadata associated with images posted in its adult advertisements. Ms.
McDougall stated in her Subcommittee interview that Backpage loses the metadata
of photos uploaded to Backpage when the website “resizes” them before publishing.
As for other data created by Backpage users, the Subcommittee’s investigation has
revealed that Backpage’s data retention practices, including the length of time that
data is stored on Backpage’s servers and produced pursuant to law enforcement
requests, have changed over time. In a Subcommittee interview, Ms. McDougall
stated that Backpage’s data retention policy called for a six-month retention
window and had been recently changed.

App. 85.
App. 110.
93 App. 33.
91
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Image hashing is another important tool available to law
enforcement. “Hashing” gives photos a unique fingerprint that enables one to
search for identical photos in other places, including on different web pages. In an
interview with the Subcommittee, Ms. McDougall claimed that Backpage has
implemented hashing, although NCMEC, in testimony submitted to the
Subcommittee, states that Backpage “does not appear to utilize free browser addons or hashing technology to match images in ads of known children.”94
As a result of Backpage’s failure to retain data, outside groups, non-profits,
and academic organizations collect, analyze, and retain some of Backpage’s data for
use by law enforcement. For example, a group interviewed by the Subcommittee
maintains a largescale analytical database, designed specifically for law
enforcement, with more than tens of million Backpage ads.95 Another group, Traffic
Jam, developed by Marinus Analytics, allows law enforcement investigators to
search Internet classified sites by phone number and identifies “where and when
that number has been used, displays trails of ad movement, and pinpoints
interstate tracks to which a victim or number can be linked.” 96 Traffic Jam can also
identify different victims being advertised with the same phone number. In
addition, to address instances in which phone numbers are changed, the system
applies techniques that identify alternate numbers used by the same person. This
group provides law enforcement tools to build cases specifically against suspected
sex traffickers and pimps — using data that Backpage fails to retain. The
Subcommittee wishes to examine Backpage’s retention practices to learn what
additional valuable information could be preserved that is now lost.
C.

Backpage’s Corporate Structure and Finances.

The Subcommittee has attempted to learn more about Backpage’s corporate
structure and finances, in an effort to assess the resources available for, and the
costs of undertaking, anti-trafficking measures. We have also attempted to assess
the size and profitability of the online marketplace for commercial sex and sex
trafficking, and the role Backpage plays in that market. Backpage has refused to
comply with the Subcommittee’s subpoena for information on these topics. Despite
that, the Subcommittee has continued its fact-finding by gathering information
from other sources.

Testimony of Yiota G. Souras, Senior Vice President & General Counsel, National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children, before Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, at 8 (Nov. 19,
2015); Interview with Elizabeth McDougall (June 19, 2015).
95 Interview with Group A (Oct. 9, 2015); Interview with Group B (Nov. 10, 2015).
94

96 Larry Alvarez & Jocelyn Cañas-Moreira, A Victim-Centered Approach to Sex Trafficking Cases,
FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin (Nov. 9, 2015), https://leb.fbi.gov/2015/november/a-victim-centeredapproach-to-sex-trafficking-cases.
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Backpage itself has publicly disclosed very little about these topics, and what
it has disclosed has been cryptic. For example, a report surfaced in December 2014
that Backpage had been sold to an undisclosed Dutch company. No further details
were provided, and the announcement resulted in widespread concern that
Backpage would eventually cease to comply with U.S. law enforcement subpoenas
on the ground that it would no longer be under U.S. jurisdiction. Ms. McDougall
has argued that were U.S. authorities to somehow shut down domestic escort
advertising websites, the industry would simply move abroad, outside the reach of
U.S. law enforcement.
The Subcommittee’s preliminary findings regarding these matters are
discussed below.
1.

Ownership and Corporate Structure.

Backpage and its corporate affiliates are privately held businesses, and no
publicly traded company holds any financial interest in Backpage entities. For that
reason, details of Backpage’s ownership and corporate structure have remained
largely hidden from public view.
In her June 19 interview with the Subcommittee, Ms. McDougall stated that
Backpage was a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in
Texas.97 When asked about the sale of Backpage to a Dutch entity, Ms. McDougall
represented that she knew none of the details of the transaction, including the
name of the new Dutch holding company. As for the company’s new ownership, Ms.
McDougall said that she did not know whether Michael Lacey and James Larkin —
who owned Backpage’s former parent, Village Voice Media — had any continued
ownership interest in the company. Ms. McDougall told the Subcommittee that all
of Backpage’s operational activities remained in the United States, and that the
company’s Dallas headquarters was responsible for operating all Backpage.com
websites devoted to foreign locations. According to Ms. McDougall, no operational
activities took place in the Netherlands, although she stated that Backpage
anticipated that future growth would occur abroad as the company expanded its
international presence.98
The Subcommittee’s investigation has since revealed that Backpage and its
related entities have substantial financial assets and a broad corporate umbrella.
Under this corporate umbrella, Backpage controls a number of websites and other
businesses spanning the commercial sex and online classified advertising
industries. Backpage’s corporate parent until May 2015 was Medalist Holdings,
Inc. (“Medalist”). Medalist is a closely-held company whose principal owners are
Michael Lacey and James Larkin. As of February 2015 Medalist owned 100% of
97
98

Interview with Elizabeth McDougall (June 19, 2015).
Interview with Elizabeth McDougall (June 19, 2015).
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Camarillo Holdings, LLC, which in turn owned Dartmoor Holdings, LLC
(“Dartmoor”). Dartmoor owned a raft of limited liability companies, including
Backpage.com, LLC; Website Technologies, LLC; and IC Holdings, LLC.
As of February 2015, Medalist was negotiating a transaction in which an
unnamed employee would acquire a 100% interest in Dartmoor, and therefore a
100% interest in Backpage.com, LLC.99 According to the non-binding letter of
intent, the anticipated purchase price of this transaction was $600 million, which
Medalist or an affiliate would finance by giving the employee a six-year loan.100
2.

Revenue and Appraised Value.

Backpage has guarded the details of its total revenue and the revenue it
generates from online escort advertising. In an interview with ABC News that
aired in April 2012, Ms. McDougall repeatedly refused to answer questions about
the revenue Backpage makes from adult advertisements.101 Similarly, Backpage
has refused the Subcommittee’s repeated attempts to obtain profit and revenue
information.102
Based on the Subcommittee’s investigation to date, however, Backpage’s
corporate group had the following net yearly revenue:
Year

Net Revenue

2012

$71.2M

2013

$112.7M

2014

$135M103

App. 150.
Id. Mr. Ferrer, the CEO of Backpage.com, LLC, acquired Dartmoor’s wholly-owned affiliate
Website Technologies, LLC, in April 2015. App. 160. Website Technologies, LLC, shares an address
in Dallas with Backpage.
101 Katie Hinman & Melia Patria, Girls Sold for Sex Online, Backpage Defends Decision to Keep Ads
Up, ABC News, http://abcnews.go.com/US/girls-sold-sex-online-backpage-defends-decisionads/story?id=16193220.
102 Interview with Elizabeth McDougall (June 19, 2015); App. 5 (Subcommittee Subpoena, Schedule
A (Oct. 1, 2015)).
103 App. 156. Net revenue totals for 2013 and 2014 are based on an appraisal of Medalist in
contemplation of a potential sale.
99
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In February 2015, Medalist asked an independent financial firm to conduct
an appraisal for tax-planning purposes. That appraisal, which was conducted
before the major credit card companies took action to terminate services for
Backpage, showed that the future revenue of Backpage’s corporate group in the
coming fiscal years was expected to grow. The firm forecast that revenue as follows:
Year

Net Revenue

2015

$153.9M

2016

$173.7M

2017

$196.1M

2018

$221.3M

2019

$249.8M104

The appraisal also estimated the total fair-market value of Backpage and its
affiliates to be between $618.4M and $625.8M.105 The appraisal firm discounted the
above valuations to take into account the company’s lack of marketability and
reflect the reduced value of a minority, non-controlling interest. With these
discounts in place, the fair market value of the common equity of Backpage on a
non-controlling and non-marketable basis was calculated to be $430.7M.106
In addition, the calculated EBITDA margin (a common measurement of a
company’s operating profitability) for the previous twelve months was a staggering
82.4% in 2014 — a product of the company’s low operating costs.107 The average
EBITDA margin in 2014 of firms in the online services industry was 9.3%.108
3.

Other Websites Affiliated with Backpage or Mr. Ferrer.

To the Subcommittee’s knowledge, Backpage has not publicly acknowledged
that it manages or operates, or is otherwise affiliated with, other websites besides
Backpage.com. In a Subcommittee interview, Ms. McDougall declined to discuss
the subject.

104
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Our investigation has revealed, however, that Backpage owns or operates
several websites that are solely devoted to commercial sex advertising — that is,
websites that do not have ten separate classified advertising categories, but instead
only one category: “escort” advertisements. Those websites include BigCity.com,
EvilEmpire.com, and NakedCity.com. All three of these websites contain graphic
male and female nudity, which Backpage purports not to allow on Backpage.com.
BigCity.com’s109 tagline is “Chat. Share Pictures,” and users can search for
persons advertised according to preference, location, and age. The method by which
users contact those advertised on BigCity differs markedly from the method
employed on Backpage.com. Users interested in arranging encounters with
individuals advertised on BigCity can either call the phone number in the ad (if
listed) or click on an icon to chat in real time.110 This chat then occurs directly on
BigCity.com.111
EvilEmpire.com,112 which is described as an “escort phone number directory,”
shares content with both BigCity.com and Backpage.com.113 Users may search
pictorial profiles of escorts by keyword or location; users interested in purchasing
services on EvilEmpire.com may contact the individuals advertised by telephone or
linking to ads on Backpage.com or BigCity.com that are purportedly connected to
the same individual.114

There are several indications that Backpage and / or its affiliated entities own or manage
BigCity.com: BigCity.com’s service provider IC Holdings, LLC, is a parent holding company of
Backpage.com, LLC. Backpage.com LLC v. Dart, Circuit Rule 26.1 Disclosure Statement, No. 15-30,
Dkt. 48, at 2 (7th Cir. Nov. 16, 2015). In addition, Carl Ferrer is BigCity.com’s designated agent,
and the listed address is the same as Backpage’s Dallas headquarters. See App. 138 (Interim
Designation of Agent to Receive Notification of Claimed Infringement) (May 14, 2013).
110 App. 128.
111 App. 132.
109

Like BigCity.com, EvilEmpire.com appears for all intents and purposes to be a Backpageaffiliated entity controlled by Mr. Ferrer. Carl Ferrer is listed as designated agent; Ad. Tech B.V. (a
company of which Carl Ferrer is the CEO, see App. 145) is listed as a service provider, and
Backpage’s Dallas address is listed as the address of the designated agent. See App. 137 (Interim
Designation of Agent to Receive Notification of Claimed Infringement (Apr. 8, 2015)); App. 148
(Interim Designation of Agent to Receive Notification of Claimed Infringement (May 13, 2013)); App.
140-41.
113 App. 125, 129, 142.
112

From at least 2005 until 2014, Backpage.com managed and hosted a discussion board called
Backpage Forums at the web address “Forums.Backpage.com.” Sometime in early 2013, the name of
the site changed from “Backpage Forums” to “Evil Empire Forums,” which as noted above is a sister
website linked to Backpage that exclusively hosts escort advertisements. “Evil Empire Forums” was
dismantled and became inaccessible by the end of 2014. The discussion board was organized into
topical categories and threads; of fifteen categories, by far the most active was “Sex / Obituaries.” Of
the over 500,000 posts found in that category, the topics of discussion included, among other things,
escorts and prostitution. See App. 149 .
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Like EvilEmpire.com, NakedCity.com115 consists solely of escort ads
containing photos, videos, and text, and also like Evil Empire, the site shares
content with BigCity.com and Backpage.com.116 Users may contact the person
advertised on NakedCity.com with the listed phone number or click on profiles that
link to ads on BigCity.com or Backpage.com.117
None of these websites is a forum for non-adult services. That is striking
because Backpage officials have stressed publicly, and emphasized to the
Subcommittee, that Backpage.com itself has ten separate categories, only one of
which involves “adult” entertainment and services. In a Subcommittee interview,
for example, Ms. McDougall noted that the adult category made up only 12% of
advertisements on Backpage.com. She also distinguished Backpage.com from other
websites devoted exclusively to illegal content.
D.

Credit Card Processing.

The Subcommittee’s investigation has revealed steps taken by Backpage to
circumvent restrictions on its access to credit card networks. Major credit card
companies have attempted to terminate credit card services for customers buying
advertisements on Backpage. Visa and MasterCard did so in July 2015, while
American Express had done the same earlier in the year.118 Mr. Ferrer has since
stated in a sworn affidavit that the “practical effect” of the termination of credit
cards services “has been to cut off nearly all revenue to Backpage.com.119”
Backpage’s primary income since that time appears to have been derived from
advertisers purchasing ads with virtual currencies, or buying “credits” with checks,
cash, or money orders.
The card networks’ termination of services for Backpage in July 2015 was not
the first effort by the financial community to sever ties with Backpage. In August
2013, one large financial institution that issues credit cards (what is known as an
“issuing bank”) prevented its cardholders from making purchases at the merchant
Backpage.com due to concerns that Backpage could possibly be facilitating human
trafficking.

115 NakedCity.com is also controlled by Carl Ferrer’s entity Ad Tech B.V. See App. 137 (Interim
Designation of Agent to Receive Notification of Claimed Infringement (Apr. 8, 2015)).
116 App. 127, 131, 143.
117 App. 143.

Mary Mitchell, MasterCard, Visa Stop Escort Ad Payments, Chicago Sun-Times (July 1, 2015),
available at http://chicago.suntimes.com/mary-mitchell/7/71/737561/tom-dart-backpage-mastercardvisa.
119 Declaration of Carl Ferrer, Backpage.com, LLC v. Dart, No. 15-cv-06340, Dkt. No. 88-31, at 11
(N.D. Ill. Oct. 6, 2015).
118
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The block was successful; however, the financial institution identified
additional purchases with Backpage.com via alternative names such as
“ ‘B*pageclassifiedad’ and ‘b*cksolutions.’ ” The financial institution told the
Subcommittee that while there may be legitimate reasons for a merchant using
multiple merchant names, a merchant could theoretically engage in such behavior
to subvert restrictions on access to a bank’s credit network.
IV. THE SUBCOMMITTEE’S SUBPOENA TO BACKPAGE
The Subcommittee’s investigation has raised a number of important questions
about Backpage’s efforts to combat human trafficking on its website.120 As explained
below, the Subcommittee has attempted several times to obtain information from
Backpage about its moderation practices, data retention, basic revenue, and other
important topics. Backpage, however, has refused to comply with the Subcommittee’s
fact-finding, including its documentary subpoenas.
A. Initial Fact-Finding Attempts.
PSI first contacted Backpage on April 15, 2015, to request an interview to
discuss Backpage’s business practices. On June 19, 2015, after nearly two months of
extensive communication with Backpage’s outside counsel regarding the specific topics
that the Subcommittee wished to discuss, the Subcommittee conducted an interview
with Backpage general counsel Liz McDougall. During that interview, Ms. McDougall
would not answer several critical questions about the Subcommittee’s main area of
interests, including basic questions about Backpage’s ownership and the details of its
much-touted procedures for screening advertisements for illegality.
On July 7, 2015, the Subcommittee issued a subpoena to Backpage requesting
documents related to Backpage’s basic corporate structure, the steps it takes to review
advertisements for illegal activity, its interaction with law enforcement, and its data
retention policies, among other relevant subjects.121 The subpoena was returnable
August 7, 2015. On August 6, Backpage informed the Subcommittee by letter that it
would not produce any documents in response to the subpoena. It contended that the
subpoena violated the First Amendment, on the ground that it is a publisher of
protected speech (i.e., commercial advertising).122 After carefully considering
Backpage’s position, the Chairman and Ranking Member sent a letter to Backpage
explaining that the First Amendment cases on which Backpage relied were not

We emphasize again that those questions, and the accompanying findings, necessarily focus on
Backpage only because that company has failed to comply with our subpoena. This recommendation
seeks to inform the Senate about Backpage’s non-compliance as well as the importance of the
Subcommittee’s fact-finding endeavor.
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See Letter and Subpoena from PSI to Backpage (July 7, 2015).
See Letter from Backpage to PSI at 5 (Aug. 6, 2015).
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applicable. The Subcommittee asked Backpage to submit a further explanation of its
position.
Meanwhile, in an attempt to continue its fact-finding, the Subcommittee issued
subpoenas for the depositions of two Backpage employees to discuss their job duties.
The two employees — Andrew Padilla (the head of Backpage’s moderation department)
and another employee in charge of training Backpage’s roughly 80 moderators
(“Backpage Employee A”) — retained individual counsel and, invoking their Fifth
Amendment privilege, declined to testify on the ground that it might tend to
incriminate them.123 Mr. Ferrer also declined to be voluntarily interviewed by
Subcommittee staff.

B.

The October 1 Subpoena and Backpage’s Objection.

On October 1, 2015, the Subcommittee withdrew its original subpoena and
issued a new, more targeted subpoena focused on its areas of principal interest.124
This subpoena requested, among other items, documents concerning Backpage’s
moderation efforts, including information related to editing or modifying ads before
publishing. The subpoena also requested documents concerning metadata,
document retention, basic corporate information, and revenue derived from adult
advertisements.
The subpoena required Mr. Ferrer to produce the documents named in the
subpoena schedule by October 23, 2015, or else to appear personally on that date.125
In a letter accompanying the subpoena, the Chairman and Ranking Member
notified Mr. Ferrer that he was required to assert any privilege or right to withhold
documents by the October 23 return date along with a complete explanation of the
privilege or other right to withhold documents.126 After counsel for Backpage
committed to do this,127 the Subcommittee continued Mr. Ferrer’s personal
appearance “to permit the Subcommittee to consider any objection [he] wish[ed] to
submit.”128
On the return date, Backpage produced twenty-one pages of publicly
available documents and submitted a letter objecting to certain document requests
Letter from Steven Ross to PSI (Sept. 3, 2015).
In the letter accompanying the October 1 subpoena, PSI explained that “we continue to see no
legal merit in Backpage’s explanation for its categorical refusal to comply with the Subcommittee’s
subpoena” and that withdrawal of the earlier subpoena “does not reflect, in any way, our agreement
with the merits of Backpage’s expansive claim of privilege; rather, it represents a good-faith effort to
address Backpage’s expressed concerns.” Letter from PSI to Backpage at 2 (Oct. 1, 2015).
125 Subpoena, Oct. 1, 2015.
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Letter from PSI to Backpage at 3 (Oct. 1, 2015).
E-mail from Steven Ross to PSI (Oct. 15, 2015).
128 Letter from PSI to Backpage at 1 (Oct. 20, 2015).
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in the subpoena (Requests One, Two, Three, Five, and Eight) on the grounds that
they violated the First Amendment and were not pertinent to a proper legislative
investigation. In particular, Backpage objected that “First Amendment tensions”
inherent in requesting information from a “publisher” counseled in favor of reading
the Subcommittee’s authorizing resolution not to encompass the power to issue this
subpoena. In its letter, Backpage cited a number of cases in which courts had
invalidated investigatory demands seeking information about disfavored political
dissenters — for example, a Southern State in the 1950s seeking the identities of
NAACP members, NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 (1958), or a House committee
trying to discover who is reading “books of a particular political tendentiousness,”
United States v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 41, 42 (1953).
On November 3, on behalf of the Subcommittee, the Chairman and Ranking
Member overruled Backpage’s objections.129 They explained that Backpage’s vague
and undeveloped First Amendment arguments lacked merit. Unlike the cases cited
by Backpage, in which subpoenas or other investigatory tools were used to further
the official suppression of ideas, the Subcommittee’s subpoena infringed no one’s
First Amendment rights. Unlike the demands for membership lists 60 years ago,
the October 1 subpoena instructs Backpage to redact any personally identifying
information of its users. And the mere fact that Backpage is a publisher of
commercial speech does not immunize it from legitimate investigations into the
unprotected, unlawful activity that undisputedly also occurs on its facilities. Cf.
Arcara v. Cloud Books, Inc, 478 U.S. 697, 707 (1986) (“[T]he First Amendment is not
implicated by the enforcement of a public health regulation of general application
against the physical premises in which respondents happen to sell books”).
In any event, contrary to Backpage’s contentions, there is no doubt that the
Subcommittee’s authorizing resolution encompasses this investigation. The
Subcommittee is authorized to investigate “all * * * aspects of crime” within the
United States that affect the “national health, welfare, safety,” S. Res. 73
§ 12(e)(1)(D), 114th Cong., and is specifically tasked with examining “organized
criminal activity which may operate in or otherwise utilize the facilities of
interstate or international commerce,” id. § 12(e)(1)(C). Human trafficking is a
federal crime. See 18 U.S.C. §§ 1581–1592. Importantly, Congress has specifically
recognized human trafficking as an activity of organized crime; the Trafficking
Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2003 declared that human trafficking
offenses are predicates to liability under the Racketeer Influenced Corrupt
Organizations (RICO) Act. See Pub. L. 108-193, 117 Stat. 2875, 2879, § 5(b); 18
U.S.C. § 1961(1). And the Internet, an important facility of interstate commerce,
has become an increasingly central marketplace for human trafficking in the United
States.130 The Subcommittee is empowered to investigate how individuals are
129
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utilizing the Internet, including commercial sex advertising websites like
Backpage.com, to further their illicit trafficking schemes, as well as what
mechanisms websites can use to prevent such abuse of interstate facilities.
Senators Portman and McCaskill further rejected Backpage’s entirely
unexplained contention that the document requests in the October 1 subpoena were
not pertinent to a proper investigation. The Subcommittee’s ruling articulated in
detail why each request relates to PSI’s efforts to understand online sex trafficking,
what companies like Backpage can do to prevent it, and what further steps the
government might take to further combat it.131
Backpage was ordered and directed to comply with the subpoena by
November 12, 2015. Mr. Ferrer’s personal appearance was continued until the
hearing date of November 19, 2015 at 10:00 a.m.
C.

Backpage’s Continued Noncompliance with the Subpoena.

Despite the order to finally comply with the subpoena by November 12,
Backpage did not file any response until the following day, November 13. Backpage
neither sought an extension of the deadline nor has it furnished any excuse for its
tardy submission. By letter, counsel for Backpage reiterated the company’s First
Amendment and pertinence objections to the subpoena but explained that, “as a
gesture of good faith,” the company would produce some documents in response to
some of the subpoena’s eight document requests.
In particular, Backpage’s November 13 production consisted of 16,838 pages
of documents, more than 16,000 of which, or some 96%, consist of the en masse
production of Backpage’s responses to other government subpoenas. For example,
just one file produced in this category contained more than 750 pages of documents
— including hundreds of pages of ads and photos from 2013 and 2014 — responsive
to a single government subpoena requesting information relevant to one Backpage
user. Although Backpage explained that it had “five million” additional pages of
this material to produce,132 Subcommittee staff informed Backpage it had no need to
review that material. Backpage also produced an additional 350 pages of emails
from law enforcement officials thanking Backpage employees for responding to
police inquiries. The rest of the production consisted of public letters, public
testimony, and screenshots of the Backpage website and its platform.
Backpage has declined to produce the many internal documents it possesses
that are responsive to the subpoena’s requests for information about its moderation
procedures, data-retention policies, financial information, and so on. For example,
Backpage has failed to produce any internal emails concerning the moderation of
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ads — the subject of Request One in the subpoena (“[a]ny documents concerning
Backpage’s reviewing, blocking, deleting, editing, or modifying advertisements in
Adult Sections, either by Backpage personnel or by automated software processes *
* *”). As the Subcommittee’s report demonstrates, many such emails have been
exchanged between Backpage employees during the time period covered by the
subpoena; some of them, obtained from third parties, are exhibits to the report.
Nevertheless, Backpage has neither produced these documents nor described them
in a privilege log that would enable the Subcommittee to adjudicate individualized
objections to producing them (a privilege log is required by the subpoena’s terms).
In order to clarify the state of Backpage’s production, on November 14, 2015,
Subcommittee staff asked Backpage’s lawyers to clarify the following:





With which of the subpoena’s eight requests would Backpage comply?
Are there any documents responsive to the subpoena that Backpage is
withholding on First Amendment grounds or because of a claim that
the subpoena does not pertain to a valid investigation?
o If so, what are the categories of those documents?
o Which of the subpoena’s requests do they pertain to?
o What is the approximate volume of withheld documents?
What custodians have been searched for responsive documents?133

In response, Backpage clarified by letter that it was standing by its First
Amendment, overbreadth, and pertinence objections to the subpoena. The
company’s lawyers wrote that they “have not represented, and do not now
represent, that the company’s submissions of information and documents to date
constitute either the fruits of complete search of every bit of data possessed by
Backpage.com or by all of its employees over the full (nearly six year) time period
covered by the Subpoena.” Instead, Backpage took the position that even “to be
required to conduct such a search of review” would be “constitutionally
inappropriate.” Backpage encouraged the Subcommittee to “present[] this issue to
the courts for resolution” by invoking the statutory mechanism for civil enforcement
of Senate subpoenas.
V. CONCLUSION
The October 1, 2015, subpoena issued to Mr. Ferrer and Backpage.com
should be enforced.

133

PSI Email to Steven Ross (Nov. 14, 2015).
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new york, ny
free classifieds
backpage.com

Terms
Updated Jun 1, 2015

Objectives/Content:
Backpage.com is a web site (the "Site") that hosts classified advertising and related content created and
developed by thirdparty users. Services and features of the Site are provided by Backpage.com, LLC
and/or affiliates (including Classified Solutions, Ltd. and Payment Solutions B.V.). Your use of the Site,
including all access, services and/or features, is governed by these Terms of Use and the Privacy Policy
(collectively, "Terms"), and you should review both carefully. By using the Site in any way, you are
agreeing to comply with these Terms.
The Site reserves the right to change the Terms at any time and for any reason. Updated versions of the
Terms will be posted to the Site at backpage.com and you should visit this page periodically to keep
apprised of any changes. By continuing to use the Site after any such change, you accept and agree to
the modified Terms. The Site reserves the right to modify or discontinue, temporarily or permanently, the
Site, any site features, benefits (including without limitation blocking or terminating your Account), rules or
conditions, all without notice, even though such changes may affect the way you use the Site. You agree
that the Site will not be liable to you or any thirdparty for any modification or discontinuance of the Site.
User Conduct:
Without limitation, you agree to refrain from the following actions while using the Site:
1. Harassing, threatening, embarrassing or causing distress or discomfort upon another individual or entity
or impersonating any other person or entity or otherwise restricting or inhibiting any other person from
using or enjoying the Site;
2. Transmitting any information, data, text, files, links, software, chats, communication or other materials
that is unlawful, false, misleading, harmful, threatening, abusive, invasive of another's privacy, harassing,
defamatory, vulgar, obscene, hateful or racially or otherwise objectionable, including without limitation
material of any kind or nature that encourages conduct that could constitute a criminal offense, give rise to
civil liability or otherwise violate any applicable local, state, provincial, national, or international law or
regulation, or encourage the use of controlled substances;
3. Posting advertising or solicitation in categories that is not appropriate, or posting the same item or
service in more than one category or more than once every 7 days, or posting the same ad in multiple
cities on the Site;
4. (a) Posting adult content or explicit adult material unless: (i) such material is specifically permitted in
designated adult categories and permitted under applicable federal, state, and local law; and (ii) you are
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at least 18 years of age or older and not considered to be a minor in your state of residence;
(b) Posting, anywhere on the Site, obscene or lewd and lascivious graphics or photographs which depict
genitalia or actual or simulated sexual acts, as determined in the sole discretion of backpage.com;
(c) Posting any solicitation directly or in “coded” fashion for any illegal service exchanging sexual favors for
money or other valuable consideration;
(d) Posting any material on the Site that exploits minors in any way;
(e) Posting any material on the Site that in any way constitutes or assists in human trafficking.
5. Posting any ad for products or services, use or sale of which is prohibited by any law or regulation;
6. Sending mail, email, voice messages or faxes for solicitation of any other product, or service to a user
of the Site unless the user has granted permission in their ad or otherwise allowed contact for solicitation;
7. Deleting or revising any material posted by any other user;
8. Interfering with or infringing the patents, copyrights, trademarks, service marks, logos, confidential
information or intellectual property rights of others;
9. Using any automated device, spider, robot, crawler, data mining tool, software or routine to access,
copy, or download any part of the Site unless expressly permitted by the Site;
10. Taking any action creating a disproportionately large usage load on the Site unless expressly
permitted by the Site:
11. Sending messages or engaging in disruptive or damaging activities online, including excessive use of
scripts, sound waves, scrolling, or use of viruses, bots, worms, time bombs, Trojan horses or any other
destructive element;
12. Gaining or attempting to gain unauthorized access to nonpublic areas of the Site. In addition, if you
have a password to a nonpublic area of the Site, you may not disclose to, or share your password, with
any third parties and/or use your password for unauthorized purposes;
13. Attempting to decipher, decompile, disassemble or reverse engineer any of the software comprising or
in any way making up all or any part of the Site; modifying any meta data, copying or duplicating in any
manner any of the content; framing of or linking to any of the Site, its content or information available from
the Site without the express written consent of agents of the Site;
14. Discriminating on the grounds of race, religion, national origin, gender, disability, age, marital status,
sexual orientation, or refers to such matters in any manner prohibited by law;
15. Posting any employment ads violating the antidiscrimination provisions of the Immigration and
Nationality Act or messages which violate any law or regulation;
16. Using the Site to engage in or assist another individual or entity to engage in fraudulent, abusive,
manipulative or illegal activity.
17. Posting free ads promoting links to commercial services or web sites except in areas of the Site where
such ads are expressly permitted;
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18. Posting any material advertising weapons the use, carrying, or advertising of which is prohibited by
applicable federal, state, or local law. You are solely responsible for complying with any and all laws
and/or regulations applicable to the transfer of firearms under both applicable local, state and
federal laws. The transfer of firearms is heavily regulated and restricted, and failure to strictly comply with
all such laws is a serious crime and may result in criminal prosecution. All transfers of firearms, whether
by sale, lease or loan, including private transactions, must go through a licensed firearms dealer. Any
exception to these laws, such as air guns, knives, accessories, certain antiques, and some gun parts that
may not require transfer by a licensed dealer, should be first confirmed by you prior to purchase. It is your
responsibility to comply with all such laws, including any and all city, county, state and Federal laws when
accessing or using this site. It is also your responsibility to locate one or more licensed firearm dealers in
your area and/or the area of any buyer or seller listing here who are able and willing to assist you with any
such transfer. We do not offer any assistance with respect to locating a licensed dealer for your
transaction or otherwise with respect to your transaction. By listing any firearm, you represent and
warrant to us that you legally own and possess the item you wish to list here and have fully complied with
and will continue to fully comply with all laws and regulations applicable to your listing, transfer and/or
sale. By agreeing to purchase any firearm, you represent and warrant to us that you are of legal age, and
are not otherwise prohibited by law from purchasing, transferring, owning, or possessing the firearm
listed, and that you have fully complied with and will continue to fully comply with all laws and regulations
applicable to your transfer or purchase;
Please report any violations of these Terms to: abuse@backpage.com
You agree to comply with all applicable laws, statutes, regulations, and ordinances concerning your use of
the Site.
Use of Materials:
Any ads or messages that you post, transmit, or otherwise make available for viewing on public areas of
the Site will be treated as nonconfidential and nonproprietary to you. You understand and agree that any
such ads and messages may be used by the Site or our affiliates, without review or approval by you, for
any purpose whatsoever, and in any medium, including our print media, if any. You grant the Site (and
our affiliates) the irrevocable right to use and/or edit your ads and messages, without review or approval
by you, for any purpose whatsoever, including, without limitation, reproduction, disclosure, transmission,
publication, broadcast, posting, and advertising in any media in perpetuity without notice or compensation
to you.
Fair Housing:
All real estate advertising is subject to Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Fair Housing Act), as
amended. Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Fair Housing Act), as amended, prohibits
discrimination in the sale, rental, and financing of dwellings, and in other housingrelated transactions,
based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, familial status (including children under the age of 18
living with parents or legal custodians, pregnant women, and people securing custody of children under
the age of 18), and handicap (disability). The Site will not knowingly accept any real estate advertising
which is in violation of any applicable law. Users are hereby informed that all dwellings advertised on the
Site are available on an equal opportunity basis. To complain of discrimination call HUD tollfree at 1800
6699777. The tollfree number for the hearing impaired is 18009279275.
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You acknowledge and agree that you will not submit or post any ad which discriminates based on race,
color, national origin, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familial status and /or handicap/disability. If you see
any ad or posting which discriminates based on any of the above factors, you are encouraged, in addition
to contacting HUD, to report such ad or posting by clicking on the “Report this Ad” link located on the ad
page. You understand that we shall have the right, but not the obligation, to remove, edit or delete any ad.
Termination of Access:
The Site has the right terminate your access for any reason if we believe you have violated these Terms
in any manner. You agree not to hold the Site liable for such termination, and further agree not to attempt
to use the Site after termination.
No Third Party Beneficiaries:
You agree that, except as otherwise provided in this Terms of Use, there shall be no third party
beneficiaries to these Terms.
Copyright and Trademarks:
All materials on the Site, including without limitation, logos, images, text, illustrations, audio and video files
are protected by copyrights, trademarks, service marks, or other proprietary rights which are either owned
by or licensed to the Site or owned by other parties who have posted on the Site. Materials from the Site
and from any other web site owned, operated, controlled, or licensed by the Site may not be copied,
reproduced, republished, uploaded, posted, transmitted, or distributed in any way.
In posting content on the Site, you grant the Site, and its owners and licensees, the right to use,
reproduce, distribute, translate, modify, adapt, publicly perform, publicly display, archive and create
derivative works from the posted content.
Notification of Infringement
If you believe that your work has been copied in a way that constitutes copyright infringement, or your
intellectual property rights have been otherwise violated, please provide the following information to the
Site’s Copyright Agent:
1. An electronic or physical signature of the person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of the
copyright or other intellectual property interest;
2. A description of the copyrighted work or other intellectual property that you claim has been infringed;
3. A description of where the material that you claim is infringing is located on the Site;
4. Your name, address, telephone number and email address;
5. A signed statement by you that you have a good faith belief that the disputed use is not authorized by
the copyright owner, its agent, or the law; and
6. A statement by you, made under penalty of perjury, that the information provided in your Notice is
accurate and that you are the copyright or intellectual property owner or authorized to act on the copyright
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or intellectual property owner’s behalf.
Our copyright agent can be reached as follows:
Copyright Agent Backpage.com LLC
PO Box 192307
Dallas, TX USA 75219
International  not for correspondence
Classified Solutions Ltd.
The East Stable Thrales End Farm
Harpenden, United Kingdom, AL5 3NS
Payment Solutions BV.
Zuidplein 116  1077XV,
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Fax: 2147578548
Email: abuse@backpage.com (Please put Copyright Infringement in the subject line)
The Site may, under appropriate circumstances and at our own discretion, disable and/or terminate the
accounts of users who may be repeat infringers.
Privacy Policy:
The Site has created a Privacy Policy setting forth how information collected about you is collected, used
and stored. Your use of the Site constitutes acknowledgment and agreement with our privacy policy. You
further acknowledge and agree that The Site may use your personal information in the manner described
in our Privacy Policy .
Posting of Ads:
You understand that each time you post an ad on this Site or otherwise use the Site, you agree to these
Terms. By agreeing to these Terms, you acknowledge that the Site may send you email messages telling
you about products and services offered by the Site (or its affiliates and partners) You understand and
agree that such communications are part and parcel of your registration for and use of the Site; if you do
not wish to receive further communications from the Site (or its affiliates and partners), you must cancel
your registration by sending a cancellation notice to support@backpage.com. If you choose to receive
mobile notifications concerning any ad, you agree that we may send automated text messages to your
mobile phone. If you do not wish to receive such text messages, you should not accept the mobile
notifications option. We will not send you any marketing or advertising by text messages. Message and
data rates may apply for mobile notifications.
Fees:
The Site may impose a fee on the posting of Content in certain areas of the Site. Users uploading
Content to feebased areas are responsible for such Content and for compliance with these Terms.
Under no circumstances will the Site provide a refund in the event that Content is removed from fee
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based areas for violation of these Terms.
Links:
The Site has no control over and is not responsible for the content of or claims made on websites that
may be linked to or from the Site, whether or not they may be affiliated with the Site. Any websites linked
to or from the Site are for your convenience only, and you access them at your own risk.
Release:
The Site assumes no responsibility for the accuracy, currency, completeness or usefulness of information,
views, opinions or advice in any material contained on the Site. In addition, it does not endorse any
opinions or recommendations posted by others. Any information posted on the Site is the responsibility of
the person or persons posting the message. Any user who violates the Terms may be permanently
banned from posting ads or using the Site. You understand that all postings, ads, messages,
advertisements, photos, sounds, images, text, files, video or other materials (collectively "Content") posted
on, transmitted through, or linked from the Site, are solely the responsibility of the person from whom such
Content originated. You understand that the Site does not control, and is not responsible for Content
available on the Site. You agree that the Site does not prescreen, monitor or approve any Content, but
that the Site shall have the right, but not the obligation to remove, move (including moving an ad or
posting to another section or category within the classifieds), refuse, edit or delete any Content for any
reason whatsoever. The Site shall not be responsible for any interaction between you and the other users
of the Site. Your dealings with others through the Site are solely between you and such other parties.
Under no circumstances will the Site be liable for any goods, services, resources or content available
through such third party dealings or communications, or for any harm related thereto. The Site is under no
obligation to become involved in any disputes between you and other users of the Site or between you
and any other third parties.
You agree that our service is a venue for posters and users of the Site. In the event that you have a
dispute with any user of the Site, you agree that the Site is under no obligation to become involved. You
further agree to release the Site from any and all claims, demands, and damages arising out of or in
connection with such dispute.
You are entirely responsible and liable for any ad content you post or any ad that is posted through your
Account.
The Site does not offer any refunds for the early cancellation of paid sponsor ads or paid print ads. We do
not issue credits or refunds due to our extremely low rates and minimal administrative staff.
You acknowledge, consent and agree that the Site may access, preserve and disclose your account
information and Content you upload, post, or otherwise make available on the Site if required to do so by
law or in a good faith belief that such access, preservation or disclosure is reasonably necessary to: (i)
comply with legal process; (ii) comply with legal requirements imposed by Federal, State or Local law or
authorities (iii) enforce these Terms; (iv) respond to claims that any Content violates the rights of third
parties; (v) respond to your requests for customer service; or (vi) protect the rights, property or personal
safety of the Site, its users and the public.
Disclaimer of Warranties for Site:
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YOU EXPRESSLY AGREE THAT USE OF THE SITE IS AT YOUR OWN RISK. THE SITE SHALL
NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY CONTENT FOUND ON THESE CLASSIFIEDS. THE SITE
EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. THE SITE MAKES
NO WARRANTY THAT ITS CLASSIFIEDS OR USE OF THE SITE WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED,
TIMELY, SECURE, WITHOUT DEFECT OR ERROR FREE. THE SITE IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"
AND "AS AVAILABLE" BASIS.
YOU ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT ANY MATERIAL, AND/OR DATA DOWNLOADED OR
OTHERWISE OBTAINED THROUGH THE USE OF THIS WEB SITE IS DONE AT YOUR OWN
DISCRETION AND RISK AND THAT YOU WILL BE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES
TO YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM OR LOSS OF DATA THAT RESULTS FROM THE DOWNLOAD OF
SUCH MATERIAL AND/OR DATA.
SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN WARRANTIES, SO
SOME OF THE ABOVE EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
Limitation of Liability:
The information, services and products available to you on this Site may contain errors and are subject to
periods of interruption. While the Site does its best to maintain the information, services and products it
offers on the Site, it cannot be held responsible for any errors, defects, lost profits or other consequential
damages arising from the use of the Site.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE SITE OR ITS AFFILIATES, OWNERS, AGENTS, DIRECTORS,
OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, REPRESENTATIVES, SPONSORS, SUPPLIERS, OR PARTNERS
(COLLECTIVELY "INDEMNIFIED PARTIES") BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY
DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, ARISING FROM OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED
OR RELATING TO (i) THE USE OF (OR INABILITY TO USE), OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SITE,
(ii) ANY INFORMATION, SERVICES OR PRODUCTS PROVIDED THROUGH THIS SITE, OR (iii)
ANY INTERACTION BETWEEN YOU AND OTHER PARTICIPANTS OF THE SITE, EVEN IF ANY
OF THE INDEMNIFIED PARTIES HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES. YOU ACCEPT ALL RESPONSIBILITY FOR, AND HEREBY AGREE TO INDEMNIFY
AND HOLD HARMLESS THE INDEMNIFIED PARTIES FROM AND AGAINST, ANY ACTIONS
TAKEN BY YOU OR BY ANY PERSON AUTHORIZED TO USE YOUR ACCOUNT, INCLUDING
WITHOUT LIMITATION, DISCLOSURE OF PASSWORDS TO THIRD PARTIES. BY USING THE
SITE, YOU AGREE TO DEFEND, INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS THE INDEMNIFIED
PARTIES FROM ANY AND ALL LIABILITY REGARDING YOUR USE OF THE SITE OR
PARTICIPATION IN ANY SITE'S ACTIVITIES.
IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIED WITH THE SITE, OR ANY PORTION THEREOF, OR DO NOT AGREE
WITH THESE TERMS, YOUR ONLY RECOURSE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY SHALL BE TO STOP
USING THE SITE.
If you are a California resident, you waive any rights you may have under California Civil Code § 1542,
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which states: “A general release does not extend to claims which the creditor does not know or suspect to
exist in his favor at the time of executing the release, which if known by him must have materially affected
his settlement with the debtor.”
Indemnity:
You agree to indemnify and hold harmless the Indemnified Parties from any claim or demand, including
reasonable attorneys' fees, made by any third party due to or arising out of your use of the Site, the
violation of these Terms by you, or the infringement by you, or other users of the Site using your
computer, of any intellectual property or other right of any person or entity. The Site reserves the right, at
its own expense, to assume the exclusive defense and control of any matter otherwise subject to
indemnification by you.
Jurisdiction and Choice of Law:
These Terms shall be governed by, construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of
Arizona without regard to its choice of law provisions. Any action you or any third party may bring to
enforce these Terms, or in connection with any matters related to the Site, shall be brought only in either
the state or Federal courts located in Arizona, and you expressly consent to the jurisdiction of said courts.
You also agree that regardless of any statute or law to the contrary, any claim or cause of action arising
out of or related to use of the Site or the Terms must be filed within one (1) year after such claim or cause
of action arose or be forever barred.
General:
These Terms constitute the entire agreement between you and the Site and govern your use of the Site,
superseding any prior agreements between you and the Site. You also may be subject to additional terms
and conditions that may apply when you use affiliate services, thirdparty content or thirdparty software,
or visit another site linked to by this Site. The section titles in these Terms are for convenience only and
have no legal or contractual effect.
Violations:
Please report any violations of these Terms to: abuse@backpage.com
Severance and Waiver:
You acknowledge and agree that if any provision of these Terms shall be unlawful, void, or for any reason
unenforceable, then that provision shall be deemed severable from these Terms and shall not affect the
validity and enforceability of any remaining provisions. Furthermore, if any provision of these Terms is
found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, the parties nevertheless agree that the court
should endeavor to give effect to the parties' intentions as reflected in the provision.
The Site's failure to exercise or enforce any right or provision of these Terms shall not constitute a waiver
of such right or provision unless acknowledged and agreed to by the Site.

My Account | Buy Credits (new!) | Contact | Help | Privacy | Terms | Safety
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newyork.backpage.com is an interactive computer service that enables access by multiple users and should not be treated as the publisher or
speaker of any information provided by another information content provider. © 2015 backpage.com
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washington d.c.
free classifieds

backpage.com > post ad > adult entertainment > adult jobs

Posting Rules
You agree to the following when posting in this category:
I will not post obscene or lewd and lascivious graphics or photographs which depict genitalia,
actual or simulated sexual acts or naked images;
I will not post any solicitation directly or in "coded" fashion for any illegal service, including
exchanging sexual favors for money or other valuable consideration;
I will not post any material on the Site that exploits minors in any way;
I will not post any material on the Site that in any way constitutes or assists in human trafficking;
I am at least 18 years of age or older and not considered to be a minor in my state of residence.
Any post exploiting a minor in any way will be subject to criminal prosecution and will be
reported to the Cybertipline for law enforcement.
Postings violating these rules and our Terms of Use are subject to removal without refund.
Continue

My Account | Buy Credits (new!) | Contact | Help | Privacy | Terms | Safety
dc.backpage.com is an interactive computer service that enables access by multiple users and should not be treated as the publisher or
speaker of any information provided by another information content provider. © 2015 backpage.com
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REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Ferrer
; Andrew Padilla
25 minute reports on ads struck on the queue.
Sunday, October 24, 2010 12:03:43 AM

Hey
Our goal is to make sure we review ads in less than 20 minutes, especially those ads under review.
We still have some work to do in the US and probably India since we have not hot that goal.
The email reports below get send to one of my email addresses when an ad sits in the queue over 25 minutes.
I'm not sure this is useful reporting given our volume.
When you have a chance send me some ideas on improvements and reports you would like to see.
carl

======================================================
Last Modified: 10-23-2010 01:27 am Market: lasvegas.backpage.com
2:00 AM (18 hours ago)
Reply

to me
show details 4:00 AM (16 hours ago)
--------------------------------------------------------------The following moderated ads have been under review for 25 minutes or longer.
--------------------------------------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 03:30 am
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: miami.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: Looking for the Next Top Web Model - Girls Guys - Earn $100 to $2000 Per Day
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80366455
-----------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 03:31 am
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: sandiego.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: Bikini Type Model Whom Is Not a FLAKE!!$$ ASAP
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80368273

App. 000075

-----------------------------------Reply
Forward
Reply

to me
show details 9:00 AM (11 hours ago)
--------------------------------------------------------------The following moderated ads have been under review for 25 minutes or longer.
--------------------------------------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 08:29 am
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: miami.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: Generous man seeks submisissive lady role player
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80381743
-----------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 08:29 am
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: atlanta.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: ••&#9658; ESCORTS NEEDED***** START TODAY**** MAKE 400 - 1500 + Per shift!!! No Exp.
Required
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80381750
-----------------------------------Reply
Forward
Reply

to me
show details 1:00 PM (7 hours ago)
---------------------------------------------------------------

App. 000076

The following moderated ads have been under review for 25 minutes or longer.
--------------------------------------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 12:30 pm
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: joplin.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: Looking for my princess
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80393846
-----------------------------------Reply
Forward
Reply

to me
show details 2:00 PM (6 hours ago)
--------------------------------------------------------------The following moderated ads have been under review for 25 minutes or longer.
--------------------------------------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 01:29 pm
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: longbeach.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: Just looking for a nice female companion...
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80396709
-----------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 01:30 pm
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: sf.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: College student/webcam model needs $500 by Thursday night. Hottest cam show ever!
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80397177
-----------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 01:34 pm
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: phoenix.backpage.com

App. 000077

User: l
Ad Title: Looking for an on going GFE situation
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80397515
-----------------------------------Reply
Forward
Reply

to me
show details 4:00 PM (4 hours ago)
--------------------------------------------------------------The following moderated ads have been under review for 25 minutes or longer.
--------------------------------------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 03:28 pm
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: ftlauderdale.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: $$HOT BOIS NEEDED FOR BODY RUBS $1000-3000 per day$$$$$$$$$$$$
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80403486
-----------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 03:33 pm
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: newyork.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: ____________ Orgy Party TONIGHT: Come Have Fun & Make a Few Bucks ____________
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80403767
-----------------------------------Reply
Forward
Reply

App. 000078

to me
show details 5:00 PM (3 hours ago)
--------------------------------------------------------------The following moderated ads have been under review for 25 minutes or longer.
--------------------------------------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 04:28 pm
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: anchorage.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: Seeking A Woman Between 18-50 (nights) For Touch Therapy Biz
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80406700
-----------------------------------Reply
Forward
Reply

to me
show details 6:00 PM (2 hours ago)
--------------------------------------------------------------The following moderated ads have been under review for 25 minutes or longer.
--------------------------------------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 05:33 pm
Status: Under Review
Queue: Failed
Market: denver.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: * * I Just Got Out Of the Shower and Am Dripping * * So Tasty and Sweet * * 38D's * *
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80410289
-----------------------------------Reply
Forward
Reply

to me
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show details 8:00 PM (55 minutes ago)
--------------------------------------------------------------The following moderated ads have been under review for 25 minutes or longer.
--------------------------------------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 07:27 pm
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: lasvegas.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: Attention All Adult Entertainers!!
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80414578
-----------------------------------Last Modified: 10-23-2010 07:32 pm
Status: Under Review
Queue: New
Market: boston.backpage.com
User:
Ad Title: Boston-based, WOMEN-OWNED Escort Agency Now Hiring; No Experience or Transportation
Necessary!
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/central/admin/AdModeration?
queue=new&section=3848891&oid=80414830
------------------------------------
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REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hi

Andrew Padilla

Fwd: another term bites the dust
Friday, February 18, 2011 5:43:32 PM
good.jpg
bad.jpg
bad (1).jpg
bad (2).jpg
bad (3).jpg

,

The last part about doing searches doesn't apply to your crew. Thanks.
Andrew Padilla

>>> On 2/18/2011 at 3:16 PM, Andrew Padilla wrote:
All:
We've been filtering out the terms "TER" and "The Erotic Review" along with links
to theeroticreview.com since January of this year but our internet safety experts have suggested we
take a more aggressive approach.
Effective immediately, any variation of, or reference to, TER is banned. If you find it in an ad, remove
the phrase and update the ad but do not lock the ad from editing for this violation alone. If the review
ID number is attached to the reference (TER #8675309), remove the ID number along with the TER
reference.
If you find a string of numbers without a direct reference to TER, it's allowed.
Examples:
"#123456"
"Well Reviewed #666666"
"Google my reviews #12011201"
An easy way to weed out a good chunk of these references is to do a search for "TER" on the city
page. You'll get some false positives but it should point you in the right direction. Non-adult
spammers will sometimes use hidden keywords like "block bus ter video" and the search will see the
tail-end of "bus ter". To avoid this, you can start your search after you've navigated to the Adult section
of the city.
I'm attaching 4 example screenshots of what is not allowed (circled in red) and 1 example screenshot of
what is okay (circled in green).
If you have any questions, please ask me or Joye. Thanks.
Andrew Padilla
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REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Andrew Backpage;
Fwd: Banned Code words.
Monday, July 09, 2012 2:02:12 PM
Backpage Code words.xls

Hi Andrew and
Please confirm if you would like us to delete the ads with these words?
Best

Hello Mam,
Kindly check the attached Doc of Backpage Code Words.
We came across with the words having the same Meaning given in the Banned list.
Attached Doc is having 2 Spreed sheets
1. Backpage Banned Code words
2. Related code words
Let us know, What we have to do with Related Code Words ?

--

--
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REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Andrew Backpage

Fwd: Moderation Reminder / Update FOLLOW UP 4-7-12
Saturday, April 07, 2012 3:38:42 PM
banned.xls

All:
A few clarifications:
-- Only worry about "cum" or "come" or any of its variations when it's being used to describe
semen or ejaculation. If it's not being used sexually, regardless of how ridiculously it's
spelled, it's okay.
-- Don't delete ads that use "young" or misspellings of "young". You should still include them
in your emails to me for review but there are too many legitimate uses of the word to warrant
a removal every time.
-- Don't delete ads when a banned termed is used to the contrary. Examples: "NO GFE" and
"NO Fu11 $ervice".
-- Even though Girlfriend Experience is banned, the word "girlfriend" by itself isn't a
problem. Examples: "Let me be your girlfriend" and "I'm hotter than your girlfriend."
Andrew

---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
Date: Thu, Apr 5, 2012 at 2:30 PM
Subject: Moderation Reminder / Update
To:
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Cc:
All:
Attached is a list of 120 Adult terms that are banned on the site. These are terms that we
consider egregious violations of our Terms of Use. These should not be confused with terms
that are merely suggestive or in poor taste.
The attached list is automatically filtered and a user attempting to post an ad with any of these
terms receives an error message during the posting process. We don't want these terms on our
site.
You'll see examples, in the list, where a term is spelled several ways but we're only scratching
the surface on all the possible spelling variations. If you see a misspelling of any of these
terms that gets around our filters, delete the ad in its entirety. Don't edit the text or
remove any pics.
For term violations not on this list, you can remove the term or phrase and update the ad.
Make a list of the url's of any ads you delete and send them to me at the end of your shift for
review. You can skip this step if you're deleting from the queue.
If you have any questions, let me know. Thanks.
Andrew
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REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Ferrer
Andrew Backpage;
Fwd: pics dissapearing
Thursday, March 01, 2012 3:06:11 PM

Hey
,
Please remind staff to exercise care when removing images. We have had an increase in users
complaining about false positives.
Two examples below:
- Moderated by AT36 at 2012-03-01 12:28:08.
http://toronto.nowtoronto.com/FemaleEscorts/warning-someone-is-stealing-my-pics-forbandslet-me-know-where-u-see-my-picsand-get-abig-dicount-32/10023066
- AT19 - today (sorry I loss the time stamp when I had to restore the image)
http://philadelphia.backpage.com/Datelines/real-girls-discreet-phone-encounters-888-7466372/8858055
We are building a way to restore images so we can demonstrate mistakes for your training
purposes.
For now, it is the customer's word. I think they may be right in most cases, but of course, not
all cases.
Thank you and your staff for their hard work,
-carl
Begin forwarded message:
From:
Date: March 1, 2012 12:50:33 PM CST
To: Carl Ferrer
Subject: pics dissapearing
hi carl,
see this ad: http://toronto.nowtoronto.com/FemaleEscorts/warning-someone-isstealing-my-pics-for-bandslet-me-know-where-u-see-my-picsand-get-abigdicount-32/10023066
there were 8 pictures there one minute ago and now there are only 4. the other
pics did not look like they broke any rules as far as i know. maybe they did?
anyway, this keeps happening to her and she wants to know why. she thinks
there's some big conspiracy.
please advise.
App. 000085

thanks,

--

print readership is up > 354,000 unique readers weekly
PMB fall 2011
web audience is up > 292,000 unique readers monthly
ComScore fall 2011
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REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Andrew Backpage

Moderation Reminder / Update
Thursday, April 05, 2012 5:31:17 PM
banned.xls

All:
Attached is a list of 120 Adult terms that are banned on the site. These are terms that we
consider egregious violations of our Terms of Use. These should not be confused with terms
that are merely suggestive or in poor taste.
The attached list is automatically filtered and a user attempting to post an ad with any of these
terms receives an error message during the posting process. We don't want these terms on our
site.
You'll see examples, in the list, where a term is spelled several ways but we're only scratching
the surface on all the possible spelling variations. If you see a misspelling of any of these
terms that gets around our filters, delete the ad in its entirety. Don't edit the text or
remove any pics.
For term violations not on this list, you can remove the term or phrase and update the ad.
Make a list of the url's of any ads you delete and send them to me at the end of your shift for
review. You can skip this step if you're deleting from the queue.
If you have any questions, let me know. Thanks.
Andrew
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REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Padilla

Re: another term bites the dust
Friday, February 18, 2011 6:25:43 PM

It's an abbreviation for The Erotic Review. http://www.theeroticreview.com/
We're trying to distance ourselves from the types of reviews found there.
Andrew Padilla
Operations Manager
Backpage.com | Village Voice Media

>>> On 2/18/2011 at 4:10 PM,
Hi Andrew

wrote:

What does TER stand for? I will need to explain to the teams what this means so that they intelligently
edit the ads.
Thanks
On Fri, Feb 18, 2011 at 2:43 PM, Andrew Padilla

wrote:

Hi
,
The last part about doing searches doesn't apply to your crew. Thanks.
Andrew Padilla
Operations Manager
Backpage.com | Village Voice Media

>>> On 2/18/2011 at 3:16 PM, Andrew Padilla wrote:
All:
We've been filtering out the terms "TER" and "The Erotic Review" along with links to
theeroticreview.com since January of this year but our internet safety experts have suggested
we take a more aggressive approach.
Effective immediately, any variation of, or reference to, TER is banned. If you find it in an ad,
remove the phrase and update the ad but do not lock the ad from editing for this violation alone.
If the review ID number is attached to the reference (TER #8675309), remove the ID number
along with the TER reference.
If you find a string of numbers without a direct reference to TER, it's allowed.
Examples:
"#123456"
"Well Reviewed #666666"
"Google my reviews #12011201"
An easy way to weed out a good chunk of these references is to do a search for "TER" on the
city page. You'll get some false positives but it should point you in the right direction. Non-adult
spammers will sometimes use hidden keywords like "block bus ter video" and the search will
see the tail-end of "bus ter". To avoid this, you can start your search after you've navigated to
the Adult section of the city.
I'm attaching 4 example screenshots of what is not allowed (circled in red) and 1 example
screenshot of what is okay (circled in green).
If you have any questions, please ask me or
. Thanks.
Andrew Padilla
Operations Manager
Backpage.com | Village Voice Media

App. 000088

--

This email may contain confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended recipient(s).
Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient (or authorized to receive for the recipient), please contact the sender by reply email and
delete all copies of this message. Any confidentiality or privilege is not waived or lost if this e-mail has
been sent to you by mistake.If you are NOT an authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using,
delivering, distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing the message or content to others and must
delete the message from your computer.
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REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Ferrer
Andrew Padilla
Re: BFE is also a sex code word?
Wednesday, October 27, 2010 1:37:09 PM

Whoops...
Yes, since this is such a big change on to our users removing their ads is too harsh.
Better to edit by removing bad text or removing bad language. We will do this for a few weeks to give users a
chance to adjust.
Editing takes time so we expect the queues to pile up some, hence we really need you.
Carl
On Oct 27, 2010, at 10:27 AM,

wrote:

> Hi Carl
>
> So removing/deleting means from our perspective failing as Andrew mentioned editing as an option.
>
> Thanks
>
>
> On Wed, Oct 27, 2010 at 10:24 AM, Carl Ferrer
wrote:
> I guess I would say will worry about bfe later. It is so rarely used. Approve is the right call.
>
> I think our big task now is removing the 15 min and 1/2 hour rates, and the bare butt pics.
>
> There are some dev scheduled to significantly increase efficiency:
> - ban/limit use of html images
> - be able to delete a bad image quicker
> - separate image moderation queues
>
> Carl
>
> On Oct 26, 2010, at 11:35 PM,
wrote:
>
> > Hi Carl
>>
> > Since the guidelines do mention GFE is BFE also a sex code word?
>>
> > Hello mam
> > [11:22:35 PM]
Backpage PL: seeking upscale generous, gentleman to share my time and affection.
> > B.F.E (boyfriend experience) as well as casual encounters provided.
> > time spent with me will never be rushed nor forgotten.
> > [11:22:54 PM]
Backpage PL: This one Approved or fail mam ?
>>
> > I asked him to approve for now
>>
> > ->>
> > Manager

App. 000090

>
>
>
>
> --

App. 000091

REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Ferrer
Andrew Padilla
Re: Can you edit ads now?
Wednesday, October 27, 2010 9:35:58 PM

Awesome.
Removing bad pics and removing bad text like 15 min 1/2hour is critical.
I think you will be busy.
carl
On Oct 27, 2010, at 6:32 PM,

wrote:

> Hi Carl and Andrew
>
> We can open the ads and edit them now in India and here in the US
>
> Thanks
>
>
> On Wed, Oct 27, 2010 at 6:25 PM, Carl Ferrer
> Can you edit ads now?
>
> I see the developers added your IP.
>
> Carl
>
>
>
> --

App. 000092

wrote:

REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Ferrer
Re: Development companies
Friday, March 02, 2012 8:03:08 PM

Hi Carl,
Thanks for the description. If you ask our recommendation, we at
can help you
with this development project. I do not know of any other companies personally.
Currently, our internal IT staff manages our intranet which is using the
environment.
We are managing a domain name, hosting, utilizing
to upload and keep
internal company information. We are also running
.
If you provide mock ups and a description, we can make samples for you. I can offer a
1 month evaluation with 1 person. Once you decide to proceed with the evaluation, we can
hire a dedicated staff for the evaluation.
Pricing after the evaluation is
Look forward to an opportunity to work with your development team.
Thanks
On Mon, Feb 27, 2012 at 8:42 AM, Carl Ferrer
wrote:
The concept is as follows:
- We allow people to create their own web sites / blogs with custom sub-domains.
Example:
carpetcleaners.bigcity.com
SalonByJill.bigcity
Tasha.bigcity
- They can load pics, add text, etc.
- Other users can follow.
- We are creating a tumblr.com for classifieds and small businesses.
- We will content by giving users the option for any postings on backpage to automatically
appear on their BigCity post.
- We expect a lot of user generated content
- We will provide mockups and a thorough development description.
- We will provide hosting and CDN management.

App. 000093

PSI-

-000667

- The development company should have a LAMP development environment.
Hope this helps,
carl
On Feb 26, 2012, at 5:50 PM,

wrote:

Hi Carl,
Thanks for reaching out on this.
Could you send a sample description of the project. Based on this we can try to
find a solution. How much staff do you anticipate needing for this development
project?
Best
On Sat, Feb 25, 2012 at 12:37 AM, Carl Ferrer
wrote:
I'm looking to launch another web project. My current developers are
slammed.
I'm looking to hire another development company dedicated to this project.
If you have recommendation in the US or outside the US, please send them
my way.
The ideal development company would be hired as follows:
- we pay an hourly rate
- we describe the development we want
- they build it and maintain it.
- we pay the hosting and equipment.
Examples:
http://www.webteltechnologies.com/#;
http://www.tisindia.com/offers/virtual-office-india.html
Thanks
-Carl
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REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Ferrer
Andrew Padilla
Re: Introduction to Review/ Moderation Services from
Thursday, September 30, 2010 11:01:31 PM

I have three steps left:
1. Add your IP's
2. Modify the queue to have a "fail".
If you staff finds something violating our rules, they will click fail. It will move to a US staff who will determine
what to do (edit, reduce user's rights, or remove ad)
3. Provide you with url, username and password, and documentation on moderation standards.
Andrew is working on this. He's manages our spam/abuse US staff.
Looks like next week sometime.
Carl
On Sep 30, 2010, at 7:46 PM,

wrote:

> Hello Carl,
>
> When I clicked on this link I got a message for forbidden access
>
> When it was clicked in India they too got a message for forbidden access.
>
> Thank you
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 30, 2010 at 7:33 PM, Carl Ferrer
wrote:
> Can your staff click this url?
> http://admin.www.backpage.com
>
> Do you get a user login in prompt?
>
> I just want to confirm that my developers added your IP.
>
> Carl
>
> On Sep 25, 2010, at 4:30 PM,
wrote:
>
> > Hi Carl,
>>
> > Thats good to hear that the queue is build. We have a staff member identified to work on the project. We can
start within 2 days of receiving the documents. Lets have a conference next week to go over the guidelines.
>>
> > After the evaluation payment can be by check. I understand you may want to build a team quickly. So as we
start the evaluation, we will start building the team. You can give us guidance on number of members you might
need.
>>
> > Thanks
>>

App. 000095

> > -----Original Message----> > From: Carl Ferrer
> > Date: Sat, 25 Sep 2010 15:29:50
> > To:
> > Cc:
> > Subject: Re: Introduction to Review/ Moderation Services from
>>
> > I'll send you urls, username and password, and the guidelines next week.
> > We actually have the queue built and we can start next week.
>>
> > I understand you will give me one person to test.
>>
> > But I'll probably want to increase people with in a few days.
> > When we add people, what's your preference on payment?
>>
>>
> > carl
>>
> > On Sep 23, 2010, at 11:45 PM,
wrote:
>>
> >> Hi Carl,
> >>
> >> Thanks for your interest in testing us out. Please send us your guidelines so we can begin training and
evaluating staff for placement on your project. Attached are our Static IP Addresses for our offices.
> >>
> >> I have copied
, our US Project Manager.
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> On Thu, Sep 23, 2010 at 9:24 PM, Carl Ferrer
wrote:
> >> Ok, I'd like to test you out.
> >>
> >> To do this right, we probably need to start with 6 staff.
> >>
> >> - Send me your static IP so you can get admin access.
> >> - I will give them URLS and specific instructions on what to delete.
> >> - I need modified the rights to secure some user info/cc data, etc. .
> >>
> >> carl
> >>
> >>
> >>> Hi Carl
> >>> I will call you during your open time slots.
> >>>
> >>> ------Original Message-----> >>> From: Carl Ferrer
> >>> To:
> >>> Subject: Re: Introduction to Review/ Moderation Services from
> >>> Sent: Sep 22, 2010 3:58 PM
> >>>
> >>> I'm in phoenix for a few more days (pacific time)
> >>> I'm open 10:00a till 11:30a pacific time.
> >>>
> >>> You can call me then on my cell or some time after 2p pacific.
> >>>
> >>> I'd like to talk about how other sites have organized the data for your staff to remove bad content, the
security, reporting, etc.
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> >>>
> >>> carl
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>> On Sep 22, 2010, at 3:32 PM,
:
> >>>
> >>>> Hi Carl,
> >>>>
> >>>> Sure wold be great to chat. How is tomorrow at 10am Dallas time. My mobile number is
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>>> ------Original Message-----> >>>> From: Carl Ferrer
> >>>> To:
> >>>> To:
> >>>> Subject: Re: Introduction to Review/ Moderation Services from
> >>>> Sent: Sep 22, 2010 12:45 PM
> >>>>
> >>>> Are you available for a call?
> >>>>
> >>>> Also, lets start emailing me on the backpage email address (I check it
> >>>> more often)
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>>> Carl
> >>>>
> >>>> On Tue, Sep 21, 2010 at 12:16 PM,
> >>>>
wrote:
> >>>>> Hi Carl,
> >>>>>
> >>>>> Thanks for your interest. Attached is a presentation which covers our
> >>>>> company introduction, services offered (review of Ads and Images), working
> >>>>> methodology, pricing and customers.
> >>>>>
> >>>>> Please let me know if you have any questions or if you would like to
> >>>>> follow-up with a conference call. We can offer 1 month of no charge trial (1
> >>>>> person for 1 month - 6 days a week, 8 hours/ day).
> >>>>>
> >>>>>

> >>>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>
> >>
> >> <Static_IP Addresses
>>
>
>
>
>
> ->

.doc>

App. 000097

.
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REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Carl Ferrer
Re: Introduction to Review/ Moderation Services from
Friday, September 24, 2010 2:45:30 AM
Static_IP Addresses
.doc

Hi Carl,
Thanks for your interest in testing us out. Please send us your guidelines so we can begin
training and evaluating staff for placement on your project. Attached are our Static IP
Addresses for our offices.
I have copied

, our US Project Manager.

On Thu, Sep 23, 2010 at 9:24 PM, Carl Ferrer
Ok, I'd like to test you out.

wrote:

To do this right, we probably need to start with 6 staff.
- Send me your static IP so you can get admin access.
- I will give them URLS and specific instructions on what to delete.
- I need modified the rights to secure some user info/cc data, etc. .
carl
> Hi Carl
> I will call you during your open time slots.
>
> ------Original Message-----> From: Carl Ferrer
> To:
> Subject: Re: Introduction to Review/ Moderation Services from
> Sent: Sep 22, 2010 3:58 PM
>
> I'm in phoenix for a few more days (pacific time)
> I'm open 10:00a till 11:30a pacific time.
>
> You can call me then on my cell or some time after 2p pacific.
>
> I'd like to talk about how other sites have organized the data for your staff to remove bad
content, the security, reporting, etc.
>
> carl
>
>
>
> On Sep 22, 2010, at 3:32 PM,
wrote:
App. 000099

>
>> Hi Carl,
>>
>> Sure wold be great to chat. How is tomorrow at 10am Dallas time. My mobile number is
>>
>>
>> ------Original Message----->> From: Carl Ferrer
>> To:
>> To:
>> Subject: Re: Introduction to Review/ Moderation Services from
>> Sent: Sep 22, 2010 12:45 PM
>>
>> Are you available for a call?
>>
>> Also, lets start emailing me on the backpage email address (I check it
>> more often)
>>
>>
>>
>> Carl
>>
>> On Tue, Sep 21, 2010 at 12:16 PM,
>>
wrote:
>>> Hi Carl,
>>>
>>> Thanks for your interest. Attached is a presentation which covers our
>>> company introduction, services offered (review of Ads and Images), working
>>> methodology, pricing and customers.
>>>
>>> Please let me know if you have any questions or if you would like to
>>> follow-up with a conference call. We can offer 1 month of no charge trial (1
>>> person for 1 month - 6 days a week, 8 hours/ day).
>>>

>>
>
>
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Padilla
Re: missed violations
Tuesday, January 11, 2011 6:17:22 PM

Thanks Andrew
This is really very helpful
Best
On Tue, Jan 11, 2011 at 3:10 PM, Andrew Padilla
wrote:
> Hi
,
>
> Here are a few examples of image violations missed by moderators. Thanks.
>
>
> Andrew Padilla
> Operations Manager
> Backpage.com | Village Voice Media
>

--
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Padilla
Re: new guidelines in adult
Wednesday, October 27, 2010 1:19:40 PM

Hi Andrew
Thanks we will implement these guidelines now
re: editing the ads is great idea and the team is certainly skilled for this, only thing I would
analyze is the time this would involve as Carl mentioned he wanted the ques cleared ASAP.
We would also need to understand how unobtrusively we can achieve editing so that we
maintain the essence of the ad
Thanks
On Wed, Oct 27, 2010 at 10:05 AM, Andrew Padilla
wrote:
Hi

,

I'm attaching an email I sent to our staff this morning. You can begin enforcing these changes as well.
Also, I think we should explore the idea of letting your best trained employees start to edit ads rather
than fail them. Carl can probably elaborate more on this.
Andrew Padilla
Operations Manager
Backpage.com | Village Voice Media

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Andrew Padilla"
To:

App. 000102

Date: Wed, 27 Oct 2010 09:25:24 -0700
Subject: new guidelines in adult
We've been messing around with listing guidelines in the queue since last night but the language isn't
finalized yet. Regardless of what we specifically wind up saying there, here are some new rules:
no bare butts (thongs okay)
no penises
no breast sucking
no GFE, no PSE
no pricing for services less than an hour
You can move forward enforcing these changes immediately. I'll have more instructions later about
how much female frontal nudity will be allowed.
We won't be removing ads for these violations. These ads should be edited and "violated terms of
use" should be selected.
We have to be fair to the users and give them time to adapt. Thanks.
Andrew Padilla
Operations Manager
Backpage.com | Village Voice Media

--
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Thanks,
Andrew

Andrew Backpage

Re: photo question
Thursday, June 23, 2011 3:46:21 PM

:)

On Thu, Jun 23, 2011 at 12:37 PM,
Hi Andrew

wrote:

The team is clear that such kinds of images should not be deleted. WE will put this in our
next test and training round to make sure everyone is aware and clear.
Best
On Thu, Jun 23, 2011 at 12:18 PM, Andrew Backpage
and
,

wrote:

Can you check with your respective moderation crews and see if any of them would
remove an image like this:
http://admin.nova.backpage.com/FemaleEscorts/classifieds/EnlargeImage?
oid=3993344&image=4714268
I don't see that her nipple is exposed but maybe I'm missing something or someone is
being too strict. Also, I want to make sure that no one is confused and applying the
pixelization rule to things like eyes and faces. Let me know what you find out. Thank
you.
Andrew

--

This email may contain confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended
recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. If
you are not the intended recipient (or authorized to receive for the recipient), please contact
the sender by reply email and delete all copies of this message. Any confidentiality or
App. 000104

privilege is not waived or lost if this e-mail has been sent to you by mistake.If you are NOT
an authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, delivering, distributing, printing,
copying, or disclosing the message or content to others and must delete the message from
your computer.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hi

Andrew Padilla
Carl Ferrer;
Re: Request quick feedback - are we on track in training?
Friday, October 29, 2010 12:49:51 PM

,

No glaring mistakes that I can see.
It's a little more difficult to provide constructive feedback with your crew editing instead of failing. With a
Fail, we can see the ad intact and ask questions; with an Edit we can only see what they've left behind.
The risk there is that your crew might be working harder than necessary. After things settle down,
we should come up with some quality control tests to make sure they aren't editing too much. In the
meantime, I consider it completely acceptable if they are being too strict. The trade off is that you're
helping our crew directly and that's tremendous right now. Thank you for all the time you're putting into
this training phase.
Andrew Padilla
Operations Manager
Backpage.com | Village Voice Media

>>> On 10/29/2010 at 8:39 AM,
Hi Andrew

wrote:

Please let me know if there are any glaring mistakes being made so that I can rectify them immediately.
I am running 3 training sessions daily to drum in the guidelines and some feedback letting me know
what I should emphasize more will be very helpful - training is only as good as the results.
Thanks
--
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Carl Ferrer; Andrew Backpage
Re: Staffing 11a phx / 1p dallas
Friday, September 07, 2012 2:05:23 PM
Backpage Daily Data Aug to Sep 5 2012.xlsx

Hi Carl and Andrew,
Please see the sheet for number of ads done and staffing.
Thanks
On Thu, Sep 6, 2012 at 10:13 PM, Carl Ferrer
Andrew has a call in phone number:

wrote:

Toll free:
Conference code:

Here's my Agenda:
1. Staffing2. Image tools proposed
3. Extra office space in the US: we are considering moving a day shift of Tier 1 back to US.
4. Can we have you moderate email spam?
(need help describing how we should build this)
On Sep 6, 2012, at 10:48 PM, Carl Ferrer wrote:
11 AM Phoenix time.
1 PM Dallas time.
I need to get set up with one of those fancy 800 phone conference dial in-s.
For now, I can conference people in the old fashion way.
Are you in the US and can I call you?
Or, perhaps you can call me at the landline i will be at tomorrow
-Carl

On Sep 6, 2012, at 10:27 PM,

wrote:
App. 000107

Hi Carl,
Sure. What time works for you tomorrow?
Thanks
On Thu, Sep 6, 2012 at 7:46 PM, Carl Ferrer
wrote:
and
,
Can you review the volumes? Perhaps even have a quick phone
call tomorrow.
Andrew and I only need one of you if you like.
carl
On Jul 3, 2012, at 1:27 PM,

wrote:

Hi Carl,
Ok thanks. We will begin hiring and training the
staff.

On Tue, Jul 3, 2012 at 11:20 AM, Carl Ferrer
wrote:
I consulted with Liz last week about staff
resources. She is good with you hiring 10 more
people and you should proceed.
Thanks.
On Jul 3, 2012, at 1:58 PM,

wrote:

Hi Carl,
It was great meeting you and the team
in Phoenix.
For planning we will estimate 17000 /
day instead of the peaks at close to
19000/ day on some days. As
discussed, we expect it to go down so
App. 000108

I assume 17000/ day is a good
estimate. Normal volume we were
handling was 14000/ day. Based on
this an additional staff of 8 - 10 will
be fine (50 to 60 ads per hour).
We reviewed the hourly incoming
volume, based on this the staff
required to be on shift will be as
follows:
- 22 in US Evening Hours (India
morning shift)
- 8 Late US Hours (India afternoon
shift)
- 20 US Day Hours (India night shift)
Counting off days (1 day a week) we
would need a staff of 59 to 60.
Please feel free to call me on skype or
my cell when you need to talk. I am
not as alert to skype chat and saw
your note a few days later.
Thanks
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Ferrer
Andrew Backpage;
Re: This moderation staff member is costing us time and money
Friday, March 02, 2012 11:52:45 AM

,
That was the same client as I referenced yesterday. UGH.
AT19 cost us $1k in freebies to pacify the client.
-carl
On Mar 2, 2012, at 10:49 AM,

wrote:

Hi Andrew
We will pull him off and retrain him.
Best
On Mar 2, 2012, at 8:48 AM, Andrew Backpage
wrote:
Hi

,

Can you take AT19 off of moderation and have them retrained?
I'd rather see zero edits from a moderator than any edits that were
unnecessary. Thanks.
Andrew

---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
Date: Fri, Mar 2, 2012 at 9:27 AM
Subject: This moderation staff member is costing us time and money
To: Andrew Backpage
, Carl Ferrer
Cc:
The ad below was edited unnecessarily yesterday.
http://admin.www.backpage.com/online/classifieds/VerifyAd?
oid=122131370&id=735bf36954cbdba50eef3d426646c0cf1321561391-central
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We fixed it. Less then 12 hours later it got edited again - by this
same staff member AT19
We already added time to the $2K buy to pacify this client. They
spend a bunch with us.

<bad edit.pdf>
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hi

Andrew Backpage

retraining for at20
Friday, October 21, 2011 1:34:31 PM
at20 sunday.jpg

,

This morning, one of our third-party watchdog groups pointed this ad out to Carl. It's one of
the most egregious oversights I've ever seen a moderator make. Clearly, even the most poorly
trained moderator would recognize that this ad contains nudity so this must be a case of an
employee who doesn't care or an employee who is rushing through their work. I imagine it
could also be an example of someone who doesn't understand how to properly remove images
from an ad.
In a perfect world, our own 2nd tier moderation would have caught this but we're spread pretty
thin on the weekends. It's extremely unfortunate that a third-party company caught this and
brought it to Carl's attention.
Let me know what action you take to remedy the issue with at20. Thanks.
Andrew
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Backpage

This is what happens when you don"t check the TS category in your cities
Thursday, April 12, 2012 1:46:14 PM

http://admin.www.backpage.com/classifieds/central/ManageAds?
Lots of people have worked this city in the last two months during the week and on weekends;
on nights and overnights. Some people have taken on this city when someone called in. All
of these ads ran through the queue. There are just so many times when this should have been
caught.
Make sure you're checking all of your categories. Too many moderators are in a rush to say
"I'm all caught up" when the only reason they're "caught up" is because they're cutting
corners.
Andrew Padilla
Backpage.com
Operations Manager
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TERM

BANNED

ALLOWED IN
PHONE AND
WEB

x

y

x

y

x

DP

69
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human trafficking

x

y

x
x

y
y

x

y

x

y

x
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schoolgirl

x

A female in full or part time education

teen

x
x

someone between the ages of 13and 19
someone between the ages of 13and 19

yung

x

y

▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬-▬ஜ۩۞۩ஜ▬▬▬▬-▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬
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Codewords

Meaning

-

S
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Date
8/1/2012
8/2/2012
8/3/2012
8/4/2012
8/5/2012
8/6/2012
8/7/2012
8/8/2012
8/9/2012
8/10/2012
8/11/2012
8/12/2012
8/13/2012
8/14/2012
8/15/2012
8/16/2012
8/17/2012
8/18/2012
8/19/2012
8/20/2012
8/21/2012
8/22/2012
8/23/2012
8/24/2012
8/25/2012
8/26/2012
8/27/2012
8/28/2012
8/29/2012
8/30/2012
8/31/2012
9/1/2012
9/2/2012
9/3/2012
9/4/2012
9/5/2012
Average
95 Percentile

Total Done
15611
17154
17324
15041
12949
15888
16163
16840
17003
17320
15431
12534
15658
15753
16191
16832
16903
14605
11801
14893
15799
14860
15542
16721
14245
11312
13722
14715
15278
15177
15814
13965
12039
12067
14495
15350
15,083
17195.5

Phoenix
1085
950
713
611
809
1142
1125
1012
842
774
507
477
772
1160
1065
1229
827
710
533
723
1142
985
731
940
574
555
869
944
1050
847
781
390
699
598
1397
1224

14526
16204
16611
14430
12140
14746
15038
15828
16161
16546
14924
12057
14886
14593
15126
15603
16076
13895
11268
14170
14657
13875
14811
15781
13671
10757
12853
13771
14228
14330
15033
13575
11340
11469
13098
14126
855
1225.25

14,228
16289.5
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Per Day/
Per Staff Staff
320
320
320

Staff
Working Daily Total
50
42.86
13,714
55
47.14
15,086
60
51.43
16,457
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TERM

ALLOWED IN
PHONE AND
WEB
BANNED

x

y

x

y
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x
x

y
y

x

y
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yung

x

y

x

y
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Clarification on Underage ads VERY VERY IMPORTANT
Tuesday, June 26, 2012 1:11:39 AM
Suspicious underage doc.xls

Hello All
Please note very carefully:
The definition of underage is anyone under the age of 18. But for the purposes of making reports, we err
on the side of caution and try to report anyone that looks under the age of 21.
IF IN DOUBT ABOUT UNDERAGE : The process for now should be to accept the ad and note the link.
However, if you ever find anything that you feel IS UNDERAGE AND is more than just suspicious, you
can delete the ad, note the link and notify IN ONLINE DOC.

PLEASE CREATE AN ONLINE DOC FOR ALL SUSPICIOUS UNDERAGE AD
LINKS SHOULD BE PLACED.
ONLY DELETE IF YOU REALLY VERY SURE PERSON IS UNDERAGE. (IN
ONLINE DOC NOTE THE AD LINK)
Please confirm back your understanding AND THAT YOU HAVE SPOKEN TO
EVERY TM INDIVIDUALLY AND EXPLAINED THIS POINT.
I have attached example of the online doc. Please create it ASAP.

--
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Re: NEW GUIDELINES services for less than an hour are no longer violations
Thursday, April 05, 2012 8:53:26 PM

Hello Mam,
Thanks for the Update.
Can we have a meeting regarding the update & new moderating tool.
On Fri, Apr 6, 2012 at 5:23 AM,
Hello all

wrote:

Please confirm your understanding

All:
Blank pricing and services for less than an hour are now allowed in Adult.
15 mins - $60 is okay
30 mins - $80 is okay
$90 is okay
15 min - $80 back rub is okay
Anything time related is okay.
The only reason to check pricing now is for illegal services.
$60 - 15 min blow and go is still a violation because of the service. The time is irrelevant
in this case.
Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.

--
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This email may contain confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended
recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. If
you are not the intended recipient (or authorized to receive for the recipient), please contact
the sender by reply email and delete all copies of this message. Any confidentiality or
privilege is not waived or lost if this e-mail has been sent to you by mistake.If you are NOT
an authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, delivering, distributing, printing,
copying, or disclosing the message or content to others and must delete the message from
your computer.

-Thanks and Regards
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MEDALIST HOLDINGS, INC.

REDACTIONS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
AS OF FEBRUARY 12, 2015| PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL
PAGE | 6

COMPANY OVERVIEW

Management further indicated that the Company is in the process
of negotiating a transaction, where a 100 percent interest in
Dartmoor Holdings, LLC, a subsidiary of Medalist, will be acquired
by the former employee of the Company. Based on the non-binding
letter of intent, the anticipated purchase consideration of
approximately $600.0 million (subject to working capital
adjustments as of the closing date) will be structured as a 6-year
term loan. The financing will be provided by the seller (or Medalist)
for the full amount of the purchase consideration. We also
understand that the consideration might include an earn-out
provision based on the achievement of certain future performance
milestones.

Capital Structure and Ownership
The table below summarizes the Company’s capital structure and
ownership as of the Valuation Date:
Shareholder Name

Common Voting

Common

Total

Non-Voting

Shares

M ichael G. Lacey

1,640.3

162,388.6

164,028.9

James A. Larkin

1,554.4

153,889.7

155,444.1

3,635.3

359,899.6

363,534.9

Total
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MEDALIST HOLDINGS, INC.

D

Conclusion of Value
The business enterprise value (“BEV”) of the Company indicated by
the DCF Method represents the value of 100 percent of the
Company’s total invested capital (“TIC”), net of cash.
In view of the foregoing, the fair market value of the TIC, net of
cash as of the Valuation Date, as indicated by the DCF Method
presented in Schedule 4 is reasonably represented as follows:
$620,900,000
SIX HUNDRED TWENTY MILLION,
NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
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MEDALIST HOLDINGS, INC.
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MARKET APPROACH

Guideline Public Company
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MEDALIST HOLDINGS, INC.

In view of the foregoing, the fair market value of the TIC, net of
cash as of the Valuation Date, as indicated by the GPC Method
presented in Schedule 7 is reasonably represented as follows:
$625,800,000
SIX HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE MILLION,
EIGHT HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS

In view of the foregoing, the fair market value of the TIC, net of
cash as of the Valuation Date, as indicated by the GMAC Method
presented in Schedule 9 is reasonably represented as follows:
$618,400,000
SIX HUNDRED EIGHTEEN MILLION,
FOUR HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
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ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
As part of our analysis, we also considered the anticipated
transaction of Dartmoor Holdings, LLC (“Dartmoor”) which holds
100 percent interest in the following entities: Backpage.com, LLC;
Website Technologies, LLC; IC Holdings, LLC; Payment Solutions,
B.V.; Classified Solutions, Ltd., Postfaster, LLC; Classified
Strategies Cooperatief U.A.; and Posting Solutions, LLC.
Management also indicated that the only operating entity is
Backpage.com.
Based on the non-binding letter of intent, the anticipated purchase
consideration of approximately $600.0 million (subject to working
capital adjustments as of the closing date) will be structured as a
6-year term loan. The financing will be provided by the Company
for the full amount of the purchase consideration. We also
understand that the consideration might include an earn-out
provision based on the achievement of certain future performance
milestones. However, we understand that the exact terms of the
transaction and the amount of the consideration were not finalized
as of the Valuation Date.
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MEDALIST HOLDINGS, INC.

Conclusion
Based on all that we have developed in our study, it is our opinion
that the estimated fair market value of the common equity of
Medalist on a non-controlling and non-marketable interest basis is
reasonably represented as follows:

$430,756,400

FOUR HUNDRED THIRTY MILLION, SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY-SIX
THOUSAND, FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS
OR
$1,184.9 Per Share Voting
AND
$1,149.4 Per Share Non-Voting
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Medalist Holdings, Inc
Valuation of Medalist Holdings, Inc
Historical & Projected Income Statements - Adjusted
As of February 12, 2015

Schedule 2.2
Page 1 of 2
($US in Thousands)

Historical Financials (1)
FYE December 31
2012
2013
Net Revenue

$

71,225.9

$

112,694.2

$

TTM As of
January 31
2015

2014
134,966.9

$

137,420.0

2015
$

153,897.9

-

.
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Projected Financials (1)
FYE December 31
2016
2017
$

173,712.2

-

$

196,077.7

-

$

2018
221,322.7

-

2019
$

249,818.0

-
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Medalist Holdings, Inc
Valuation of Medalist Holdings, Inc
Guideline Public Company Metrics
As of February 12, 2015

TTM EBITDA Margin
Medalist Holdings, Inc

Guideline Public Company Average
Guideline Public Company Median

Schedule 8
($US in Thousands)

82.4%

9.3%
7.7%
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From:
[mailto
@websitetechnologies.com]
Sent: Friday, October 09, 2015 9:11 AM
To:
Subject: RE: Just need to update our files

Hi

,

I hope you're well.
the entities.

forwarded your email to me so that we can give you clarity on the relationship between

See below for your questions and our answers. Please let me know if you have any other questions.
Thanks!

Hi
I hope you are enjoying the cooler weather now that fall is coming our way.
I just want to reach out to you as I know there have been some changes and we
are looking to update our information on your accounts with us.
We see that we are receiving a number of wires from overseas especially from
Iceland and Lichtenstein . We would like to know who are clients are that are
paying through these two companies.
App. 000159
1
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Would you be able to provide that information to me

2) Wires from Lichtenstein:
is the acquirer for credit card transactions for
the classified ad websites supported by WT operational services. The answer is the same as above.
The classified websites also include Cracker.com.au (formerly owned and operated by
and acquired in 2015 by Ad Tech BV)

We would also like a more detailed description of what Website Technologies
does as to what services they provide to your client base and if you can send me
their web address for our records.
Website Technologies was acquired in April 2015 by Carl Ferrer. We are in the process of creating a
website for website technologies. Though it is not a priority since our clients are not the general public
and have a sizable customer base already. Our clients are media companies we meet at trade
shows. WT provides the following services to these clients:
1) Contracts with development companies for creation and maintenance of IT related products.
2) Uses IT marketplace platform technology to provide classified advertising sites for media
companies.
3) Provides Payroll and administrative services for staff supporting the marketplace platform
4) Manages contracts and pays IT related vendors for hosting, content delivery networks, email
service providers, fraud prevention services and other IT-related vendors.
5) Provides reporting and payment to its media company clients.

Please let me know if you would not mind sending this information over to me.
Thanks

2
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